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ABSTRACT 
 
How does the body manifest religious belief? What happens when that belief 
shatters? These questions were critical in sixteenth-century France when religious 
conflict rattled many individuals’ faith. A startling—and related—motif in the literature 
of the period features one part of the body overwhelming the world. These texts, this 
dissertation argues, manifest religious belief through this motif. While several scholars 
have examined the role of fragmentation in Renaissance culture, particularly how this 
fragmentation intersects with cartography and anatomy, the religious dimension of this 
phenomenon has not been emphasized enough. Through a method of close textual and 
visual analysis, this study argues that in an era when openly stating one’s personal 
religious beliefs could have fatal consequences, the digestive tract, heart, and other parts 
of the body sometimes took on the work of expressing religious belief. This process 
resembles synecdoche but differs in that, instead of the part representing the whole, the 
		 vi 
part swallows it. The word “swallows” is indeed appropriate: the mouth appears in 
several of these texts as the part that consumes, contains, or incorporates the entirety. 
In Chapter One, the Dutch cartographer Abraham Ortelius’s 1564 map of the 
world reveals the cartographer’s spiritual inclinations by portraying the world as a heart, 
or rather, a lung. In Chapter Two, the Huguenot Jean de Léry’s traumatic experiences 
during the Wars of Religion combine with his time spent among cannibal tribes to force a 
redefinition of humanness in his memoire, Histoire d’un voyage faicte en la terre de 
Bresil (1578). In Chapter Three, God’s sensing, digesting body in the Protestant poet 
Guillaume du Bartas’s hexameron, La Sepmaine (1578), functions as a declaration of 
Calvinist faith. In Chapter Four, Alcofrybas’s journey into Pantagruel’s mouth in 
Rabelais’s Pantagruel (1532) veils a distinctly Christian humanist message. In Chapter 
Five, the monster Quaresmeprenant in Rabelais’s Quart Livre (1552) translates a refusal, 
or perhaps failure, to reconcile religious differences with a refusal to reconcile the parts 
of Quaresmeprenant’s body.  
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Introduction 
 
How does the body manifest religious belief? What happens when that belief 
shatters? These questions were critical in sixteenth-century France when religious 
conflict rattled many individuals’ faith. A startling—and related—motif in the literature 
of the period features one part of the body overwhelming the world. This process 
resembles synecdoche, the rhetorical trope in which a part of something is named as 
representative of the whole; but it differs in that, instead of the part representing the 
whole, the part swallows it.1 The word “swallows” is indeed appropriate: the mouth 
appears in several of these texts as the part that consumes, contains, or incorporates the 
entirety. While several scholars have examined the role of fragmentation in Renaissance 
culture, particularly how this fragmentation intersects with cartography and anatomy,2 the 
religious dimension of this phenomenon has not been emphasized enough. Through a 
method of close textual and visual analysis, this study argues that in an era when openly 
stating one’s personal religious beliefs could have fatal consequences, the digestive tract, 
 
1 The concept of “microcosm/macrocosm” exemplifies the meaning of synecdoche, 
which comes from the Greek for “the act of taking together.” See Kenneth Burke, A 
Grammar of Motives (New York: Prentice Hall, 1945), 503-7. Leonard Barkan’s 
Nature’s World of Art: The Human Body as Image of the World (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1975) examines the microcosm/macrocosm trope from the perspective 
of the body as representative of the integrated system of the cosmos as well as the 
political commonwealth.  
2 The work of Frank Lestringant and Jonathan Sawday, which will be discussed in the 
coming pages, forms the touchstone of scholarship on this topic. Caroline Walker 
Bynum’s Fragmentation and Redemption: Essays on Gender and the Human Body in 
Medieval Religion analyzes the increasing agency of the body part in the context of the 
medieval and early modern cult of relics, provides a useful framework through which to 
think about the segmented body (6th printing. ACLS Humanities eBook. New York: Zone 
Books, 2012). 
		 2 
heart, and other parts of the body sometimes took on the work of expressing religious 
belief. 
Francis I’s cosmographer, Oronce Fine (1494-1555), presents the world as a heart, 
and the Dutch cartographer Abraham Ortelius (1527-1598) depicts it as a lung. The Wars 
of Religion frame the Huguenot author Jean de Léry (1536-1613)’s experience with 
cannibalism in Brazil and subsequent redefinition of humanness. Guillaume du Bartas 
(1544-1590), a Calvinist poet, depicts his exploration of God’s cosmos through the 
imagery of digestion and other bodily functions. François Rabelais (1494-1553) situates 
his parody of travel literature and its impotent portrayal of the Other inside a giant’s 
mouth. Religious confusion looms in the background of the verbal dissection of 
Quaresmeprenant in Rabelais’s Quart Livre (1552).  
Parts of the body become symptoms for repressed expression of belief, or a site of 
mourning in the context of the religious conflict that necessitated that repression. This 
context makes the methodology of close reading informed by psychoanalytic criticism 
utilized in this study particularly apt. The Freudian concept of the “symptom” is vital 
here in that it encompasses a body part expressing a psychic obstacle.3 While Freud’s 
theory focuses on the body part as a symptom of repressed sexual impulses, it offers 
insights into how the body can manifest repressed religious expression. Additionally, the 
work of Jacques Lacan about the mirror stage (itself heavily indebted to Melanie Klein) 
 
3 See, among other of Freud’s essays, “Inhibitions, Symptoms and Anxiety,” in An 
Autobiographical Study, Inhibitions, Symptoms and Anxiety, the Question of Lay 
Analaysis and Other Works, James Strachey, trans., The Standard Edition of the 
Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud, vol. XX (London: The Hogarth Press, 
1959). 
		 3 
informs much scholarship on the fragmented body. To simplify a complex theory that 
resists meaning in Lacan’s own work, one enters the Imaginary in infancy thanks to the 
“mirror stage,” Lacan’s metaphor of when a child sees itself in the mirror for the first 
time.4 The sight of one’s whole body, only possible through a reflection, creates an ego 
ideal in the infant’s mind, a psychic idea of wholeness. Nonetheless, the memory of the 
perception of the body as fragmented haunts the human imagination, fueling fears of 
castration and dismemberment. A psychoanalytic concept more immediately relevant to 
the present study is incorporation. The psychoanalytic theory of incorporation, elaborated 
by Abraham and Torok in L’Écorce et le noyau, provides a model for this process: with 
incorporation, the mouth, unable to express grief, instead takes in a representation of the 
object being mourned.5 We shall define psychoanalytic terms as we encounter them in the 
coming chapters. 
Talking about religious stances in texts necessitates delving into the biographies 
of the authors. The prominent Barthesian notion today of the death of the author makes 
this an unenviable task.6 It is necessary, in any case. After all, in the sixteenth century, as 
 
4 The Imaginary dominated Lacan’s work of the 1930s and ‘40s. In the 1950s, he began 
focusing more on the Imaginary’s dependence on the Symbolic. For more on Lacan’s 
influence on scholarship on the fragmented body, see the 1997 edited volume, The Body 
in Parts (David Hillman and Carla Mazzio, eds. [New York: Routledge, 1997]). This 
volume brings together essays that highlight how the fragmented body part was “in 
endless flux between the positions of subject and object: as vehicles of culture and 
symbolization, as organs with eerily individuated agencies, as objects of libidinal 
cathexes, as instruments of sentient experience, as imagined loci of self-knowledge and 
self-alienation” (xii) . 
5 See L’Écorce et le noyau (Paris: Flammarion, 1978), especially pages 262-68. 
6 See Roland Barthes, “The Death of the Author,” originally published in English in 
Aspen Magazine no. 5/6 (1967) and republished in Image-Music-Text (translated by 
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the case of Rabelais exemplifies, authorities interpreted and judged authors’ personal 
beliefs by the books they wrote. Those authors, then, had to be very careful what they 
conveyed in their works. If what they wanted to convey countered the powers that be, 
they had to encode it. This study does not seek a direct relationship between an author’s 
biography and his work. Nonetheless, it understands that these authors were steeped in a 
particular moment and a particular worldview, and that this context influenced their 
work.  
The first chapter contains the most obvious example of a body part containing the 
world: the cordiform, or heart-shaped, map of the celebrated cartographer Abraham 
Ortelius. Ortelius lived in Antwerp during the turbulent reign of Phillip II of Spain; he 
witnessed the Catholic Phillip II’s repressive policies against non-Catholics in the Low 
Countries. Cartographic and other historians since the nineteenth century have found no 
evidence that Ortelius clashed with authority; by all evidence, he was a regular church-
goer and kept up appearances. However, the Inquisition searched his childhood home for 
banned books, which begs the question of whether he secretly harbored unorthodox 
beliefs.7 This question has been magnified by recent scholarship, particularly by the 
cartographic historian Giorgio Mangani,8 which connects Ortelius to heretical sect called 
 
Stephen Heath. New York: Hill and Wang, 1977); See also Michel Foucault’s response to 
Barthes, “Qu’est-ce qu’un auteur?” Bulletin de la société de philosophie no. 69 (1969). 
7 See Robert W. Karrow, ed., Ortelius (1527-1598): Cartographe et Humaniste 
(Turnhout: Brepols, 1998), 166. 
8 See especially Mangani, “Abraham Ortelius and the Hermetic Meaning of the 
Cordiform Projection” (Imago Mundi 50 [1998]: 59-83). See also Mangani, Il “Mondo” 
Di Abramo Ortelio: Misticismo, Geografia e Collezionismo Nel Rinascimento Dei Paesi 
Bassi (Modena: Franco Cosimo Panini, 1998). 
 
		 5 
the Family of Love. Rather than attempt a definitive investigation of Ortelius’s religious 
beliefs, though, Chapter One explores what spiritual message the details of Ortelius’s 
work suggest. the Dutch cartographer Abraham Ortelius’s 1564 map of the world reveals 
the cartographer’s spiritual inclinations by portraying the world as a heart, or rather, a 
lung. Maps often served as tools of political propaganda, particularly in the reign of 
Francis I (1515-1547). However, what if maps were able to carry another political 
agenda, one which did not conform to the ruling authorities? Abraham Ortelius exploits 
this possibility by giving his world map of 1564 the distinct shape of a lung, evoking the 
philosophy of the heretical anatomist and cartographer, Michel Servet. If Ortelius’s gall 
in defending a heretic seems surprising, it is only because it clashes with the well-worn 
portrait of Ortelius as a mild-mannered intellectual. Ortelius expressed his views through 
the medium he knew best—a map.  
The next two chapters explore the works of two firm French Calvinists, the 
authors Jean de Léry and Guillaume du Bartas. In Chapter Two, the Huguenot Jean de 
Léry’s traumatic experiences during the Wars of Religion color his memoir, Histoire 
d’un voyage faicte en la terre de Bresil (1578), of the several months of his youth spent 
among the cannibal tribes of Brazil. Léry openly discusses his religious beliefs in this text 
and in his earlier work, the Histoire memorable de la ville de Sancerre (1574). A foot 
offered to Léry at the beginning of his stay with the Tupi is one body part that 
overwhelms his world; we could also say that the mouth is another such part. The mouth 
is what eats and what speaks: both actions are thoroughly turned upside down by Léry’s 
experiences in Brazil. There, Léry confronts the vagueness of the line between human 
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and non-human. Edibility and wholeness no longer distinguish the human from the non-
human in a place where human flesh is butchered and eaten. Instead, speech becomes the 
floating signifier of humanness, detached from the human body. It lands on parrots as 
well as the Tupi but eludes the “barbarous” Ouetaca and Catholics. The mouth is also a 
site of mourning: Léry’s relationship with the non-human belies traces of a deep 
psychological wound inflicted by the Wars of Religion in his native France. 
Chapter Three focuses on the epic poem La Sepmaine (1578) by the French 
Protestant author, Guillaume du Bartas (1544-1590), which retells the Biblical story of 
the creation of the world. In this text, God’s sensing, digesting body functions as a 
declaration of Calvinist faith. That Calvinist faith is one that connects to the Divine 
through observation of the Book of the World, one that “digests” nature as a good reader 
“digests” a text.  
The investigation will then move on to an author whose beliefs are not necessarily 
agreed upon by scholars, complicating the analysis. The third and fourth chapters delve 
into the work of the great doctor of French literature, François Rabelais. Rabelais’s 
religious leanings have been under debate by scholars and commentators since his own 
lifetime. Abel Lefranc portrayed Rabelais as a secular, rational atheist, a harbinger of 
modern man.9 During World War II, Lucien Febvre asserted that not only was Rabelais 
not an atheist, but he could not be—complete atheism, he asserts, was not possible during 
the sixteenth century. Most contemporary scholarship seems to accept the idea, notably 
propagated by M.A. Screech, that Rabelais was a Christian humanist in the vein of 
 
9 Lefranc made this argument in his introduction to his edition of Pantagruel (Paris: 
Librairie Ancienne Édouard Champion, 1922). 
		 7 
Erasmus; even this assertion, though, cannot escape the fact that Screech was ordained by 
the Church of England at age 67.10 Nonetheless, the notion that Rabelais followed 
Erasmus’s model of Christian humanism is widely supported in the scholarship of this 
day and age.11 Rabelais was, of course, a monk: first, a Franciscan until the early 1520s, 
then a Benedictine for a few years before leaving to study medicine.12 
In Chapter Four, Alcofrybas’s journey into Pantagruel’s mouth in 
Rabelais’s Pantagruel (1532) veils a distinctly Christian humanist message. Alcofrybas 
resembles a satirical Marco Polo, taking the reader along with him on his journey into 
Pantagruel’s mouth. Despite the modernity of the form of travel narrative on which 
Rabelais models Alcofrybas’s journey, a theological undertone guides much of 
Alcofrybas’s voyage. True to a journey which invites theological interpretation, the 
affinity between Alcofrybas and the Other is located squarely within a Christian context: 
the mouth inhabitants with which the reader is meant to sympathize are Christians, 
implying a message against Catholic-Protestant strife. The fact that this rejection of 
Othering occurs inside a mouth is highly significant. Alcofrybas’s journey is pure 
 
10 “The Rev. Professor Michael Screech Obituary,” The Times, July 19, 2018. 
11 Works on Rabelais’s religion include: Abel Lefranc, Rabelais: études sur Gargantua, 
Pantagruel, le Tiers Livre (Paris: A. Michel, 1953); Etienne Gilson, Rabelais franciscain 
(Paris: Librarie August Picard, 1924); Lucien Febvre, Le Problème de l’incroyance au 
XVIe siècle: La religion de Rabelais (Paris: Albin Michel, 1942); M.A. Screech, 
L’Évangélisme de Rabelais: Aspects de la satire religieuse au XVIe siècle (Geneva: Droz, 
1959); and Gérard Defaux, Rabelais agonistes: Du rieur au prophète: Études sur 
Pantagruel, Gargantua, Le Quart Livre (Geneva: Droz, 1997). 
12 Duval, “Putting Religion in its Place,” in The Cambridge Companion to Rabelais, ed. 
John O’Brien (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011). In Rabelais franciscain 
(1924), Étienne Gilson, arguing specifically against Abel Lefranc’s recently-published 
argument for Rabelais’s atheism, teases out the Franciscan and scholastic references in 
several passages of Rabelais’s work. 
		 8 
representation, existing only within its means of production. If narration entails the 
introjection of the Other, whom the subject cannot incorporate, then Alcofrybas’s 
narration of the Other is unnecessary here, since the Other has been symbolically 
incorporated into the mouth.  
In Chapter Five, the monster Quaresmeprenant in Rabelais’s Quart Livre (1552) 
translates a refusal, or perhaps failure, to reconcile religious differences with a refusal to 
reconcile the parts of Quaresmeprenant’s body. Midway through the Quart Livre, in 
which Pantagruel and his companions journey toward the Oracle of the Divine Bottle, 
Rabelais suddenly stops his story to spend three chapters detailing the anatomy of a 
legendary monster called Quaresmeprenant. His description is absurd and the monster 
impossible to visualize. The list resembles an isolario or an atlas that leaves the reader 
nowhere: literally, in utopia, a non-place. The description of the monster falls somewhere 
between Catholic and Protestant, ancient and modern, verbal and visual, but in none the 
above.  
Before investigating how religious belief manifested in body parts overwhelming 
the world, we must also investigate “body,” “part,” and “world.” The European concepts 
of these aspects, broadly speaking, was in flux in the sixteenth century. Background 
information on developments in anatomy and cartography, as well as on the religious 
conflicts of the era, will be necessary before we begin our investigation. These domains 
all manifested a tension between part and whole that infuses the cultural output of the 
period. We shall also discuss existing scholarship on the themes of autopsy and 
fragmentation in early modern culture. While the following sections are divided into 
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“religion,” “the body,” and “space,” the discussion they contain frequently overlaps, 
reflecting the obscurity of the division between any two domains of knowledge in early 
modern Europe.  
 
Religion: The Wars of Religion in France 
The impact of the Wars of Religion, the civil wars in France between 1562 and 
1598, on French life in the late sixteenth century can hardly be overstated. The Saint 
Bartholomew’s Day massacre killed over 3,000 Protestants in Paris, and 20,000 more in 
other areas. Between 1562 and 1594, Rouen lost one-fourth of its population.13  
The word “Protestant” is a fraught one. In today’s terms, it makes it easy to refer 
to a diverse amalgamation of spiritual groups that had some complaint against the 
Catholic Church. “Protestant” has become the word used in textbooks to define these 
people, but it is anachronistic. “Protestants” did not think of themselves as a coherent 
group in the sixteenth century, and their level of complaint against the Catholic Church 
varied widely. Nor, of course, are the lines between Catholicism and Protestantism by 
any means clear during this time. Further complicating the task, religious conflict, 
particularly in France and the Low Countries, meant that most intellectuals kept quiet 
about their inner spiritual convictions. Nonetheless, for the twenty-first-century reader, 
the terms “Protestant” and “Catholic” are useful to distinguish between the two loosely-
defined camps on either side of the Wars of Religion.  
 
13 Henry Kamen, Early Modern European Society (London: Routledge, 2000), 30. 
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The split between Catholics and Protestants played into pre-existing social 
tensions. France in the sixteenth century generally saw a widening of the division 
between nobles and peasants. For the nobles, war and increased taxation gave them both 
higher rents and a time to shine. The phenomenon of bourgeois people purchasing 
titles—this became common practice during the reign of François I—shows to what 
extent the nobility retained social power even as the urban elites gained increasing 
economic power. For the majority of the population, though, the sixteenth century was a 
time of increased taxation, lower wages, rising prices, and bad harvests. Calvinism in 
France drew its lifeblood from the urban elites, wealthy merchants and professionals. For 
them, Calvinism meant municipal independence, “the liberation of the town from the 
tutelage of ecclesiastical-seigneurial domination.”14 They were claiming political power 
to go along with their economic power. In turn, the peasantry tended to side with the 
Catholic Church. 
Scholars have long recognized the printing press as one of the primary reasons 
why the ideas of Protestantism spread so effectively in the sixteenth century. The spread 
of Protestantism began in earnest in France in the 1540s. Jean Calvin, whose Institutes of 
the Christian Religion was first published in 1536, set up shop in Geneva, where he 
trained missionaries to spread the Word in France. The king, Henri II, was alarmed at this 
development but lacked the power to stamp it out. The first civil war between Catholics 
 
14 Henry Heller, Iron and Blood: Civil Wars in Sixteenth-Century France (Montreal: 
McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1991), 50. Heller highlights the economic motivations 
behind the Wars of Religion, writing: “The outbreak of religious conflict at the beginning 
of the 1560s in Provence accordingly became the occasion for popular revenge against 
the rich—or at least some of the rich” (47). 
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and Protestants, in 1562, was the sum of local skirmishes between the two camps. The 
Huguenots established their control in many areas in the south of France, as well as in 
Normandy. The war ended with the Edict of Amboise the next year, which allowed for 
freedom of conscience but allowed open Huguenot worship in only a handful of towns.  
The peace was short-lived, however; the Huguenots, mistrustful of the crown, 
soon resumed military campaigns under the Admiral de Coligny, a member of the 
powerful Montmorency family. In 1572 Charles IX, now king, arranged for an olive 
branch in the form of the marriage of his sister to Henri of Navarre, a Protestant. 
Catherine de Medici, fearing a Protestant coup, arranged to have Protestant leaders, 
guests at the wedding, assassinated. The wave of murders that followed during the Saint 
Bartholomew’s Day massacre quickly spiraled out of control, leaving thousands of 
Protestants dead after two days of mob murder. The massacre marked not only the high 
point of bitter divisions between Catholics and Protestants, but it marked the beginning of 
the end for the Protestant campaign in France. The radical Catholic League was 
established and quickly gained political power, but Henri III put an end to this radical 
faction by murdering their leaders at Blois in 1588. Henri III was assassinated by a 
fanatical monk the following year. The crown fell to Henri of Navarre, now Henri IV, a 
Protestant military leader who pledged to protect the Catholic faith. Catholic armies 
fought against Henri and his accession until 1593, when Henri converted to Catholicism, 
taking away their raison d’être. He was formally coronated at Chartres in 1594. The end 
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of the Wars of Religion is placed in 1598 with the signing of the Edict of Nantes, 
although it took years for religious conflict on the ground to calm down.15 
Some of the authors here were directly involved in this internal brutality. Jean de 
Léry witnessed the Siege of Sancerre, in which Catholic forces besieged the Protestant 
stronghold of Sancerre, reducing some of its inhabitants to cannibalism. Guillaume du 
Bartas was allegedly present at the Saint Bartholemew’s Day Massacre in 1572 when 
Protestant guests at the wedding of Catherine de Medici’s daughter-in-law and Henri IV 
were murdered. These events should not give the impression that Catholics were the only 
aggressors, however. Henri IV was, of course, a Protestant military commander. While 
both sides released caustic propaganda, the Protestant camp seems to have been more 
invested in violent vitriol. Part of this could have been due to the general education level 
and literacy of most French Huguenots; the Reformed religion caught on most quickly 
with the wealthy merchant and professional class. It is also a reminder that the Protestant 
protest against the Catholic Church was, at its heart, a battle of ideas.  
Separable bodies had long been part of European culture through the cult of relics, 
images of zodiac signs corresponding to parts of the body, and so on. In the Middle Ages, 
relics had been a fraught issue, highly debated among theologians; nonetheless, the 
practice persisted into the sixteenth century.16 If Jean Calvin ridiculed the practice in his 
1543 Traité des reliques, it could only have been because the practice was relatively 
 
15 George Hoffman argues that the “failure of France to become a reformed country—
despite considerable incentives in this direction—can be understood in one sense, then, as 
the problem of how certain reformers taught their neighbors to see them as foreigners” 
(Reforming French Culture: Satire, Spiritual Alienation, and Connection to Strangers. 
[Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017], 5). 
16 See Bynum, Fragmentation and Redemption. 
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common.17 As David Hillman and Carla Mazzio point out, the possibility of wholeness 
founded the medieval relationship between part and whole; by the end of the sixteenth 
century, though, “such a profession of confidence in the ultimate unity of religious and 
social systems modeled on bodily organization was no longer viable.”18 What 
distinguishes the sixteenth-century approach to the fragmented body from earlier models 
is the crisis between part and whole that it represents, a crisis that pervaded many 
domains of knowledge outside of theology. 
 
Body: The Development of Anatomy 
A well-known plate from the time illustrates the religious, and by implication 
political, underpinnings of the medical practice in the medieval and early modern periods. 
The plate serves as the frontispiece for a book called De Mirabili Strumas Sanande vi 
Solis Galliae Regibus Christianissimis Divinitus Concessa (The Wondrous Curing of 
Scrofula, a Power Given Only to the Most Christian Kings of France) by Henri IV’s 
physician, André de Laurens and published in Paris in 1609. This print depicts Henri IV 
curing scrofula with his royal touch. A crowd gathers around the king who places his 
hand on the forehead of a patient presented to him. The patient’s hands are folded in 
prayer or supplication. His confessor stands behind him, making a sign of blessing. The 
message is about the king’s divine sanction and his power—powerful messages for the 
 
17 See Barral-Baron, Marie, “Érasme Et Calvin Au Prisme Du ‘Traité Des 
Reliques’,” Bulletin De La Société De L'Histoire Du Protestantisme Français (1903-
2015) vol. 56 (2010): 349-71. See also Nicolas Balzamo, “La Querelle des reliques au 
temps de la Renaissance et de la Réforme,” Bibliothèque d’Humanisme et Renaissance 
77, no. 1 (2015): 103-131. 
18 The Body in Parts, xiii. 
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first Protestant king of France, whom many were calling a usurper. Medical theory, then, 
could be combined not only with religious messages but with political ones. 
In Europe in the sixteenth century, arguably the most crucial event in the field of 
medicine was the reintroduction of the work of Galen, personal physician to Marcus 
Aurelius in the second century A.D.⁠ Galen was an enormously prolific writer, so that, 
while few possessed (let alone read) all of his work, his writings existed in fragments and 
commentaries throughout the Middle Ages, predominately in the Arab world. In the tenth 
century, Galen was “reintroduced” to Europe from the Arab world in an Arabized form. 
Nonetheless, Galen’s work would not be widely read until the revival of Greek learning 
in the fifteenth century, largely thanks to the efforts of Italian scholar Niccolò Leoniceno 
(1428-1524), as well as Aldus Manutius’s 1525-26 publication of the complete works of 
Galen. Around 1315, the University of Bologna began showcasing annual human 
dissections, in which a surgeon would dissect the body while the doctor explained to a 
rapt audience. Human dissection was far from conventional, however, until the sixteenth 
century.  
The sixteenth century saw the flourishing of what Jonathan Sawday called a 
“culture of dissection.” Inspired by their new access to the works of Galen, medical 
students in the first decades of the sixteenth century called for the revival of observational 
anatomy, and with it, public human dissections. Many universities complied, and 
dissection became a central feature of anatomy education. The revival of Galenic 
anatomy came with a problem, though: direct observation tended to contradict Galen’s 
statements. Galen did not have access to human cadavers, as dissection was banned in 
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Rome at the time, and thus this dominant understanding of the body was based on 
observations of animal corpses. Nonetheless, anatomists found ways to rationalize what 
they saw with what Galen told them.  
Galen’s theory would hold sway over Andreas Vesalius, a Belgian anatomist, as 
he created the first modern anatomy textbook. Nonetheless, Vesalius offered several 
controversial “corrections” of Galen’s theories, based on his own experiments with actual 
human bodies. His “corrections” of Galen’s theory of blood circulation, which will figure 
in the chapter on Abraham Ortelius, illustrates this. In this 1543 work, entitled De humani 
corporis fabrica, Vesalius supported Galen’s theory that blood moved from the right 
ventricle to the left by leaking through tiny holes in the septum between them. Before the 
publication of the second edition of his textbook, though, Vesalius performed a simple 
experiment in which he poked the septum of a human heart with a bristle, discovering 
that it is, in fact, not full of holes. The connection between autopsy as visual authority 
and autopsy as in human dissection is significant.⁠ Anatomy came to rely on both 
definitions of autopsy. 
Vesalius’s textbook was controversial. Some, like Philip Melancthon, hailed it as 
the fulfillment of what Galen called for in theory but could not practice. Many others 
were indignant at what they perceived as Vesalius’s lack of filial piety toward the father 
of medicine and pointed out Vesalius’s own many errors. Vesalius’s impact on thinking 
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about the human body was modest. Galen’s theories still held firm. Nonetheless, the work 
was a humanist masterpiece, featuring clear prose and reproducible printed images.19 
Another essential and novel anatomical textbook at the time was by Charles Estienne. 
The figures in Charles Estienne’s textbook resemble Michelangelo’s muscle men, and as 
such, reflects developments in visual art. It also reflects the religious underpinnings of 
anatomy at the time, which were closely linked to the Calvinist idea of the “Book of the 
World,” or the idea that one can draw closer to God by observing the nature that he 
created. The art historian Martin Kemp explains Estienne’s message this way: 
“Estienne’s text is particularly clear, with its cluster of Stoic references, that the narrative 
is concerned with the story of the human being as God’s favoured being at the summit of 
Creation and as the designated witness of the great order of His natural world.”20 While 
Kemp points out the pious motivation behind Estienne’s textbook, other scholars focus 
on the more nefarious connection between anatomy and power. The cultural historian 
Jonathan Sawday published a foundational study of the impact of the field of anatomy on 
Renaissance culture with his 1996 The Body Emblazoned: Dissection and the Human 
Body in Renaissance Culture, in which he explores the “culture of dissection” in the early 
modern period stemming from the development of anatomical science. Sawday examines 
 
19 Similar transformations occurred in other observation-based sciences, such as botany. 
In medical herbology, Paracelsus did little to change ancient beliefs, but disseminated 
relatively accurate, reproducible woodblock prints of plants. Konrad Gesner, the creator 
of many oft-used woodblocks in botany and zoology, published his History of Animals in 
the 1550s, which marked a shift from medieval bestiaries to the descriptive system (Euan 
Cameron, Early Modern Europe: An Oxford History [Oxford, University of Oxford 
Press, 2001], 77). 
20 Martin Kemp, Marina Wallace, and Hayward Gallery, eds. Spectacular Bodies: The Art 
and Science of the Human Body from Leonardo to Now (Los Angeles: University of 
California Press, 2000), 38. 
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how the culture of dissection was linked with politics and colonization. He writes: “First 
came the explorers, leaving their mark on the body in the form of features which were 
mapped and named and inhabitants who were encountered and observed. The second 
stage mirrored the narrative of conquest and exploitation insofar as these newly found 
features and peoples were understood as forming part of a complex economy—a system 
of production, distribution, and consumption—which was itself in perpetual 
movement.”21 As in cartography, the gaze of the anatomist, his marking and classification 
of an observed territory, was ultimately an expression of power. 
John Donne’s “Hymn to God my God in my Sickness” beautifully illustrates the 
intimate connection between mapping the body and mapping the world. Donne writes: 
Whilst my physicians by their love are grown 
Cosmographers, and I their map, who lie 
Flat on this bed, that by them may be shown 
That this is my south-west discovery, 
         Per fretum febris, by these straits to die . . .  
 
The poem, narrated by a bed-ridden man contemplating his imminent mortality, captures 
the parallel between mapping the body and mapping the world. It captures, as well, the 
similarity between the gaze of a doctor or an anatomist and that of a territorial conqueror. 
In French literature, the wildly popular blason depicted one part of the body at a 
time; inevitably, the authors were male, and their literarily dismembered subjects, female. 
These amusing, often bawdy poems either extolled or derided a single part of the body, 
often accompanied by an illustration of the body part in question. The first and most 
famous example is Clément Marot’s “Le Blason du tetin” (1535), in which he lists all of 
 
21 The Body Emblazoned: Dissection and the Human Body in Renaissance Culture (New 
York: Routledge, 1996), 32.   
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the virtues of a woman’s breast, and his 1536 “Le Contreblason du tetin,” in which he 
ridicules a breast. The form became a minor genre in sixteenth-century French literature. 
According to François Sagon, Marot’s rival, every bookseller sold an edition of blasons. 
Writers of blasons, in fact, called themselves anatomistes and, in Nancy Vickers’s words, 
“what they shared with their more concretely grounded practitioners was the circulation 
of printed texts that displayed the private, particularized body to the public gaze.”22 The 
blason was the literary equivalent of the flayed female body in the anatomy textbooks of 
Vesalius and Estienne. 
A wide array of scholarship exists on the relationship between gender and 
fragmentation. Jonathan Sawday’s The Body Emblazoned focuses on the use of the 
female body in anatomical textbooks.23 The influential edited volume The Body in Parts 
features essays on sexualized fragments of the female body in early modern culture and 
literature, united under the heading, “Sexing the Part.”24 The volume emphasizes the 
agency of the female body part in provoking fear of castration in the male observer, much 
like Medusa in Freud’s interpretation. While the connection between fragmentation and 
gender is undoubtedly important, it is not the concern of the present study; this study is 
more interested in religion than in gender.  
 
22 Vickers, “Members Only,” in The Body in Parts, 5-6. In the same essay, Vickers 
connects Marot’s blasons to the “good breast/bad breast” theory of Melanie Klein (14). 
Lawrence Kritzman expands on the psychoanalytic reading of Marot’s poems in The 
Rhetoric of Sexuality and the Literature of the French Renaissance (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 1991). 
23 Jonathan Sawday, The Body Emblazoned: Dissection and the Human Body in 
Renaissance Culture (London: Routledge, 1996). 
24 David Hillman and Carla Mazzio. The Body in Parts: Fantasies of Corporeality in 
Early Modern Europe (New York: Routledge, 1997), 129-220. 
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Space: History of Cartography 
The physicians in Donne’s poem reflect an approach to cartography that reached 
its apogee in the sixteenth century. In the Middle Ages, the highest use for mappemundi 
was to aid in monastic contemplation, a miniaturized view of what only God can see.25 
World maps were primarily for abstract, not practical, purposes. Portolan charts, or charts 
used for maritime navigation, began to appear in the middle of the thirteenth century and 
were probably Italian in origin.26 Two main factors fueled the boom in Renaissance 
cartography: the rediscovery of Ptolemy in the late fifteenth century, printing, and 
overseas trade. Ptolemy’s work was translated into Latin in 1406 by Jacopo Angelo. His 
main contributions to Renaissance cartography include the index of place names, 
including latitude and longitude to help the reader locate them. Ptolemy introduced a 
mathematical approach to mapmaking to Europe. 
As inland countries like France became more interested in expanding their 
empires, they hired Portuguese chart-makers. France was late to advance cartography. 
Unlike the Spanish, whose stake in the New World necessitated a thorough command of 
practical cartography, France had no such motivation. Mapping there remained more of 
an intellectual, and propagandistic, exercise than a practical one. French cartographic 
production reached its apex in the mid-sixteenth century when the Dieppe school of 
 
25 Patrick Gautier Dalché, L’ espace géographique au Moyen Âge (Firenze: Sismel - 
Edizioni del Galluzzo, 2013), 21. 
26 The map scholar P.D.A. Harvey calls the Italian Pietro Vesconte (active 1310-1330) 
one of the first mapmakers to “see the potential of cartography and to apply its techniques 
with imagination” (Medieval Maps [Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1991]), 49. 
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Normandy produced many richly illustrated maps, heavily influenced by the Portuguese 
chart makers initially hired by the French crown. A cartographic boom resulted. Maps 
became indispensable decor for aristocratic spaces.  
Discoveries foiled attempts to depict the entire world at once. Instead, it became 
more practical to depict the world in localized parts, which could be more easily 
changed.27 The European encounter with the New World—at that time thought to be a 
large island—seriously challenged the unitary continental landmass proposed by Ptolemy 
and represented by the schematic “T-O” map: Europe as one-quarter of a circle, Africa as 
another quarter, and Asia as half. What to do with this new, fourth part, the landmass now 
known as the Americas?  
The creation of the atlas addressed this need. As the cartographic scholar Leo 
Bagrow writes: “When, in spite of the large format, even these great maps proved no 
longer adequate to accommodate contemporary information about the world, the day of 
the atlas, designed from collections of sheet maps such as those of Lafreri, had 
 
27 Frank Lestringant emphasizes the role of geographical discoveries in fostering a sense 
of the world as fragmented, especially in his study, Le Livre des Îles. He writes about 
fragmentation in the Renaissance: “L’époque tout entière, dans ses productions 
artistiques et littéraires, se caractérise par un phénomène de morcellement. Exemples 
parmi d’autres: l’architecture en nid d’abeille de San Lorenzo à Florence, le découpage 
en versets de la Bible, la fragmentation du commentaire, le succès des miscellanées et des 
dictionnaires, la systématisation des index. Au rebours d’un Moyen Age obsédé par la 
globalité, la Renaissance prise en revanche les petites unités, l’adage ou le dialogue à 
bâtons rompus plutôt que le traité en forme, le détail en peinture, la singularité dans les 
sciences naturelles, l’écart, le monstrueux, l’’émerveillable’ en anthropologie et en 
histoire” (Le Livre Des Îles: Atlas et Récits Insulaires de La Genèse à Jules Verne 
[Geneva: Droz, 2002], 28). 
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dawned.”28 Topography, depicting the world in localized parts, became more practical 
than cosmography, a view of the world as a whole. Christian Jacob notes that Ortelius’s 
atlas marked the transition between collections of maps and atlases, the difference being 
that atlases required organization and coherence, while collections of maps did not. 
Ortelius, then, is quintessentially representative of the shift in sixteenth-century 
consciousness represented by the idea of fragmentation. He took fragments of the 
world—topographical maps—and successfully gave them a sense of coherence, a sense 
of wholeness. This wholeness, though, is an illusion. Topographical maps do not fit 
together. Topography depicts places in their own, localized contexts, without necessarily 
making them fit in with the places around them—one cannot put topographic maps side-
by-side and expect them to come out as a coherent whole.  
Ptolemy’s work set off debates over the definitions of various cosmographical 
terms. First: What exactly was cosmography? What was the role of the cosmographer? 
Ptolemy’s work, with its mathematical approach, had been re-published, but so had 
Strabo, whose “cosmography” described in words the various features of the land. Was 
cosmography thus part of mathematics, or part of rhetoric? Different thinkers had 
different concepts of the difference between cosmography and topography. Oronce Fine 
saw cosmography as made up of astronomy coupled with geography. The former took 
priority: knowledge of the earth depended first on knowledge of the heavens, on the 
 
28 Leo Bagrow and R. A. Skelton, History of Cartography (New Brunswick, NJ: 
Transaction Publishers, 2010), 139. 
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universal order of things.29 He offers a definition in his 1555 edition of Sacrobosco (in 
Latin): “[T]he description [of the world] is properly named Cosmography: covering the 
first part, Astronomy, and also Geography, that is to say the fabrication and the 
ratiocination of both heavens and earth.”30 Other cosmographers, such as Peter Apian, 
differentiated between cosmography and geography based on their particular methods. 
His 1544 Cosmographie begins with a chapter that defines cosmography, geography, and 
topography as he saw them. He writes:  
Cosmographie (comme il appert par la declaration dudict nom) est une description 
universelle du monde, contenant en soy les quatre elemens, la Terre, Leaue, Lair, 
& le Feu : le Soleil, la Lune, ensamble toutes les estoilles avecq tout ce qui est 
environne, cloz, comprins, & couvert du ciel. Premierement elle contemple & 
considere les Circles, desquelz est faicte la Sphere celeste. Apres par la distinction 
desdictz Circles lon peult facillement scavoir la mesure, & distance des terres, & 
lieux gisans soubz lesdictz Circles, & la proportion des Climats, la diversite des 
jours & nuict, les quatre Coingz ou parties du monde, le mouvement & le lever & 
resconsement des estoilles tant fermes & fichees que erraticques. Et ausquelz gens 
lesdictes estoilles par leur mouvement passent par dessus la teste, & tout ce qui 
est apertenant au ciel, sicomme elevations ou haulteur des poles, lignes paralleles, 
& circles meridiains. Et tout aultre chose demonstre selon les enseignemes & 
demonstrations Mathetmaticques. Et est differente Cosmographie a la 
Geographie, car elle determine ou partyt la terre seullement par les circles du ciel 
& point par montaignes, meers, fleuves, & rivieres.31 
 
 
29 For an overview of the varying definitions of cosmography and geography in the 
sixteenth century, particularly in the French context, see Jean-Marc Besse’s essay, 
“Cosmography and Geography in the Sixteenth Century: the Position of Oronce Fine 
between Mathematics and History” in The Worlds of Oronce Fine, ed. Alexander Marr  
(Donnington: Shaun Tyas, 2009): 100-133. 
30 “Unde Cosmos à Graccis dicitur: & quae de Mundo tarditur disciplina, Cosmographia 
(de qua praesentis tractare est instituti) respondenter vocitatur. Est enim Cosmographia, 
mundanae structurae generalis ac non iniucunda descriptio: primam Astronomiae partem, 
atque Geographiam, hoc est, caeli terracque rationem comprehendens.” Fine, edition of 
Sacrobosco’s De sphaera mundi,1555, Book I, Chapter 1.1. Cited and translated in Besse, 
“Cosmography and Geography,” 102. 
31 Pierre Apian, La Cosmographie de Pierre Apian (Anvers: Gregoire Bonte, 1544), Fol. 
III. 
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For Apian, cosmography is an application of mathematics, while geography is rhetorical, 
focusing on verbal descriptions. This is not to say that one form of description—
geographical or chorographical—won out over the other. Both complemented each other 
in important ways.  
As opposed to cosmography, the cartographic technique of topography revolves 
around depicting places in their own, localized contexts. Apian employs metaphors of the 
fragmented body to explain the concept of topography in his Cosmographia. In this work, 
an image of a body part is printed alongside a topographical map. 32 Drawing on Ptolemy, 
he uses a head to illustrate geography, which he sees as a manner of describing the Earth. 
Describing one part of the earth is like describing one part of the head: eye, ear, et 
cetera.33 Ortelius, for his part, compares the shapes of countries to the shapes of body 
parts in his atlas. The texts that accompany the maps in Ortelius’s atlas anthropomorphize 
the parts of the earth that they portray. The description of Italy, for example, compares 
the peninsula to man’s leg, or, if the reader visualizes Europe as a young girl, her right 
arm:  
De nostre temps y a quelqu’un qui pourtrait toute l’Europe à la forme d’une jeune 
fille, en laquelle l’Italie est comprinse au bras droit : & cela certes fort gentiment 
& bien à propos, si nous voulons considerer au vif la nature du pays, & des choses 
qui y sont faites: car tout ainsi comme toute la fermeté du corps humain monstre 
 
32 For more on this, see chapter two of Tom Conley’s An Errant Eye: Poetry and 
Topography in Early Modern France (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 
2011). 
33 There is a precedent: As Christian Jacob points out, anthropomorphic maps may have 
existed in ancient Greece (Jacob, La Mimésis géographique [Paris: Les Éditions de la 
Villette, 1982], 57-58). 
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principalement les forces en ce membre, aussi ceste region a jadis declaré par la 
vertu la puissance de l’Europe à tout le monde.34 
 
Not only does Ortelius compare the shape, but he detects a correspondence between the 
shape of Italy and the qualities of its people: Italy is thus like a young girl’s arm, elegant 
and strong.  
Montaigne memorably weighs in on the debate between cosmography and 
topography in his essay, “Des Cannibales.” He writes:  
Cet homme que j’avoy, estoit homme simple et grossier, qui est une condition 
propre à rendre veritable tesmoignage . . . [. . .] Ou il faut un homme tres-fidelle, 
ou si simple qu’il n’ait pas dequoy bastir et donner de la vray-semblance, à des 
inventions fauces ; et qui n’ait rien espousé. Le mien estoit tel; et, outre cela, il 
m’a faict voir à diverses fois plusieurs mattelots et marchans, qu’il avoit cogneuz 
en ce voyage. Ainsi je me contente de cette information, sans m’enquerir de ce 
que les cosmographes en disent. Il nous faudroit des topographes qui nous fissent 
narration particuliere des endroits où ils ont esté.35  
 
Montaigne extols the authority of the “homme simple et grossier” who has seen it with 
his own eyes over the erudite armchair traveler. He claims to prefer the observations of 
an honest man about specific places that he has seen— a topographical approach—over 
the approach of cosmographers, in which discoveries were theorized to fit a previously 
agreed-upon view of the cosmos.36 
 
34 Abraham Ortelius, Augmentation du théâtre du monde universel (Anvers: l’Imprimerie 
de Christofle Plantin, 1585), 1. 
35 Montaigne, Les Essais, I.31.205. 
36 In his essay titled “Montaigne on Alterity,” Tom Conley relates “Des Cannibales” to 
essays about Montaigne’s body and self, showing the logic of alterity that links them (in 
the Oxford Handbook of Montaigne, ed. Philippe Desan, New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2016). In the second chapter of her monograph, The Worldmakers (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Prss, 2015), Ayesha Ramachandran focuses on how Montaigne 
takes as his main task exploring the individual subjectivity through which any world-
picture must be constituted. His emphasis on self-knowledge allows Montaigne to 
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Aristotle had said that sight was the greatest of all the senses. Thanks to the 
printing press, it also became the most useful for transmitting information.37 Before the 
introduction of the printing press in Europe, maps were copied by hand. This process left 
them open to change and error, making them unreliable sources of information. Text thus 
served as the primary vehicle for information, with the map being secondary. Printing 
made the reproduction of maps stable and predictable, and thus the image became 
reliable. Not only that, but maps could be compared, collated, and corrected against each 
other. The printing press thus had a similar impact on map printing as it did on text 
printing, in which moveable type allowed for easier correction and replication.38 In 
addition to the reprinting and distribution of ancient texts, often cited as a critical catalyst 
of the Renaissance, it allowed for texts and maps to be compared and “corrected.”39  
 
conclude that our view of the world can only be fragmented and incomplete because our 
perception is fragmented and incomplete. 
37 Michel Jeanneret stressed the fragmentary nature of sixteenth-century texts, drawn as 
they often were from bits and pieces of other texts, in Des mets et des mots: banquets et 
propos de table à la Renaissance (Orléans: Paradigme, 1994). In his later work, Le défi 
des signes: Rabelais et la crise de l’interprétation à la Renaissance (Paris: J. Corti, 
1987), he emphasized the role of the printing press as an essentially fractional medium. 
38 In her monograph, Picturing the Book of Nature (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 2011), Sachiko Kusukawa offers an introduction to the history of the book and the 
circulation of illustration materials before demonstrating how the sharing of woodblocks 
influenced the development of natural history. The printing press had a similar impact on 
the development of both cartography and anatomy. 
39 Elizabeth Eisenstein’s work, notably her 1983 The Printing Revolution in Early 
Modern Europe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press), launched a thousand studies 
on the interaction of printers, booksellers, authors, and other agents in early modern 
printed material and its impact on European culture. For a discussion of her legacy, 
including in studies of the Ottoman Empire, see the volume Agent of Change: Print 
Culture Studies after Elizabeth L. Eisenstein (Sabrina Alcorn Baron, Eric N. Lindquist, 
and Eleanor F. Shevlin, eds. Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 2007.) 
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As a result of new methods of communication, the basis of authority shifted from 
reputation to experience. In the Middle Ages, as Andrea Frisch lays out in The Invention 
of the Eyewitness, the authority of a person’s testimony lay with that person’s standing in 
the community. Reputation, whether in the community or among the intellectual elite, 
determined whether or not someone was credible. In the early modern period, this began 
to shift toward experience. Autopsy, a term taken from classical rhetoric, means the 
authority of eyesight, or the idea that someone who has seen something with their own 
eyes has more authority than someone who has not seen it. The power of ancient 
authority meant that debate could rage about how many ribs a man had while looking at 
those very ribs in a dissection theater.40 The word “autopsy” has a double meaning. On 
the one hand, it means a postmortem dissection of a human body. On the other hand, in 
classical rhetoric, the term refers to the authority of eyewitness. This emphasis on the 
authority of eyesight lent topography—understood as a description of the world based on 
first-hand experience—its power.41 
 
40 This statement refers to the debate about Galen’s comment on man’s seven “côtes”: 
While Galen had speculated that the human sternum was in seven parts, Vesalius 
dissected a human and saw only one; Charles Estienne, apparently trying to find a middle 
ground between the two, depicted the sternum as three parts in one engraving, but 
mentions in text that there are seven. 
41 Frank Lestringant is a leading scholar on the subject of early modern autopsy. In his 
introduction to Agrippa d’Aubigné’s Les Tragiques (Paris: Presses Universitaires de 
France, 1986), Lestringant summarizes the idea of autopsy this way: “La meilleure 
garantie que l’on puisse apporter à la véracité d’un événement est de l’avoir soi-même 
vu. Le témoignage personnel de l’auteur l’emporte nécessairement sur toute espèce 
d’autorité extérieure, à commencer par l’ouï-dire ou la lecture des ‘histoires’. Dans un 
système de pensée qui privilégie en outre la vue sur les autres sens, comme étant le plus 
parfait, au dire d’Aristote, l’on s’en tient strictement à la hiérarchie tripartite des visa, 
audita, lecta: choses vues, choses entendues, choses lues” (56). 
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This brief sketch of the historical and cultural context of the sixteenth century has 
prepared us to turn to the first text in question: Abraham Ortelius’s strange 1564 world 
map, shaped like a heart, or rather, a lung.  
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Chapter 1: New World as Heart, New Heart Toward the World: Abraham 
Ortelius’s Pulmonary Cordiform Map (1564) 
 
Nowhere is the philosophical agenda of Renaissance cartography simultaneously 
more apparent and more baffling than in cordiform, or heart-shaped, maps. While 
visually intriguing, cordiform maps are not particularly accurate or useful when 
attempting to depict the surface of the earth on a flat plane. Therefore, no particular 
mathematical or cartographical reason stands out to explain why a sixteenth-century 
cartographer would feel compelled to spend enormous amounts of time and energy 
producing such a map. In particular, why would the supremely influential Renaissance 
cartographer, Abraham Ortelius, choose to make a cordiform map in 1564, at a time 
when the trend for the genre was already on the wane (fig. 1)? Furthermore, while 
Ortelius had a range of cordiform models available to him,1 he chose the peculiar 
projection of an obscure 1558 map by the German mathematician, Caspar Vopel. This 
essay asserts that one must look to the religious and political context to understand the 
importance of Ortelius’s decision. It will be important to bear in mind that philosophy in 
the Renaissance extended far beyond the newly printed tomes of ancient intellectuals. 
Philosophy defined the human, both body and mind, laid out his path to God, and if this 
path were chosen wrongly, could spell his death.  
 
1 There are only a handful of truncated cordiform maps, at least that we know of: 
Waldseemüller’s 1507 map; one by the Netherlandish cosmographer Peter Apian, from 
1531; one by his student, Gemma Frisius, from 1543; Vopel’s 1558 map; and finally, 
Ortelius’s 1564 map. By creating a truncated cordiform map, Ortelius alludes to the three 
that preceded his.  
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I approach this question not as a historian of cartography, but rather as a literary 
critic. Instead of cataloging the influences on Ortelius’s work, as several scholars have 
done, I aim to theorize the meaning of Ortelius’s manipulation of those influences within 
his historical and religious context through the methodology of descriptive close reading. 
This critical lens exposes the map as an invaluable example of how an image of the world 
could challenge epistemological authority. The results of this close reading suggest that 
Ortelius chose to imitate the shape of Vopel’s map because it provided the most efficient 
vehicle for his religious and political views. Recognizing the manipulation of his source 
material prepares us to read within his work a message far more complex, and perhaps 
more subversive, than has previously been suggested. Did Ortelius, a studious and 
agreeably mannered Dutchman, defy repressive religious policies through his cordiform 
map?  
The map on which this portion of the essay focuses, Abraham Ortelius’s 1564 
cordiform map, follows a truncated cordiform projection. This map is not in the shape of 
a heart as one might draw it, but rather loosely resembles a heart in that the top edge of 
the world is significantly wider than the bottom. It suffices to look at Oronce Fine’s true 
cordiform map (fig. 2) next to Ortelius’s map and another truncated cordiform map, 
Martin Waldseemüller’s celebrated 1507 map of the world (fig. 3), to shed light on the 
meaning of the label “truncated” cordiform.2 While Fine’s map resembles a Valentine’s 
 
2 We owe this observation to a nineteenth-century French scholar, Marie Armand Pascal 
d’Avezac de Castera-Macaya, who coined the term “cordiform” to classify this unusual 
genre of Renaissance maps (“Coup d’œil historique sur la projection des cartes de 
géographie,” Bulletin de la Société de Géographie, ser. 5, April-May, 1863: 257-361, and 
June, 1863: 438-85). The rather loose visual connection between the flattened shape of 
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Day heart, Waldseemüller’s map flattens and elongates this shape width-wise, making it 
resemble a band curved slightly upward. Ortelius’s map, as well, is flatter and wider than 
Fine’s. The visual distinction between Ortelius’s map and that of Waldseemüller, 
however, immediately strikes the viewer’s eye: While the latter features a heavily curved 
top edge and squared-off sides, the former is smoother and more rounded, approaching 
the shape of a kidney bean. The shape of Ortelius’s map is very similar to that of Caspar 
Vopel’s 1558 map of the world (fig. 4); in fact, he may very well have copied Vopel’s 
projection. In choosing Vopel’s shape, then, Ortelius rejects other, more obvious 
categories of cordiform maps. What visual associations attracted Ortelius to this 
particular shape of cordiform map? Given the spectrum of choices, why did he choose the 
most distorted and least obviously heart-shaped one?  
 
truncated cordiform maps and the obvious heart shape of true cordiform maps has caused 
Ruth Watson to put these classifications into question (Ruth Watson, “Cordiform Maps 
Since the Sixteenth Century: The Legacy of Nineteenth-Century Classificatory Systems.” 
Imago Mundi 60, no. 2 [2008]: 182–94.) She asks why and if we are to assume that all of 
these maps were intended to resemble a heart. Contesting Avezac, she notes that 
cordiform cartographers in the sixteenth century would not have known that their maps 
were mathematically related, since the French scholar’s classificatory method was based 
on mathematics not codified until the seventeenth century. Watson also questions the 
term “cordiform,” which Avezac never used as a categorical term, but only as a vague 
descriptor. Watson is right to point out the lasting and largely subconscious influence of 
the nineteenth century on recent cartographic study; however, the idea that early modern 
cartographers were unaware of the existence of some mathematical relationship between 
their maps poses a logistical conundrum. Surely these cartographers, who were also 
mathematicians, would have been aware of the existence of similarly shaped maps, and 
would have derived their projections from these rather than through some sort of 
simultaneous inspiration. 
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Background 
A brief overview of these categories will prove useful. Such maps are a product 
more or less unique to the sixteenth century, the first appearing in 1511, and the last 
appearing somewhere around eighty years later. Following George Kish’s 1965 article, 
“The Cosmographic Heart: Cordiform Maps of the 16th Century,” scholars have 
classified cordiform maps according to three categories: the true cordiform, the double 
cordiform, and the truncated cordiform. While these three types of maps visually appear 
quite different, their projections are in fact mathematically related.  
Cordiform maps are essentially a product unique to the sixteenth century, the first 
appearing in 1511 by the hand of an Italian geographer, Bernardo Sylvano, and the last 
Figure 1. Abraham Ortelius, Nova Totius Terrarum Juxta Neotericorum Traditiones Descriptio 
(1564). ã British Library Board (Cartographic Items Maps C.2.a.6.) 
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appearing somewhere around the turn of the next century.3 A model for the cordiform 
projection appeared in 1514 from Johannes Werner, a German mathematician; five years 
later, Oronce Fine would put his theories into practice. The heart-shaped map was the 
extreme conclusion of Ptolemy’s second projection, described—but not shown—in his 
treatise on geography. Oronce Fine describes how to create a map using the true 
cordiform projection in his book on cosmography, Le Sphère du monde, published in 
Latin in 1542 (as De mundi sphæra) with the French edition printed in 1551 by Vascosan. 
He remarks that the projection allows for an image of the world “reduitte en plate forme, 
d’une forte plaisant & nouvelle description, approchant plus de la proportion spherique, 
que toute autre figure.”4 
In 1530, Peter Apian, cartographer and court mathematician to Charles V, created 
his own version of the cordiform map. Whereas Fine had molded the world into the shape 
of a Valentine’s Day heart, according to Werner’s model, Apian’s world resembled a 
curved band. A year later, Fine published the first double cordiform map, a cartographic 
innovation that  
 
3 I am including in this chronology reprintings of cordiform maps, such as the 1590 
Fool’s Head map, which places Abraham Ortelius’s cordiform map on the face of a 
jester.  
4 Oronce Fine, Le Sphère du monde (Paris: Vascosan, 1551), Book V, Chapter VII. 
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Figure 2. Oronce Fine’s true cordiform map. This print dates from 1531, but he may have created the 
original as early as 1519. (Courtesy of the Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris. Rés. Ge. DD. 2987. 
[63]) 
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Figure 3. Martin Waldseemüller’s 1507 Universalis cosmographia secundum Ptholomaei 
traditionem et Americi Vespucii aliorumque lustrationes. (Retrieved from the Geography 
and Map Division, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.)  
 
Figure 4. Caspar Vopel’s 1558 truncated cordiform map. (Courtesy of the Harvard Map Collection, 
Houghton Library, Harvard University.) 
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represents the world as seen from each pole. This projection would be reproduced just 
two more times, once by a Venetian printer, and once by the young cartographer Gerard 
Mercator, who copied Fine’s cordiform work decades before developing his own 
revolutionary map projection.  
The trend of cordiform cartography had expired by the seventeenth century. Their 
rediscovery would have to wait two hundred years, when scholars began to take an 
interest in what they assumed to be a fashionable curiosity of the Renaissance. In 1863, a 
French aristocrat, Marie Armand Pascal d’Avezac de Castera-Macaya, coined the term 
“cordiform” to describe a category of mathematically related maps derived from 
Ptolemy’s second projection. In the 1960s, a University of Michigan professor, George 
Kish, subdivided Avezac’s category into the three types of cordiform maps that scholars 
recognize today: the “true” cordiform, based on Werner’s model; the “truncated” 
cordiform, of which Apian’s 1530 map is an example; and the double cordiform.      
Until the late 1990s, scholars and map-dealers generally followed the nineteenth-
century assumption that cordiform maps were something of an early modern oddity. The 
Italian scholar Giorgio Mangani initiated a discourse surrounding the deeper 
philosophical and cultural significance of such maps with his 1998 article, “Abraham 
Ortelius and the hermetic meaning of the cordiform projection,” in which he argues that 
the heart shape was intimately linked to and reflective of the religious beliefs of the 
cartographers who made them. He discusses Fine, Mercator, and Abraham Ortelius, all 
three among the most celebrated cartographers of their day and the author of at least one 
cordiform map each. Mangani emphasizes Fine’s interest in the occult, as well as 
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Ortelius’s ties to the heretical sect known as the Family of Love, to which our discussion 
will return.   
 
Cartography as piety 
Maps in the sixteenth century carried a profound allegorical, one might even say 
talismanic, significance. The revival of classical sources contributed a neo-Stoic bent to 
this sort of thinking: nature came to be seen as the first way in which God reveals himself 
to man; by contemplating the image of nature, man can draw closer to its maker. It is no 
accident that many cartographers and landscape painters were sympathetic to, or joined, 
the Protestant movement: the notion that one can have direct contact with God through 
nature would have recommended them to this religious inclination.5  
Ortelius once wrote a letter in which he praised his friend Peter Brueghel for 
managing to paint landscapes that were true to observation, yet which carried layers of 
meaning.6 This same observation applies to the approach that Ortelius took to 
cartography. It is no accident that he called his atlas a theatrum: John Calvin had used 
this word to describe the way in which the visible world reflects and embodies the divine 
one. Like Calvin, Ortelius seemed to believe that the image of the world could serve as a 
pathway for more pious behavior. One way, which can be detected in many Dutch works 
of the period, is by inspiring humility in the face of God’s vast creation. A cartouche 
bearing a quotation from Cicero on the first map of the Theatrum Orbis Terrarum sums 
 
5 Boudewijn Bakker and Diane Webb, eds. Landscape and Religion from Van Eyck to 
Rembrandt (Burlington: Ashgate, 2012), 124. 
 Bakker and Webb, 124. 
6 Bakker and Webb, 145. 
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up the reasoning behind this approach: “What can still be considered ‘great’ in human 
affairs if one is aware of the perfect eternity and greatness of the world as a whole?” In 
fact, the act of looking at maps became a pious work in and of itself. An emblem 
appearing in a then-popular book by a young humanist, Zacharias Heyns, draws a parallel 
between reading Ortelius’s atlas and leading a righteous life.7 A man-made depiction of 
the world could bring one closer to God, just as direct visual contact with nature could.  
We can see, then, that maps as objects bearing a visual representation of the world 
had a religious component in the sixteenth century. Let us turn now more specifically to 
cordiform maps and how they function in a spiritually symbolic way. The use of 
cordiform cartography to express spiritual beliefs finds its prime and perhaps most 
studied example in Oronce Fine. An examination of Fine’s cordiform maps will help us 
gain an understanding of the relationship between cordiform maps, theology, and 
eventually, anatomy, that will serve us in our later investigation of Ortelius’s map of the 
same genre.  
 
Iconography and anatomy 
Advancements in the field of anatomy in the sixteenth century altered the medical 
understanding of the shape and function of the heart, even if cultural and spiritual 
perceptions were slow to change. In the sixteenth century, arguably the most important 
event in the field of medicine was the rediscovery of the work of Galen, personal 
physician to Marcus Aurelius in the second century A.D. Galen explained the circulation 
 
7 Bakker and Webb, 123. 
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of blood in this way: blood was produced in the liver from the vital forces taken from 
food, from which place it was warmed up and spread throughout the body. Some of this 
blood ended up in the right ventricle of the heart. The heart’s function was to mix the 
blood with air from the lungs, thus rejuvenating its vital force. In a heat-producing 
process, the heart changed the sluggish output of the liver into thin, red blood, burning off 
the byproduct in the form of exhalation. Galen did not have access to human cadavers, as 
dissection was banned in Rome at the time, and thus this influential understanding of the 
body was based as much on philosophy as on observation. While the advancement of the 
practice of dissection lead to a multiplication of discourses around the cardio-pulmonary 
system, Galen remained the primary authority on human anatomy for much of the 
sixteenth century.  
Galen’s theory would hold sway over Andreas Vesalius, a Belgian anatomist, as 
he created the first modern anatomy textbook. In this 1543 work, entitled De humani 
corporis fabrica, Vesalius supported Galen’s theory that blood moved from the right 
ventricle to the left by leaking through tiny holes in the septum between them. Before the 
publication of the second edition of his textbook, Vesalius performed a simple 
experiment in which he poked the septum of a human heart with a bristle, discovering 
that it is, in fact, not full of holes. In his essay, “The Anatomised Heart,” Jonathan Miller 
describes the reason for Vesalius’s doubts this way: “Shortly before Vesalius published 
his second edition, the Spanish philosopher-theologian Michael Servetus had suggested 
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that the blood made its way from right to left through a north-west passage in the lungs.”8 
The theory of a northwest passage of the heart, like the theory of a northwest passage of 
the world, sparked an era of experimentation and exploration that would culminate in the 
discovery of the cardiopulmonary system as we know it today by the Englishman, 
William Harvey, in 1628. 
Modifications to the Jesuit symbol of the heart provide a wonderful example of 
the influence of medical developments on theological iconography. Above the map, the 
heart of Saint Ignatius refracts a beam of light on a group of converts. The shape of the 
map, according to Mangani, symbolizes the Jesuit belief, shared with the entire world.9 
Thirty years after William Harvey’s treatise on the circulation of blood, an aorta was 
placed above the heart, where it spurted the fire of Christ’s love. This literalization of 
bodily iconography extends to the work of Ortelius. The texts that accompany the maps 
in Ortelius’s atlas anthropomorphize the parts of the earth that they portray. The 
description of Italy, for example, compares the peninsula to man’s leg, or, if the reader 
visualizes Europe as a young girl, her right arm.10 Ortelius clearly registered the visual 
connection between shapes of land mass and shapes of the human body. Why not, then, a 
heart-shaped map that resembles an actual human heart? 
 
8 Jonathan Miller, 2007. “The Anatomised Heart,” in The Heart, James Peto, ed. (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 2007), 53. 
9 Giorgio Mangani, “Abraham Ortelius and the Hermetic Meaning of the Cordiform 
Projection,” Imago Mundi 50 (1998), 71. 
10 Abraham Ortelius, Augmentation du Théâtre du monde universel, contenant les cartes 
de tout le monde, avec une briève déclaration d’icelles, (Anvers: l’Imprimerie de 
Christoffe Plantin, 1585), 1. 
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The work of Guillaume de La Perrière demonstrates some of the meanings that 
the heart shape could have among sixteenth-century humanists in France: In the 1539 
edition of his book of emblems, Theatre des bons engins (first published 1536), a 
woodblock print depicts a man eating his own heart as an illustration of envy (fig. 5). In 
La Perrière’s 1553 emblem book, La Morosophie, the tree of wisdom has roots in a 
man’s heart and sprouts through his mouth (fig. 6). La Perrière’s work shows not only 
how prevalent the symbol of the heart was among French intellectuals in the sixteenth 
century, but also what a mutable symbol it was. 
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Figure 5. Detail from Guillaume La 
Perrière, Le Théâtre des bons engins 
(Paris: 1539), emblem 8. 
Figure 6. Detail from Guillaume La 
Perrière, La Morosophie (Lyon: Macé 
Bonhomme, 1553), emblem 97. 
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Oronce Fine: Mapping the occult  
Oronce Fine11 (1494-1555) provides a model of a scholar whose cordiform 
cartography has been extensively studied as it relates to both his political situation and his 
spiritual beliefs. As such, he provides a model on which to base our investigation of 
Abraham Ortelius.  
In 1516, Fine began teaching at the College de Navarre in Paris, where he had 
begun studying medicine a few years earlier. He eventually became the first chair in 
mathematics at the Collège de France, shortly after its founding by Francis I in 1530, a 
position he held until his death in 1555. His masterwork, a mathematical treatise entitled 
the Protomathesis, was explicitly intended for Francis’s eyes, to convince him to hire 
Fine as the chair of mathematics at the Collège de France.12  The Protomathesis was a 
 
11 There is some debate over the spelling of Fine’s last name. Many scholars today write 
“Fine,” while many others write “Finé.” Monique Pelletier notes that “Fine” is made to 
rhyme with “doctrine” in a poem that accompanies the cosmographer’s treatise on 
geometry (Monique Pelletier, “Die Herzformigen Weltkarten von Oronce Fine,” 
Cartographica Helvetica 12 [1995], 10). However, some sixteenth-century sources spell 
his name with the final syllable: André Thevet puts an accent aigu over the “e” in Finé 
(or Finée) in his Histoire des hommes illustres (Veuve J. Kervert and Guillaume 
Chaudiere, 1584). For more on the debate over the spelling of Fine’s name, see Ross, 
Studies on Oronce Fine (1494-1555), unpublished Ph.D. diss (Columbia University, 
1971), pp. 8-9, n. 2. 
12 Initially, when he founded the Collège de France in 1530, Francis had not included a 
chair of mathematics; Fine attempted to change his mind with an ode to mathematics, 
Epistre exhortative, dedicated to the king, which ends with a recommendation that 
Francis establish a chair of mathematics at the college. Fine’s masterpiece of 
mathematical theory, the Protomathesis, was published in 1532; as Ross notes, “the 
Protomathesis was written to demonstrate to the king the author’s qualifications for the 
position of royal professor of mathematics” (Studies, 23). Francis complied by creating 
the position, but payments to the chair were sporadic. Fine had begun working in the 
print industry in Paris after moving there as a young man, working as an illustrator and 
engraver; instead of quitting these positions when he gained the prestigious appointment 
at the Collège de France, he continued to work in publishing, probably in order to 
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four-part tome on subjects ranging from mathematics to sundials to cosmography; each 
volume had been released separately by 1532.13 The third part of the Protomathesis in 
1532 was a text on cosmography, called De mundi sphaera, sive cosmographia. Fine 
wrote or edited many other works on mathematics and cosmography, as well, including 
an edition of Sacrobosco’s treatise on cosmography, De Sphaera mundi, in 1516. A 
skilled artist, he also worked as a printer and an engraver in Parisian printshops. He 
illustrated his own works throughout his career.  
Fine’s true cordiform map is titled, Recens et integra orbis descriptio. It is a 
woodcut, 51 x 57 cm on two sheets. The world image is recognizably in the shape of a 
heart. What we know today as the Western Hemisphere is on the left half of the heart, 
and the Eastern Hemisphere is on the right; the two meet at a straight line down the 
middle. The map utilizes Ptolemaic lines of latitude and longitude. The map is brightly 
colored. The copy held in the Bibliothèque Nationale is undated; another copy, held in 
 
supplement his income and feed his six children. In the preface to a posthumous edition 
of Fine’s De solaribus horologiis et quadrantibus libri IV (1560),  Fine’s son, Jean, 
laments the family’s unstable financial situation: “After three decades and more spent and 
devoted to restoring and explaining mathematics not only by lecturing but also by 
writing, all this time waiting and begging for payment for his efforts and being mocked 
and put off with courtly pittances, all this time watching his family shrink and old age 
come upon him while the number of his published works continued to mount, having 
borne such indignity as unworthy, he died cheerfully and steadfastly in the Lord in his 
sixtieth year from a fatal disease” (From Oronce Fine, De Solaribus Horologiis (Paris: 
Guilielmus Cavellat, 1560. Translation in Ross, Studies, 30). 
13 Richard Ross asserts that his treatise on trigonometry, the first published by a 
Frenchman, was backward by the time of its publication—other mathematicians in 
Europe had made advances in this field—yet praised its clarity and utility as a textbook 
(see Richard Ross, Oronce Fine’s De Sinibus Libri II: The First Printed Trigonometric 
Treatise of the French Renaissance.” Isis 66, no. 3 [1975]: 379–86). Nonetheless, Fine’s 
clear prose and easy-to-follow signposting, on display in the Protomathesis, did more to 
advance the pedagogy of mathematics than perhaps any other contemporary work. 
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Nuremberg, is dated 1536 and includes a note written by Fine that dates from 1534. 
Evidence, though, suggests that a version of the map existed as early as 1519.14   
The language of the map’s descriptions said much about for whom the map was 
intended. The text on Fine’s map is in Latin, pointing to a scholarly audience. The use of 
Latin not only lent the map learned cultural cachet but more importantly, took advantage 
of an upper-class lingua franca to make the map more sellable in other countries around 
Europe. Maps were, first of all, objects that circulated through buying and selling. Maps 
were expensive objects at the time, particularly prized by rich merchants and nobleman 
who considered such objects as necessary décor for any well-educated home. Large wall-
maps proliferated on the luxury market in the decades after the European encounter with 
the New World. A brightly colored map such as Fine’s would have been especially 
expensive. Fine also claims to have incorporated the latest geographical and 
hydrographical discoveries into the map as an appeal to potential buyers.15 As David 
 
14 The dedication on Fine’s 1534 world map alludes to a 1519 manuscript cordiform map. 
See George Kish, “The Cosmographic Heart: Cordiform Maps of the 16th Century.” 
Imago Mundi 19 (1965), 14. 
15 “Orontius F. Delph. Regius Mathematicaru[m] interprets: Studioso lectori, S.D.P. 
Decimusquintus circiter argitur annus, candide lector, quo universam orbis terrarum 
designationem, in hanc humani cordis effigiem primum redegimus: Idque in gratiam 
Christianissimi ac potentissimi Francisci Francorum regis, Mecoenatis nostri 
clementissimi. Quam dum videremus ipsi regi, polyhistori, ac note vulgari geographo, 
valde placere, ab omnibus quoque (etiam exteris) laudari plurimum: desiderabam eandem 
orbis descriptionem, universis mathematicaru[m] studiosis aliquando communicare. 
Quod, post varia fortunae, ac studij nostri (quae hactenus nobis impedimento fuere) 
discrimina, tandem nostro effecimus periculo. Itaq[ue] plurimis recentiorum 
hydrographorum observationibus auctam, & eme[n]datam ipsius geographici cordis 
imaginem, tibi studiose lector, cunctisq[ue] bon[a]e volu[n]tatis hominibus, cordato ac 
liberali praesentamus animo. Reliquum est igitur, ut hunc laborem nostru[m] & 
industriam, humano vultu non graveris accipere, & aequi boniq[ue] consulas: Ipsi 
demu[m] Christianissimo, ac magnifico Regi nostro, prospera[m] exoptes foelicitatem, 
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Woodward puts it: “The map trade, now independent of the noble patron, responded to 
market forces. The reader wanted new maps, and from the wording in the titles of many 
maps (‘copious,’ ‘exact,’ ‘latest,’ ‘modern,’ ‘new,’ ‘recent,’ and ‘true’), probably thought 
he was getting them.”16  
Monique Pelletier and Giorgio Mangani have both investigated Oronce Fine as a 
cartographer whose religious beliefs influenced his decision to undertake the cordiform 
map. At the same time, Fine’s work proves that a cartographer could both serve the 
state—we have mentioned his map of France—and express personal beliefs through his 
craft. Fine, born in Briançon in 1494 to an established family, became involved with both 
occult circles and the publishing industry while a student in Paris. Fine published a 
number of works on astrology, including a 1521 edition of Agostini Ricci, an important 
figure in Christian cabalism. His friendship with the Englishman John Dee, a well-known 
astrologer in the court of Elizabeth I who was interested in arcane philosophy and magic, 
also suggests his continued involvement with the occult. Fine probably invited Dee to 
lecture at the University of Paris, and the latter owned a number of the cartographer’s 
works.  
For Fine, maps were conduits of knowledge of the divine precisely because 
geography was ultimately the purview of mathematics. Mathematics, as he believed 
along with many of his contemporaries, could reveal God to man by revealing the inner 
 
cuius favore atq[ue] munificentia, haec (intereadum molimur graviora) tibi 
communicavimus. Vale, Luteci[a]e Parisiorum.” 
16 David Woodward, “The Italian Map Trade, 1480-1650,” in Cartography in the 
European Renaissance, vol. 3, The History of Cartography, David Woodward, ed. 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007), 790. 
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workings of His divine creation.17 Fine believed that mathematics was the bridge between 
the natural world and the divine. Mathematics thus formed the basis for all other fields of 
thought.18 Richard Oosterhoff has shown how Fine used the language of friendship to 
promote a “republic of mathematics,” a sort of brotherhood of those seeking 
mathematical truth. The effect of Fine’s extensive relationship-building was to promote 
the status and reach of mathematics as a discipline.19 In his day, mathematics was still 
establishing itself as a discipline in European universities, particularly in France. 20  Fine 
 
17 Ross distinguishes between Fine’s approach to mathematics and that of the humanists 
in the circle of Lefèvre. Fine was not, in his estimation, a humanist in the purest sense of 
the word. He never bothered to learn Greek or read most of the newly reprinted ancients. 
He argues: “It should be noted, however, that Fine’s ties to humanism were weak. While 
sufficiently humanist to condemn scholastics and also grammarians and to praise Francis 
I for founding chairs in Hebrew and Greek, Fine himself never bothered to learn Greek or 
to extend his reading of the classics beyond the works already well known to the Middle 
Ages” (Ross, Studies, 361). Tom Conley, though, situates Fine’s cordiform map within 
the broader humanist aim of communicating as much information in a single view as 
possible. Conley writes that “Fine’s full cordiform projection calls attention to itself as a 
totality that can be grasped in an instant” (Self-Made Map, 119). Besides, Fine’s 
relationship with Lefèvre seems not to have been stifled by their differences. Fine 
contributed to Lefèvre’s edition of Sacrobosco. Fine’s Cosmographia, one of his most 
influential works, is mostly a reprint of Lefèvre’s commentaries on Sacrobosco, with an 
additional section on hydrography (Richard J. Oosterhoff, Making Mathematical Culture: 
University and Print in the Circle of Lefèvre d’Étaples [Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2018], 149). 
18 See Ross, Studies, 349-51.  
19 “Richard J. Oosterhoff, “Lovers in Paratexts: Oronce Fine’s Republic of Mathematics,” 
Nuncius 31, no. 3 (2016): 549–83.  
20 The Collège was in and of itself a very conservative institution. As late as 1620, Jean 
Boulenger’s Traicté de la Sphere du Monde, the primary cosmology textbook of that 
century, talks about Copernicus in the manner of seventy years prior (Isabelle Pantin, 
“Teaching Mathematics and Astronomy in France: The Collège Royal (1550–1650),” 
Science & Education 15, no. 2 [2006], 197). In the sixteenth century, Germany, 
especially Wittenburg, was where the most advanced mathematics was taking place. 
Pierre Ramus, chair of philosophy and Latin eloquence at the Collège beginning in 1551, 
was a Germanophile who highly admired the secure place of mathematics in their 
academic institutions. He devoted one book of his history of mathematics to Germany, 
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took the idea of a community of mathematics lovers seriously: he opened his home to 
serve as a sort of salon for the intelligentsia.21 This semi-informal network would have 
been one method in which maps, as well as works of cosmology and astrology, could be 
passed around.  
Fine became involved with both occult circles and the publishing industry while a 
student in Paris. As Mosely has shown, his additions to the text of his De sphaera mundi 
implies that he believed firmly in the influence of celestial bodies on human events. Fine 
published many works on astrology, including a 1521 edition of Agostini Ricci, an 
essential figure in Christian cabalism. Unflattering predictions of Francis’s defeat at 
Pavia or imprisonment in Madrid may have landed him in jail in the early 1520s.22 
Giorgio Mangani suggests that Fine was imprisoned for his connections with occult 
circles in Paris.23   
 
one book to England and Scotland, and one book to Italy, Spain, and Portugal. He wrote 
nothing about France. Pantin notes: “Until about 1560, no effort was made to conceal the 
German and Protestant origin of the imported manuals. In the years that followed, this 
movement seems to have been jeopardized by the worsening of religious conflicts in 
France” (“Teaching Mathematics, 194). Ramus, a Protestant, was murdered during the 
Saint Bartholomew’s Day massacre. Even mathematics, a field considered today as close 
to objectivity as possible, was embroiled in France’s religious conflicts.  
21 See Ross, Studies, 24. 
22 See Conley, Self-Made Map, 89. Anne-Marie Lecoq summarizes the role of astrology 
in Francis I’s royal propoganda: “Les spéculations astrologiques, kabbalistiques, 
angélologiques nourries par ce courant de pensée aboutissent à une seule et même 
conclusion : Francis d’Angoulême, par son saint patron, par la date de sa naissance, reçoit 
des astres et des anges de mystérieux et puissants influx, il a—pour reprendre les termes 
d’Amaury Bouchard—’grand affinité et convenance’ avec ‘l’âme du monde’” (Francois I 
Imaginaire, 487.) This mysticism was a novelty in Francis I’s reign that would find its 
apogee in the reign of Henri III. 
23 Mangani, “Abraham Ortelius,” 65. 
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A recurring motif in Fine’s work, on display on the title page of the 
Protomathesis, is a small heart shape hanging from a vine. Later in the text, a small 
portrait of Fine appears in a capital letter O, hanging from a Valentine’s Day-type heart. 
What did the heart mean in Fine’s work? Indeed, the heart carried many associations at 
the same time, as its mutability in contemporary texts demonstrates; Fine’s work, though, 
points to some of the associations to which he ascribed. The text that accompanies Fine’s 
map dedicates it to “all men of goodwill” [cunctis bonae voluntatis hominibus], which 
according to Giorgio Mangani suggests that Fine saw the heart as “auspicious, a talisman 
of a world inspired by the values of charity.”24 Tom Conley notes that the heart shape 
refers to Fine’s cordiform maps.25 Once he had created his cordiform map, then, hearts on 
subsequent works could refer back to this map, his signature, an expression of his 
mathematical prowess and worldview. Thanks to these mystical associations, the heart 
shape, in addition to mapping itself, had a spiritual significance for Fine. On the one 
hand, then, the heart shape of the map was a potent spiritual symbol in Fine’s occult and 
humanist milieu and was what he wanted to stake his cartographic legacy on, as 
evidenced by the portrait hanging from a heart. 
Mangani sees this network of associations as evidence for the reason why the idea 
of a cordiform map would have attracted Fine. He suggests that Fine’s connection to the 
occult had a bearing on his interest in the heart as a symbol; many occult or heterodox 
groups identified with heart iconography, including the Family of Love, to whom our 
discussion will return. The text that accompanies Fine’s map dedicates it to “all men of 
 
24 Mangani, “Abraham Ortelius,” 65. 
25 Conley, Self-Made Map, 122. 
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goodwill” [cunctis bonae voluntatis hominibus], which he claims suggests that Fine saw 
the heart as “auspicious, a talisman of a world inspired by the values of charity.”26 
Monique Pelletier has pointed out that heart iconography recurs throughout Fine’s work. 
For example, a small heart shape hanging from a vine appears throughout his 
mathematical chef-d’oeuvre, the Protomathesis.27   
The idea that Fine’s interest in the cordiform projection and his involvement with 
occult circles, who often used heart iconography themselves, was simply a coincidence 
seems highly unlikely. It is far more probable that Fine’s philosophical beliefs inspired 
him to take up this genre of cartography. We may make something more than a passing 
note of the fact that, at the same time as he was sketching the first true cordiform map, 
Fine was in medical school. He obtained his degree in medicine in Paris in 1522. We 
cannot rule out the possibility that Fine had seen a human heart there, and that this, in 
addition to his interest in the occult, contributed to his decision to create a cordiform 
map.  
 
Political Messages on Fine’s Map 
The map and its heart shape served a political function in the context of the reign 
of Francis I. In the early sixteenth century, France was still a conglomeration of duchies, 
 
26 Mangani, “Abraham Ortelius,” 65. 
27 For more on this, see Monique Pelletier, Die Herzformigen Weltkarten von Oronce 
Fine. / Le monde dans un coeur: Les deux mappemondes d’Oronce Fine (Murten: 
Cartographica Helvetica, 1995).  
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fiefdoms, and languages.28 Local rulers often had more authority than the king, the most 
notorious example being Charles de Bourbon, a local ruler who successfully lead a 
campaign that captured the king. Maps of the nation disseminated visual evidence of the 
existence of the French state, unified on paper, if not in life. In 1525, Francis 
commissioned Oronce Fine to create a map of France that depicts the nation in something 
resembling of its modern form, thus declaring his authority over the various duchies and 
fiefdoms of the territory. To allow for the possibility of expansion, though—Francis had 
made his name by capturing Milan early in his reign, and openly hoped to gain the Holy 
Roman Empire—the borders of France are left blurry or ill-defined, as in the case of the 
Pyrenees Mountains.29 Fine’s cordiform map, created while he was in Francis’s service, 
was created in this context that recognized the political usefulness of mapping.  
 The shape of the cordiform map was itself royal propaganda. Heart iconography, 
drawing on Pauline ideology and the Song of Songs, reinforced the image of the king as a 
humanist ruler.30 Heart iconography was especially popular in the early years of Francis’s 
reign, before his defeat at Pavia by Charles V in 1525. The heart symbolized a divine 
 
28 Robert J. Knecht succinctly captures the fragmentary nature of France during the reign 
of Francis I: “A national consciousness can be found in the writings of humanists like 
Robert Gaguin and Valéran de Varennes and also at a more popular level, yet France still 
lacked well-defined frontiers, a common language and a unified legal system. Her eastern 
border was so blurred in places that some villagers did not know to which nation they 
belonged and exploited this confusion to evade taxes and the law” (Renaissance Warrior 
and Patron, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press [1994], 19). 
29 The map is entitled, Nova Totius Galliae Descriptio; for more on this, see Monique 
Pelletier, “National and Regional Mapping in France to About 1650,” in Cartography in 
the European Renaissance, vol. 3, The History of Cartography, David Woodward, ed. 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007), 1480-1503. 
30 Conley, Self-Made Map, 120-121. 
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union between any combination of God, Francis, his family, and the people he had been 
ordained to rule. 
The entrée of Claude de France, then Francis’s wife and queen of France, into 
Paris in 1517 illustrates the heavy symbolism of the heart in the political realm. The 
scholar Anne-Marie Lecoq describes one of the scenes that Claude passed on her route to 
the palace:  
Le cinquième situé toujours dans la rue Saint-Denis, à la hauteur de la fontaine 
des Innocents, était par conséquent le point culminant du parcours : l’image 
mentale du cœur y prenait enfin une existence concrète et visuelle. A l’étage 
supérieur, Gringoire avait fait placer une machine de théâtre, un grand cœur qui 
s’ouvrait en trois. Dans la partie centrale se tenait ‘Amour divine’, et dans les 
parties latérales ‘Amour naturelle’ et ‘Amour conjugalle’. Les trois types 
d’amours étaient non seulement illustrés d’exemples empruntés à l’histoire 
antique et biblique mais reliés à la réalité contemporaine. Au-dessus de l’Amour 
de Dieu étaient accrochées les armes de France (c’est-à-dire du roi), au-dessus de 
l’Amour conjugal, celles de la reine Claude et au-dessus de l’Amour ‘naturel’ 
(c’est-à-dire maternel), celles de Louise de Savoie.31 
 
Claude’s entry uses the heart to situate Francis in a cosmic hierarchy and a multi-layered 
timeline. In the center of the giant mechanical heart, Francis’s coat of arms stakes its 
claim to a representation of God’s love. On either side are represented the woman who 
assured his rise to power—his mother, Louise de Savoy—and the woman who would 
assure his legacy—his wife, Claude. Through the royal use of heart iconography, love 
became a code word for power.  
 
31 Lecoq, Francis I Imaginaire, 386. For more on heart symbolism in the reign of Francis 
I, see also Gayle Brunelle, “Images of Empire,” in Princes and Princely Culture (Boston: 
Brill, 2003), 96-97. 
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On Fine’s map, the letterpress preface in the cartouche at lower left effusively 
praises the king, Francis I, with whose favor this map was made, as the most Christian32 
and powerful king of the Franks (“Christianissimi ac potentissimi Francisci Fracorum 
regis”).33 It claims to represent all of the countries of the world using, for the first time 
(even though Strabius and Werner came before), the image of the human heart (“quo 
universam orbis terrarum designationem, in hanc humani cordis effigiem primum 
redegimus”).  
 
32 Francis projected himself as “Le Roi Très Chrétien,” a moniker that is frequently used 
to describe him in texts of the age. The title connoted superior virtue—justice, clemency, 
wisdom—and also associated Francis with the figure of the good shepherd leading his 
flock. Christological imagery abounds in Francis’s royal propaganda. This propaganda 
drew most often from the Song of Songs, with imagery of love and united hearts. The 
printed booklet that accompanied Francis’s entry into Rouen in 1517 explains the 
significance of a sheep roaming among fake lillies in one of the tableaux: “Et l’aigneau 
passant entre les lys représente, comme dict est, Rouen conduit et gouverné soubz la 
couronne de France” (Cited in Lecoq, François I Imaginaire, 362). The following verse 
from Song of Songs appeared on the scaffolding: “Mon bien-aimé fait paraître son 
troupeau parmi les lis. Cantique, II” (Ibid).  
33 Orontius F. Delph. Regius Mathematicaru[m] interprets: Studioso lectori, S.D.P. 
Decimusquintus circiter argitur annus, candide lector, quo universam orbis terrarum 
designationem, in hanc humani cordis effigiem primum redegimus: Idque in gratiam 
Christianissimi ac potentissimi Francisci Francorum regis, Mecoenatis nostri 
clementissimi. Quam dum videremus ipsi regi, polyhistori, ac note vulgari geographo, 
valde placere, ab omnibus quoque (etiam exteris) laudari plurimum: desiderabam eandem 
orbis descriptionem, universis mathematicaru[m] studiosis aliquando communicare. 
Quod, post varia fortunae, ac studij nostri (quae hactenus nobis impedimento fuere) 
discrimina, tandem nostro effecimus periculo. Itaq[ue] plurimis recentiorum 
hydrographorum observationibus auctam, & eme[n]datam ipsius geographici cordis 
imaginem, tibi studiose lector, cunctisq[ue] bon[a]e volu[n]tatis hominibus, cordato ac 
liberali praesentamus animo. Reliquum est igitur, ut hunc laborem nostru[m] & 
industriam, humano vultu non graveris accipere, & aequi boniq[ue] consulas: Ipsi 
demu[m] Christianissimo, ac magnifico Regi nostro, prospera[m] exoptes foelicitatem, 
cuius favore atq[ue] munificentia, haec (intereadum molimur graviora) tibi 
communicavimus. Vale, Luteci[a]e Parisiorum. 
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This discussion of Oronce Fine’s true cordiform map provides a model on which 
to proceed with an analysis of Ortelius’s much less-studied map. It alerts us to the 
spiritual and political connotations that cordiform maps carried in the eyes of 
contemporaries. Tom Conley observes: “Cartographic writing serves as a guide or 
compass for verbal plotting, but it also betrays its agendas by turning the reader’s gaze 
toward a productive consideration of its visible form. Inversely, cartographic materials of 
the period are riddled with the dialogue—and dialogic echoes—of writing that is 
disruptive in different ways”.34 This statement applies not just to cartographically-
inflected literary works but also to maps themselves. Maps are self-consciously visual 
objects. They point to the many discourses that conditioned their production. The 
cartographer, as maestro of the discourse, possesses some measure of ability to 
manipulate what he intends the viewer to see. The truncated cordiform projection’s 
nebulous visual identification with a heart particularly allows the cartographer this 
freedom. All the cartographer can do is suggest, however—particularly if his message 
runs contrary to an Inquisition, as in the case of Ortelius. It is up to the viewer to be 
sensitive to the possible messages encoded on the map.  
In order to answer the question of why Ortelius chose to make a truncated 
cordiform map, we shall first need to examine the context of the map’s production: its 
author, his other works, and the historical moment in which he operated. Knowledge of 
the cartographer and context is essential to recognize the messages that he encoded on his 
map. It is this indispensable mise-en-scène to which we now turn. 
 
34 Conley, Self-Made Map, 22. 
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Abraham Ortelius, Friend of the World 
Ortelius’s family, well-established in Antwerp, sympathized with the 
Reformation. Historical records show that they were targeted by the Inquisition, who at 
least once searched their home for banned books.35 In 1547, Ortelius was admitted to the 
painter’s guild, the Guild of Saint Luke, as a map illuminator (along with Gerard de Jode, 
the future publisher of his cordiform map). While illuminating maps, Ortelius followed in 
his father’s footsteps as a merchant, earning enough money to travel widely and amass an 
impressive collection of books, coins, and antiques. His first published map was the 
cordiform one that constitutes the primary interest of this study. He continued to publish 
maps until the release in 1570 of his celebrated Theatrum orbis terrarum, credited as the 
first modern atlas. The atlas enjoyed enormous commercial success; originally in Latin, 
translations in Dutch, French, and German soon followed, with an English edition 
appearing in 1606.36  
Ortelius’s cosmopolitan experiences not only generated his famed atlas but 
imbued his cartographic production from the beginning. He maintained a wide network 
of friends of all different religious stances.37 Ortelius sustained friendships with Andrew 
 
35 Robert W. Karrow and Leo Bagrow, Mapmakers of the Sixteenth Century and Their 
Maps: Bio-Bibliographies of the Cartographers of Abraham Ortelius, 1570: Based on 
Leo Bagrow’s A. Ortelii Catalogus Cartographorum. (Chicago: Published for The 
Newberry Library by Speculum Orbis Press, 1993), 1. 
36 For more on this, see Marcel Van Den Broecke’s 2008 article, “The Significance of 
Language: The Texts on the Verso of the Maps in Abraham Ortelius, Theatrum Orbis 
Terrarum,” Imago Mundi 60, no. 2 (2008): 202-210. 
37 Scholars today know about Ortelius’s life firstly from a biography written by a friend, 
Francis Sweert, and published shortly after his death in 1598. We owe the publication of 
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Schotte, a Jesuit priest; Jakob Monau, a leader in the Calvinist church; and Justice 
Lipsius, a classicist who abandoned Catholicism for Calvinism before returning to the 
Catholic Church. Ortelius’s tolerant attitude was not necessarily unusual in Antwerp. The 
Low Countries featured a grassroots culture of religious tolerance due to its status as a 
cosmopolitan port city. However, this approach stood in stark opposition to that of the 
ruling Habsburg emperor, Charles V. Charles, a Catholic, installed the Inquisition of the 
Netherlands—an even more brutal version of the Inquisition in Spain—in an effort to 
stamp out the growing anti-Catholic sentiment there.38 This Inquisition’s suspicion had 
fallen upon Ortelius’s family when he was a child. While the Inquisition never convicted 
him, evidence suggests that Ortelius nonetheless harbored unorthodox beliefs. He kept 
manuscripts of the Protestant Jacques van Baerle’s poetry among his personal papers—
specifically, a polemical tirade against the Spanish king, which would surely have raised 
the eyebrows of the Netherlandish authorities had Ortelius not kept it under lock and 
key.39 
 
Ortelius’s correspondence, which remains an important basis for studies of the 
cartographer to this day, to J.H. Hessels, a Dutch scholar in the nineteenth century 
(Abrahami Ortelii (geographi Antverpiensis) et virorum eruditorum ad eundem et ad 
Jacobum Colium Ortelianum (Abrahami Ortelii sororis filium) epistulae [...], John Henry 
Hessels, ed. [Cambridge, 1887]). 
. The list of his friends provided by Francis Sweert in his biography, an abridged version 
of which was inserted into the 1606 edition of the atlas, reveals a veritable who’s-who of 
celebrated cartographers, mathematicians, and writers, ranging from Jesuit to Calvinist 
and beyond. While Sweert may have intended for the list to add to the illustriousness of 
his friend’s reputation, it also shows his inclusiveness and religious tolerance. 
38 In 1566, William of Orange, a Calvinist, capitalized on popular Dutch resentment 
against Habsburg rule to led a revolt against Charles’ successor, Phillip II, which would 
soon spark the Eighty Years’ War between Spain and the Netherlands. 
39 Robert W. Karrow, ed., Ortelius (1527-1598): Cartographe et Humaniste (Turnhout: 
Brepols, 1998), 166. 
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Many scholars have accepted that Ortelius was a member of the Family of Love, a 
heretical sect that emerged from this climate of religious upheaval.40 Close in many ways 
to Anabaptism, the Family of Love rejected mediation by priests in favor of direct contact 
between the believer and God. Adherents of any religion, anywhere in the world, were 
invited to participate in this mystical communion. Ortelius may have been a follower of 
Henrik Barrefelt, a Familist who separated from the group in order to form a more radical 
and more individualist cult of his own.41 Barrefelt insisted on the importance of the image 
as an object of contemplation, capable of bringing men closer to God. The heart served as 
the defining symbol of the Familist sect, representing universal love and compassion.  
Did this assocation compel Ortelius to create a cordiform map? Perhaps, but it 
does not explain why he chose the unusual, flattened shape of Vopel’s truncated 
cordiform map. Why would he not have chosen Oronce Fine’s true cordiform projection 
instead? Another side of heart iconography brings us closer to an answer. Images of the 
heart were wrapped up not only in spiritual traditions, but also in beliefs about the organ 
itself. Modifications to the Jesuit symbol of the heart provide a wonderful example of the 
 
40 The evidence for the connection between the cartographer and the Family of Love lies 
mainly in connections he maintained with various known members of the group, 
particularly those who worked in the publishing industry (Mangani, “Abraham Ortelius,” 
72). Furthermore, correspondence addressed to Orteius mentions the Family of Love in a 
way that suggests that Ortelius had prior knowledge of the group. Amid the intense and 
violent religious turbulence that characterized Antwerp at the time, it would have been 
dangerous indeed to speak of an officially heretical sect to someone who either did not 
know about them or was unsympathetic. The Family of Love originated in Germany with 
the messianic visions of Hendrik Niclaes, then traveled to the Netherlands and England. 
For more information on the Family of Love and its doctrines, see Alastair Hamilton, The 
Family of Love (Cambridge: J. Clarke, 1981). Hamilton discusses Ortelius’s connection 
with the sect on pages 70-74.  
41 Mangani, “Abraham Ortelius,” 73. 
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influence of medical developments on theological iconography. In 1664—somewhat later 
than our current period of study, but no less relevant—a Jesuit emblem was published 
depicting an altar surrounded by a number of saints and missionaries.42 A true cordiform 
map adorns the altar. On top of the altar, two angels hold a disc of light bearing a cross 
and the letters IHS, the Greek transcription of the name Jesus. Above the altar floats Saint 
Ignatius, whose heart refracts a beam of light onto the surrounding company. The heart 
shape of the map symbolizes the Jesuit doctrine, shared with the entire world.43 Thirty 
years after William Harvey’s treatise on the circulation of blood, an aorta was added onto 
the heart shape of the map (attached to the central indentation on the top of the heart), 
where it spurts the fire of Christ’s love. The aorta constitutes an attempt to reconcile the 
spiritual message of the Jesuits, heart iconography, and medical discoveries of the day.  
Ortelius’s 1564 cordiform map literalizes the body within heart iconography. This 
tendency recurs in his later works: the texts accompanying the maps in his Theatrum 
Orbis Terrarum anthropomorphize the parts of the earth that they portray. The 
description of Italy, for example, compares the peninsula to man’s leg: “The ancient 
writers doe liken it unto an Oke-leafe: the latter doe set it out not without great 
resemblance in the proportion and shape of a mans legge from the hippe unto the sole of 
the foot” (71). According to Ortelius, whereas ancient authors had compared the shape of 
Italy to the leaves of trees, “latter” people (modernes in the French translation) (1)—were 
want to compare this shape to the forms of parts of the human body. Ortelius, then, 
 
42 The emblem was created by Stephen Eggelstein, and the engraving was by 
Bartholomew Kilian. See Mangani, “Abraham Ortelius,” 71. 
43 Mangani, “Abraham Ortelius,” 71. 
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registered the visual connection between shapes of land mass and anatomical forms. This 
knowledge prepares us to identify the resemblance between the outline of his cordiform 
map and a part of the human body. 
 
Ortelius and Gemma Frisius: Wind as Breath 
Ortelius chose not to update his map to resemble an actual heart, in the way the 
Jesuits did with their own defining symbol; nor, as we have mentioned, did he choose to 
situate his map within a much broader tradition of heart iconography, as Fine had done. I 
would like to suggest that, even if Ortelius does not update the shape of his map, he does 
update what interpretations that shape is intended to produce in a reader sensitive to the 
Reformist discourses encoded on the map. In this section, we shall compare Ortelius’s 
map with two possible influences: Gemma Frisius’s 1543 cordiform map, and Andreas 
Vesalius’s 1543 anatomy textbook, De Humani Corporis Fabrica. These comparisons 
will help shed light on Ortelius’s message.   
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Gemma Frisius’s truncated cordiform map was included in editions of Peter 
Apian’s Cosmographia beginning in 1543 (fig. 7). At the top of the map, Charles V, 
bearing Roman armor with his seal on it, makes eye contact with Jupiter, who holds a 
thunderbolt and rides an eagle. The windheads nestle among sinuous billows of wind. 
The world image itself is sparse; its surroundings have seemingly been given much more 
attention, as the intricate cross-hatching testifies.  
On Gemma Frisius’s map, the billows of wind echo the tangle of pulmonary veins 
that surround the heart. In editions of Apian’s Cosmographia into which this map was 
inserted, a fifteenth chapter on the subject of wind was added, which alludes to the 
connection between wind and the breath. The chapter begins: “Le Vent n’est aultre chose, 
que une vapeur ou exhalation chaulde & seiche, lequel se engendre aulx entrailles de la 
Figure 7. Gemma Frisius’s 1543 truncated cordiform map. (Courtesy of Houghton Library, 
Harvard University.) 
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terre” (Fol. 25). The wind originates in the bowels of the earth from which it is 
“exhaled.” The wind is exhaled from the entrails of the earth, just as, according to Galen, 
breath is exhaled from the entrails of the body. In other words, Gemma Frisius’s map 
offers a visual representation of the world imagined as an analogy of the Galenic heart. 
The fact that Gemma Frisius added both his truncated cordiform map and a new chapter 
on wind as breath simultaneously to editions of Apian’s Cosmographia suggests a link 
between the two. By visually referencing Gemma Frisius’s map, Ortelius situates his own 
cordiform map in conversation with the Galenic system, suggesting that his own map, 
like his predecessor’s, should be read as an analogy of the heart.  
In addition to the heart, Ortelius played on the heart shape to suggest another part 
of the body, namely, the lung. Vesalius’s 1543 anatomy textbook, De Humani Corporis 
Fabrica (fig. 8), provides the most up-to-date picture of the cardiopulmonary system 
available at the time. With a bit of imagination, one can discern the inspiration of the true 
cordiform map from the heart organ. The shape of Ortelius’s map, however, resembles 
more closely the contours of the lungs in Vesalius’s illustrations. Vesalius’s illustrations 
may very well have visually influenced Ortelius’s truncated cordiform map, consciously 
or not.  
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 Vesalius’s De Humani Corporis Fabrica and its companion book of illustrations, 
the Epitome, were published in Basel in 1543 by Johannes Oporinus. It garnered both 
admiration and controversy but sold well enough to spur the printer to release a more 
sumptuous and more costly updated version in 1555.44 The Fabrica is an outstanding 
example of anatomy, art, and the fusion of the two. A comparison between the left lung 
in the illustration from the 1543 edition of the Fabrica clarifies the link between 
Ortelius’s coridform map and the human lung (fig. 8). One immediately recognizes the  
 
 
44J.B.deC.M. Saunders and Charles D. O’Malley, The Illustrations from the Works of 
Andreas Vesalius of Brussels: With Annotations and Translations, A Discussion of the 
Plates and Their Background, Authorship and Influence, and a Biographical Sketch of 
Vesalius (New York: The World Publishing Company, 1950), 36. 
Figure 8. An image of the lungs from De Humani Corporis Fabrica, Book VI, page 568. 
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Figure 9. An image from Vesalius’s De Humani Corporis Fabrica (1543), Book III, page 313. 
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formal similarity between the organ and the map. On the lung, the scoring that darkens 
the left edge begins just under halfway down, where the delicately etched equator divides 
Ortelius’s world. Ortelius’s Antarctica is like the darkened edge of Vesalius’s lung. The 
darkened left half of the lung provides a metaphor for a darkened southern hemisphere on 
Ortelius’s map, scarcely known.  
Another plate from Vesalius’s book offers a close-up view of the lungs (fig. 9). 
The text that accompanies the image reads: “Haec figura pulmonis ex thorace evulsi 
posteriorem notat sedem. A, Aspera arteriæ portio, posteriori ex sede bic conspicua. B, C, 
D, E Quatuor pulmonis fibrae seu lobi, buboli pedi superiorem regione forma 
exprimentes.” (“This figure denotes the posterior aspect of the lungs pulled out of the 
thorax which to some extent resembles in shape the upper part of the hoof of the 
buffalo.”)45 The fact that Vesalius describes the lungs in terms of their resemblance to a 
buffalo’s hoof demonstrates the importance of visual resemblance in early modern 
concepts of the body. Whatever visual resemblance immediately struck the viewer was a 
 
45 Saunders and O’Malley, 182. 
Figure 9. An image from Vesalius’s De Humani Corporis Fabrica (1543), Book III, page 313.  
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45 Saunders and O’Malley, 182. 
Figure 9. An image from Vesalius’s De Humani Corporis Fabrica (1543), Book III, page 313.  
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legitimate tool of observation.46 If one turns this image of the lungs on their sides, the 
resemblance between the shape of the lung and that of Ortelius’s cordiform map again 
becomes striking. The line that divides the upper and lower lobes of the lungs in 
Vesalius’s illustration comes just left of center—where the Western and Eastern 
Hemispheres are divided on Ortelius’s map.  
Despite the fact that the genre of cordiform cartography is highly complex and 
invites the viewer to a number of semantic interpretations, there are no precedents for a 
map in the shape of a lung. This renders very real the possibility that this organ inspired 
Ortelius’s cordiform project, more still than the heart. It is entirely possible that other 
cartographers of cordiform projections, such as Vopel, were also inspired by images of 
lungs. What makes Ortelius’s case so interesting, though, is how the lung imagery 
connects so well to what we know about his theological leanings.  
To understand the connection between Ortelius’s map and the lungs, it is 
necessary to explore the work of a figure mentioned only briefly until now: Michael 
Servetus, a cartographer, theologian, and anatomist who best exemplifies the union of 
anatomical knowledge and universalist philosophy exhibited by cordiform maps. Ortelius 
may have associated his world map with lungs in order to defend this executed heretic. If 
so, this alters the terrain of how we believe maps participated in political life in the 
Renaissance. 
 
 
46 Perceived correspondences between macrocosm and microcosm, between outer world 
and inner, directed all intellectual fields in the sixteenth century. For more on this point, 
see Chapter Two of Jonathan Sawday’s The Body Emblazoned (London: Routledge, 
1996). 
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Michael Servetus: Lung as World 
Servetus’s life embodied the connection between cartography, anatomy, and 
theology in the early modern period. He published the first French edition of Ptolemy’s 
Geographia (1535), for the publishing house of the brothers Treschel in Lyons. In 1536, 
he returned to Paris and entered medical school. Servetus proved brilliant in the subject. 
His professors considered him one of the most promising anatomists at the college, along 
with his colleague Andreas Vesalius. In 1553, Servetus published Christianismi 
Restitutio, a theological work that incorporated his medical discoveries. This is the book 
for which he would be burnt at the stake under the aegis of John Calvin. Servetus became 
a symbol of the tyranny of religious intolerance, sparking an outspoken backlash and 
tarnishing Calvin’s reputation for centuries to come. 47   
In this infamous book, Servetus claims that the spirit of God imbues all matter. He 
suggests that the world is sacred because Christ, who received the divine spirit, was a part 
of it. By analogy with Christ’s humanity, the rest of the world is also imbued with the 
Holy Spirit. In this way, Servetus participated in the philosophy of animus mundi, the 
belief that everything on earth participates in the spirit of God and thus has some level of 
consciousness. Light served as the ultimate metaphor for the spirit of God. In the Galenic 
system, light belonged to the element of air; thus, in this logic, the spirit of God moved 
through air. He writes: “Aërem voco spiritum, quia in linguia sancta non est aëris aliud 
peculiare nomen. Imo ea res indicat, divinum halitum esse in aëre, quem spiritus domini 
 
47 For more on the Servetus affair, see Roland Bainton’s seminal biography of Servetus: 
Hunted Heretic: The Life and Death of Michael Servetus, 1511-1553 (Boston: The 
Beacon Press, 1953). 
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replet . . . Per inspirationem in os et nares, est vere inducta anima: inspiratio autem ad cor 
tendit.” (“I shall call the air spirit because in the sacred language there is no special name 
for air. Indeed, that fact indicates that the divine breath is in the air that the spirit of the 
Lord fills. [. . .] The divine spirit was truly drawn into the mouth and nostrils, but the 
inspiration extended to the heart.”)48 The blood receives the vital forces present in air 
from the lungs. Servetus then pronounces the original theory that marks him today as the 
precursor to William Harvey: he writes that “magno artificio a dextro cordis ventriculo, 
longo per pulmones ductu, agitatur sanguis subtilis . . . Deinde in ipsa arteria venosa 
inspirato aëri miscetur, expiratione a fuligine repurgatur.” (“[B]y a very ingenious 
arrangement the subtle blood is urged forward by a long course through the lungs. [. . .] 
Then in the pulmonary vein it is mixed with inspired air and through expiration it is 
cleansed of its sooty vapors.”)49 Servetus’s biological theory connects directly to his 
theology. If air is the means by which the Spirit of God moves, and if all things are 
impregnated with sacralized air, then the lungs play a divine role within human anatomy 
equal to, if not greater than, the role so long granted to the heart in Catholic thinking 
about the human body. John Calvin had him executed. 
Servetus’s execution led to outrage among intellectuals. Guillaume Postel, who 
later praised Ortelius’s atlas for expressing his own philosophy so well, wrote an 
 
48 Michael Servetus, Christianismi Restitutio (Vienna: Balthazar Arnoullet and Guillaume 
Gérout, 1553), 169; translation in Michael Servetus: A Translation of His Geographical, 
Medical, and Astrological Writings, Charles David O’Malley, trans. (Philadelphia: 
American Philsophical Society, 1953), 203. 
49 Servetus, 170; translation in O’Malley, 204. 
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Apologia pro Serveto in 1555.50 Within a year, Calvin had published a vehement tract 
defending his decision. Servetus’s theological ideas (and belligerent personality) may 
have been reviled by Catholics and Protestants alike, but not everyone agreed that the 
remedy for dissenting thought should be a slow death at the stake. We may not today 
recall the Servetus affair in an everyday account of the Protestant revolution, but the 
event was highly influential at the time, giving rise to a stark and damaging caricature of 
Calvin as a fearful tyrant bent on eliminating all views but his own. The vocal strength of 
Servetus’s defenders was not universal, however. In areas where Calvin held sway, the 
response was understandably muted—no one wanted to be the next target of the 
Protestant’s ire. Was this the reason why Ortelius waited until the year of Calvin’s death, 
1564, to publish his cordiform map? This idea conforms with the version of the 
cartographer that shines through his correspondence: a prudent man who, true to Familist 
teaching, kept his religious leanings out of the public eye. The connection between the 
publication date of the cordiform map and John Calvin’s death requires more research.  
The world of cartographers was small. Abraham Ortelius knew of Servetus and 
owned a copy of the latter’s edition of Ptolemy.51 Along with their common vocation in 
cartography, the set of heretical beliefs shared between Ortelius and Servetus prepares us 
to recognize the former’s sympathy for the cause of the latter. Servetus and the Family of 
 
50 Guillaume Postel, the celebrated Ortientalist, occult leader, and cartographer who was 
greatly admired by the Familists, lauded the Theatrum Orbis Terrarum as second only to 
the Bible in importance to the world, and as a stoke to the inner illumination of mankind 
that would eventually propel Postel to rule over the twelve tribes of Israel (Mangani, 
“Abraham Ortelius,” 77). Bruce Gordon has devoted a chapter to the Servetus affair in 
his book, Calvin (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2009). 
51 Marcel Van Den Broecke, “Abraham Ortelius’s Library Reconstructed,” Imago Mundi 
66, no. 1 (2013), 35. 
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Love, of which Ortelius was a member, shared certain heretical beliefs. In addition to the 
tendency to all-inclusive tolerance, both adhered to the concept of animus mundi, the 
impregnation of all matter by the spirit of God (a belief that John Calvin would have 
likened to pantheism). They also both denied the idea of the Trinity. Nor did either of 
them support the practice of infant baptism, a heretical stance which Calvin leveraged as 
one of his principle accusations against Servetus.52 If, as we have concluded, a 
cartographer’s religious, political, and medical beliefs were encoded within the details of 
his maps, then I would like to suggest that the unusual, lung-as-heart shape that Ortelius 
chose for his 1564 cordiform map contains an implicit defense of Michael Servetus. 
 
Conclusion 
Ortelius’s map both is, and is not, in the shape of a heart. Ortelius, by referencing 
Gemma Frisius’s 1543 map, puts his own map in discourse with the Galenic system: the 
earth is like the heart of the human body, which engenders the exhalation. However, 
Ortelius chose not to situate his map more clearly within the tradition of heart 
iconography, as Oronce Fine had done; nor did he attempt to make his map resemble the 
actual organ, as the Jesuits had done with their iconography, despite the vast 
advancements in anatomical knowledge made available between 1543 and 1564. In fact, 
as we can see by the illustrations of Vesalius, the contours this map gives to the world 
more closely resemble a human lung.   
 
52 See Bainton, 185. 
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Such an interpretation becomes clearer if viewed through the lens of the political 
situation at the time. Ortelius lived during a turbulent time of brutal religious conflict in 
the Netherlands, and he had personally been affected by the repressive policies of the 
Catholic Habsburg regime. Ortelius’s philosophical enemy was not simply the 
Habsburgs, though, but rather religious intolerance in general. As a Familist who 
believed that all the peoples of the world were united by the spirit of God, religious 
tolerance was of utmost importance to Ortelius. He, like other intellectuals with whom he 
was in contact, would have been outraged at the news of the execution of the theologian, 
anatomist, and well-known cartographer, Michael Servetus, at the hands of John Calvin. 
Servetus had relocated the Spirit of God from the heart to the lungs. He, like Ortelius, 
believed that this spirit imbues the entire world. With his cordiform map, Ortelius depicts 
this world as a lung, filled, according to the logic of Servetus, with the divine air of the 
Holy Spirit. Equating the world as heart with the world as lung conforms to the overlap 
between the philosophies of Servetus and Ortelius. It also fits within the theme of wind as 
breath present on Gemma Frisius’s cordiform map, which we have detected in Ortelius’s 
work. In this case, Ortelius’s lung-shaped map implies a defense of Michael Servetus, 
and more broadly, a defense of religious tolerance. 
Maps as tools of empire have been well examined. But what if maps were able to 
carry another political agenda, one which did not conform to the ruling authorities? 
Abraham Ortelius exploits this possibility with his lung-shaped cordiform map. If his gall 
in defending a heretic seems surprising, it is only because it clashes with the well-worn 
portrait of Ortelius as a mild-mannered intellectual. In the sixteenth-century, religion was 
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life or death; it would be more unusual for Ortelius to not have an opinion on Servetus, 
given what we know about his beliefs and connections, than it would be for him to 
quietly conform. Ortelius expressed his views through the medium he knew best—a map. 
His efforts highlight the subversive potential of sixteenth-century cartography.
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Chapter 2: Talking Parrots and Tasty Humans: Shifting Definitions of Humanness 
in Jean de Léry’s Histoire d’un voyage faict en la terre de Bresil (1578) 
 
During the French Wars of Religion, religious conflict and the culture of 
dissection became gruesomely linked. Catholic fanatics eviscerated captured enemies and 
paraded body parts on sticks.1 Pieter Opmeer, a Catholic martyrologist, related that Dutch 
Protestant soldiers in 1572 “dissected in a fashion the bodies of almost all of [the 
executed priests], they opened the stomachs, scrutinized the innermost entrails, examined 
the abdomen.”2 Religious conflict and the culture of dissection melded here in the most 
macabre form. The Huguenot Jean de Léry’s traumatic experiences during the Wars of 
Religion color his memoir, Histoire d’un voyage faicte en la terre de Bresil (1578), of the 
several months of his youth spent among the cannibal tribes of Brazil. As we shall see, a 
sense of mourning and loss, tied to this historical moment, infuses Léry’s relationship 
with the non-human.  
In Brazil, the concept of “edibility” does not distinguish between humans and 
non-humans. Léry’s translation of his name in the Tupi language foreshadows this 
 
1 Charles H. Parker, “Diseased Bodies, Defiled Souls: Corporality and Religious 
Difference in the Reformation,” Renaissance Quarterly 67, no. 4 (2014): 1292. Parker’s 
2014 article examines the anatomical rhetoric in Catholic versus Protestant propaganda 
from the Wars of Religion. The body manifested spiritual purity or pollution. He 
concludes that “Catholic writers identified the heretical body as the site of humoral 
contamination, whereas Calvinist theorists regarded the idolatrous body as the locus of 
inordinate sensuality” (1). 
2 Cited in Parker, 1292. The era saw the publication of two martyrologies from opposed 
religious camps: the Catholic John Foxe’s Book of Martyrs (1563) and Richard 
Verstegen’s 1587 Theatrum Crudelitatum Haereticorum Nostri Temporis (The Theatre of 
Cruelty of the Heretics of our Time). The former depicted Catholic cruelties against 
Protestants, while the latter depicted, in graphic copperplate engravings, Protestant 
brutalities against Catholic martyrs. 
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breakdown: “Léry-ouassou,” un gros huître. Léry renames himself a non-human, a 
foodstuff. Instead of edibility, the capacity for speech comes to distinguish between the 
two categories in this text. We shall examine this process through Léry’s relationship 
with parrots and the anthropomorphism it entails. To supplement our examination of 
Léry’s anthropomorphism, we shall also examine a scene in which Léry’s crew tries and 
fails to capture a dolphin. 
This essay privileges the term “non-human” instead of “animal,” since 
contemporary theory has proven the latter to be problematic. The growing field of animal 
studies recognizes “animal” as the conceptual other of “human” in a “human/animal” 
binary that has deep roots in Western culture.3 Scholars of animal studies challenge this 
 
3 The ancient Western definition of “human,” stemming from Greek philosophy, was that 
humans are animals with the faculty of reason. Descartes famously articulated the 
concept of the animal machine, that animals are unthinking organic matter, just machines. 
The human/animal divide was complicated by Linnaeus and Darwin’s work on species 
taxonomy (humans are in the same category as apes) and evolution, respectively. 
Heidegger, in his writings on animals, proposed that humans should focus on our being-
with (Mitsein) animals rather than the cold objectification of the scientific gaze. His 
writings have a strong influence on animal studies today, even though he did not 
challenge the human/animal binary and did not (as Derrida pointed out) differentiate 
between animals (Aaron S. Gross and Anne Vallely, eds., Animals and the Human 
Imagination: A Companion to Animal Studies [New York: Columbia University Press, 
2012], 265-68). Derrida published his close reading and criticism of Heidegger in The 
Animal that Therefore I Am (2008, first partially published in 2002), in which he 
questioned the definition of “thought” that, according to his predecessor, distinguished 
humans from animals. Thomas Nagel’s 1974 essay, “What Is it Like to Be a Bat?” has 
been cited as a seminal work in animal studies (The Philosophical Review 83, no. 4 
(1974): 435–450).  Deleuze and Guattari introduced their notion of “becoming-animal,” a 
fundamental blurring of the line between subject and object, human and non-human, in 
Mille plateaux (Paris: Éditions de Minuit, 1980). Jane Bennett builds on this blurring in 
her 2010 Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things. (Durham: Duke University 
Press). The 2003 volume Zoontologies: The Question of the Animal (ed. Cary W 
olfe, Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press: 2003) has become an 
indispensable handbook for studying the role of animals in contemporary philosophy.  
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binary, not in the sense of saying that humans are animals (which reinforces the binary), 
but in the sense that the category of animal is a human invention we use to define 
ourselves. As Aaron Gross writes: “Animals [...] are so deeply enmeshed in human self-
conception that if they did not exist we would need to invent them.”4 In a similar vein, the 
word “humanness” captures the ambiguous quality that separates human from non-human 
in Léry’s writing better than the word “humanity.” The Oxford English Dictionary 
defines both “humanness” and “humanity” as “The condition, quality, or fact of being 
human”; however, the word “humanity” carries a cultural cachet that does not quite fit 
this situation. The “humanness” in Léry’s narrative is instead a floating signifier of both 
wholeness and the ability to communicate.  
    
Topography and cosmography 
Jean de Léry (1536-1613), a twenty-one-year-old theology student in Geneva, 
traveled to Brazil at the end of 1556 as part of a failed French effort to establish a 
settlement in the southern hemisphere. Not only did a colony in the New World promise 
riches (mainly Brazilwood, famed for its sepia ink), it also afforded international prestige. 
A Papal Bull granted control of the New World to the Spanish and the Portuguese, and 
Francis I intended to challenge that. The race to colonize the New World thus served as a 
proxy competition between Francis I and the leaders of Spain, Portugal, and England. 
There was ostensibly a religious component to the mission—to establish a place of peace 
far from contentious France, as well as to missionize the natives—but it quickly fell 
 
4 Gross and Vallely, Animals and the Human Imagination, 1. 
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apart. By sailing to Brazil, Léry and his shipmates’ goal was to reach the fort of a fellow 
Huguenot, Colonel Nicolas de Villegaignon. The mercurial leader soon changed his 
religious tune, however, and expelled the Huguenot sailors from the fort. Forced to take 
their chances in the interior, among the cannibal Tupinamba tribe, they waited two 
months for the next ship from France to take them home. Léry wrote his memories of the 
experience twenty years later, in a book titled L’Histoire d’un voyage faict en terre de 
Bresil. The book first appeared in Geneva in 1578. Léry lived to see five editions of his 
work.5 The fourth edition, published in 1599-1600 during the reign of Henri IV, includes 
numerous additions that were made possible by the advent of the Protestant king and the 
1598 Edict of Nantes. These include an expanded epistle, and “Advertissement de 
l’autheur,” four sonnets, and commentary sprinkled throughout the text. This new 
chapter, the sixteenth, is a lengthy reflection on the barbarity of war, focusing on 
atrocities committed during the Wars of Religion.6 
One can divide Léry’s text into four parts: the journey to Brazil; the stay at 
Villegaignon’s fort, and the quarrels that ensue; a long ethnographic section, including 
descriptions of flora and fauna of Brazil, and the customs of the Tupi people; and finally, 
the harrowing journey home. The account of the Tupi and Brazil, by far the longest 
 
5 The five editions published in Léry’s lifetime were in 1578, 1580, 1585, 1599-1600, and 
1611. Frank Lestringant traces the evolution between the first three editions in 
“L’Excursion Brésilienne : Note Sur Les Trois Premieres Editions de l’Histoire d’un 
Voyage de Jean de Léry (1578-1585),” In Mélanges Sur La Littérature de La 
Renaissance : À La Mémoire de V.-L. Saulnier (Geneva: Droz, 1984): 53-72. 
6 For an analysis of this chapter, see Scott Juall’s essay, “‘Beaucoup plus Barbares Que 
Les Sauvages Mesmes’: Cannibalism, Savagery, and Religious Alterity in Jean de Léry’s 
Histoire d’un Voyage Faict En La Terre Du Brésil (1599-1600),” L’Esprit Créateur 48, 
no. 1 (2008): 58–71. 
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section, prompted Claude Lévi-Strauss to call Léry’s text “le bréviare de l’ethnologue.”7 
This section somewhat follows Pliny’s Natural History in its organization, but not 
slavishly. Janet Whatley puts it this way: “His approach is an improvisational and 
empirical one, allowing expression of astonishment at the splendor of parrots’ plumage, 
of ecstasy at the smell and taste of pineapple.”8 Like Marco Polo’s travels, the reader 
lives the experience along with the narrator. Here is an account of what Léry himself saw, 
heard, and tasted. 
The pathos available to the reader through Léry’s text should not disguise Léry’s 
role in a political project. Léry is participating in the early days of modern colonialism. 
Léry begins his account with these words:  
D’autant que quelques Cosmographes et autres historiens de nostre temps, ont jà 
par cy devant escrit, de la longueur, largeur, beauté et fertilité de ceste quatriesme 
partie du monde, appelée Amerique, ou terre de Bresil : ensemble des isles 
proches & terres continentes à icelle, du tout incognues aux anciens : mesmes de 
plusieurs navigations qui s’y sont faites depuis environ octante ans qu’elle fut 
premierement descouverte : sans m’arrester à traiter cest argument au long ny en 
general, mon intention et mon sujet sera en ceste histoire, de seulement declarer 
ce que j’ay pratiqué, veu, ouy & observé tant sur mer, allant & retournant, que 
 
7 Frank Lestringant includes an interview with Lévi-Strauss in his edition of L’Histoire 
(Paris: Librairie Générale Française, 2008) in which Lévi-Strauss explains what he meant 
by the statement, “bréviaire de l’ethnologue”: “Tout à coup, Léry fait revivre au présent 
et devant nos yeux un formidable spectacle. A travers son texte, nous découvrons les 
côtes du Brésil, la baie de la ‘France Antarctique’, qui est aujourd’hui celle de Rio de 
Janeiro : faune, flore, indigènees, rien ne manque. On y est. Et ce qui immédiatement 
enchante et séduit, par rapport aux ouvrages d’un André Thevet, par exemple, c’est la 
fraîcheur du regard de Léry” (6-7). Lévi-Strauss’s work inspired a wave of 
anthropological work on Amazonian tribes, his most notable successors being Hélène and 
Pierre Clastres (active in the 1970s and 1980s). 
8  Histoire d’un voyage, Introduction, xxvi. The edition used in this essay is the following: 
Jean de Léry, Histoire d’un Voyage Fait En La Terre Du Brésil, Jean-Claude Morisot, ed. 
(Genève: Droz: 1975). 
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parmi les sauvages Ameriquains, entre lesquels j’ay frequenté & demeuré environ 
un an. (1-2) 
 
Léry refers to Vespucci’s (notably, not Columbus’s) voyages along the coast of Brazil by 
“octante ans qu’elle fut premierement descouverte.” In the sixteenth century, the word 
“descouvrir” was used in its literal sense, to uncover; Cotgrave translates the word as 
“Discovered, uncovered; detected, disclosed; exposed unto the world’s view. . .” In his 
classic study, The Invention of America, Edmundo O’Gormon argues that the use of the 
word “discovery” to characterize European contact with the Americas is illogical: 
Discovery implies that something already existed and was waiting to be discovered, 
almost as an agent of its discovery; as O’Gormon argues, and as his book title suggests, 
though, America was instead invented in the European imagination. He cites the 
Comosgraphia Introductiae, and the celebrated 1507 Waldsemüller map and the text it 
accompanied, the Cosmographiae Introductio, a primer on cosmography—considered the 
first world map to depict the Americas as a separate continent—as the capstone of 
America’s invention. By the time of Léry’s voyage to Brazil in the early 1520s, then, 
America had been freshly invented in the European imagination.  
When Léry states that his intention is to “seulement declarer ce que j’ay pratiqué, 
veu, ouy et observé . . . ,” he emphasizes that he is only telling what he has seen with his 
own eyes, giving him a level of authority that a mere armchair traveler, such as André 
Thevet, cannot reach.9 This attitude reminds the modern reader of Montaigne’s injunction 
 
9 Andrea Frisch argues that Léry promises to tell about only what he has seen “not 
because he has suddenly discovered how much knowledge one can gain from experience; 
rather, he divorces the issue of ‘truth’ from the question of his character because he is 
quite unable to appeal to his own ethical authority as a witness “(The Invention of the 
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from “Des Cannibales”: “Il nous faudroit des topographes.”  For Montaigne, “l’homme 
simple et grossier” who speaks from experience is more reliable than any learned 
cosmographer. Léry would have agreed with Montaigne on that score.10 For Léry, this 
debate is personal: it pits him against a well-known cosmographer, André Thevet. Thevet 
devoted his monumental 1557 Singularités de la France Antarctique to a description of 
flora and fauna of Brazil. The word “cosmographes” in the statement above refers 
specifically to Thevet. Léry, a Huguenot, and Thevet, a Catholic, maintained a fierce (and 
perhaps profitable?) rivalry. Léry accused Thevet of trying to map a world he had never 
seen, which was tantamount to lies. How could someone like Thevet, an armchair traveler 
at best, possibly have more authority than Léry, who had suffered unimaginably to see 
the other side of the world with his own eyes? Thevet, for his part, touted his superior age 
and wisdom over the younger rival: as Frank Lestringant puts it, “deux fois plus 
d’expérience, et partant, deux fois plus d’autorité . . .”11  Somewhat ironically, several of 
the woodcut images added to the 1580 edition of L’Histoire d’un voyage came directly 
from Thevet’s Cosmographie Universelle. One image shows a native Brazilian battle 
 
Eyewitness: Witnessing and Testimony in Early Modern France [Chapel Hill: U.N.C. 
Department of Romance Languages, 2004], 113. 
10 As Herman Westernik has argued, Léry was one of Montaigne’s primary sources for 
this famous essay (Westernik, “Michel de Montaigne and Jean de Léry’s Scenes of 
Cannibalism: The Savage Other and the Making of Confessional Identity,” Critical 
Spirituality (2017): 39-54). Lison Biselis-Bidoun argues that Montaigne’s “Des 
Cannibales” takes inspiration from the two views of cannibalism—one acceptable, one 
not— present in Léry’s Histoire de Sancerre and Histoire d’un voyage (“Jean de Léry 
précurseur de Montaigne,” Montaigne Studies vol. 22 [2010]: 61-70). In this article, 
Biselis-Bidoun zeroes in on a particular episode in Léry’s Histoire de Sancerre, in which 
a couple, the Potard, starving to death during the siege, kill and eat their two-year-old 
daughter, allegedly encouraged by an old woman. 
11 Lestringant, “L’excursion,” 55.  
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scene; another, the killing of a prisoner; and another, a landscape full of demons.12 The 
reasons for this are unclear. Did the editor want to make the connection between Léry and 
Thevet, albeit antagonistic, all the more apparent, perhaps to profit from the rivalry? 
Were the woodcuts in Thevet’s book simply fitting for Léry’s book as well? Woodcuts 
and copperplate engravings were valuable commodities in the early modern printing 
industry and were frequently reused between volumes to save time and cost. However, 
because Thevet and Léry’s work was published by printers in two different cities (and 
perhaps two different religions)—Thevet’s by the heirs by Maurice de la Porte in Paris, 
and Léry’s by Antoine Chuppin in Geneva—it is less likely that the printer re-used the 
blocks of sheer convenience, and more likely that he made a conscious choice to link the 
two works. Perhaps Léry’s printer wanted to underscore the author’s own point that his 
work was more authoritative than, and thus supplanted, Thevet’s account of Brazil. 
The first-person account approach to his narrative of Brazil allows the attentive 
reader valuable insights into Léry’s mode of representation. 1578, the year of the book’s 
publication, was the height of the Wars of Religion in France. Léry was a Calvinist. He is 
known today for one other written work besides the Histoire d’un voyage: The Histoire 
de Sancerre, an account of the seige of Sancerre, which he witnessed.13 The Wars of 
Religion infuse L’Histoire d’un voyage. As Wes Williams puts it, “his elegy is not for 
 
12 Lestringant, Jean de Léry, 40-41. 
13 Many scholars have treated Léry’s two works together. Janet Whatley notes that Léry 
had finished composing L’Histoire d’un voyage by the time of the publication of 
L’Histoire mémorable, and thus, the influence of each text on the other is temporally 
logical. Cross-references and similarities in style and language between the two texts 
reinforce the point (Janet Whatley, “Food and the Limits of Civility: The Testimony of 
Jean de Lery,” The Sixteenth Century Journal 15, no. 4 [1984]: 387–400). 
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some now lost New World paradise; it is, rather, for a France now fallen into 
confessional conflict and consequent ruin.”14 As we shall see, a sense of mourning and 
loss, very probably tied to this historical moment, infuses Léry’s relationship with the 
non-human.  
 
Léry’s Introduction to Tupi Cannibalism 
Léry’s introduction to Tupi cannibalism comes shortly after his arrival. One night, 
after the tribe has ritually eaten a prisoner and an alcohol-fueled celebration ensued, a 
tribal member enters Léry’s tent, proffering a human foot. Léry takes it as a sign that they 
are going to eat him— that he will suffer the same fate as the poor previous owner of the 
foot. He spends the night tossing and turning in a cold sweat.  
Mais outre qu’à cause du bruit que les sauvages, dansans et sifflans toute la nuict, 
en mangeant ce prisonnier, firent à mes oreilles je fus bien resveillé : encore l’un 
d’eux avec un pied d’iceluy cuict et boucané qu’il tenoit de sa main, s’approchant 
de moy, me demandant (comme je sceu depuis, car je ne l’entendois pas lors) si 
j’en voulois manger, par ceste contenance me fit une telle frayeur, qu’il ne faut 
pas demander si j’en perdi toute envie de dormir. (452) 
 
When the tribe realizes what Léry had thought of their offer of a snack, they are highly 
amused.  
The fact that the body is separable violently confronts the Frenchman. When the 
tribesman offers Léry a foot, he offers a piece of both a physical body and a psychic 
body. His horror at being offered a piece of a physical body is entirely understandable. 
What does a part of a body mean, psychically speaking? It reveals a psychic body that 
 
14 Wes Williams, “‘L’Humanité Du Tout Perdue?’: Early Modern Monsters, Cannibals 
and Human Souls.” History & Anthropology 23, no. 2 (2012): 252.  
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has lost all unity. Not only is there a physical horror at the idea that the body is separable, 
of a body in parts, but there is a psychic horror, as well. In Lacanian terms, the psyche 
tries very hard to convince itself that the body is whole. This attempt spurs the mirror 
stage of development; when one has an ego-ideal, such as the image in the mirror, which 
appears to us as a whole, then we are allowed to imagine ourselves as a whole, as 
opposed to the fragmented body that we see when we look down. When we look down, 
we might see arms, hands, legs. We need the help of a mirror, of an ego-ideal, for a 
picture of ourselves as whole bodies. When that body is in parts, the ego-ideal reveals its 
illusory nature. Nonetheless, the memory of perceiving the body as fragmented 
constantly lurks in the background of the individual’s psyche, giving rise to fears of 
castration and dismemberment. Being offered a foot is the beginning of Léry’s separation 
from his ego ideal. The psychic body inscribes the physical body with narratives, giving 
it meaning. Léry’s encounter with the severed foot not only does he see a breakdown of 
the physical body, but it is a breakdown of the psychic body, as well.15 With the 
 
15 According to Julia Kristeva, the abject marks the repression that must happen in order 
for the individual to separate itself from other individuals. Kristeva, a Lacanian, situates 
the abject as coming from a psychosexual place before the entrance into the symbolic 
order. The abject marks the resurgence of the Real into human life. It shows us a picture 
of our own death, what we have to reject in order to be alive. What distinguishes the 
abject is the visceral response. Just as the abject comes from a pre-lingual, pre-symbolic 
time, so does our reaction to it: physical illness. Kristeva also associates the abject with 
jouissance—we draw near to the abject, we delight in it in a way—but this enjoyment is 
instead a catharsis. See especially the first chapter of Kristeva, Pouvoirs de l’horreur (Le 
Seuil: 1980). Kristeva links the abject to an early human attempt to separate humankind 
from animals: by rejecting violent and erotic tendencies and relegating them to the realm 
of the “animal,” humans sought to define their own culture (Pouvoirs 12-13). 
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perceived threat of dismemberment and consumption, Léry abruptly faces a breakdown in 
the separation between human and animal.16  
Léry eventually, though, realizes that the Tupi do not intend to eat him. Frank 
Lestringant writes the following about this scene: “Cette scène à demi rêvée, qui se 
conclut par la mise à distance du tabou alimentaire, délivre l’une des clefs possibles de 
l’Histoire. Léry cesse d’avoir peur d’être mangé, ou, ce qui revient au même, de manger 
l’autre. L’impératif de la séparation absolue des corps s’effondre brusquement. Léry est 
devenu vraiment Brésilien.”17 Léry becomes an honorary Brazilian when he realizes that 
the tribe will not eat him, or in other words, when he no longer fears the consumption of 
human flesh. This reassurance does not happen right away, however. At the time, Léry 
passed the night in a cold sweat, fearing death by cannibalism. The reassurance expressed 
in the narrative, which Léry is writing twenty years later, shows the result of the mental 
shift that this essay explores. When wholeness and inedibility are no longer reliable 
markers of humanness, they are replaced by a new, floating signifier that is not bound to 
the human body: the capacity for speech. 
 
Ritual versus “animalistic” cannibalism 
 
16 In her essay, “Bien Manger, Bien Mangé,” Sophia Magnone examines the categories of 
eater and eaten in Léry, showing how the two categories become confused in the New 
World. The New World confuses the categories of subject and object, the carno-
phallocentric definition of who gets to be at the top of the food chain (white male 
humans). See Sophia Magnone, 2014, “Bien Manger, Bien Mangé: Edible Reciprocity in 
Jean de Léry’s Histoire d’un Voyage Faict En La Terre Du Brésil,” Journal for Early 
Modern Cultural Studies 14, no. 3 (2014): 107–35. 
17 Lestringant, Jean de Léry, 30. 
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The debate surrounding the Eucharist, as well as his experiences of cannibalism 
committed by Christians during the siege of Sancerre, colors Léry’s perspective on 
cannibalism. His notion of “humanness”—the fact that speech replaces edibility as the 
marker between human and non-human—is intricately linked to his experience of 
Christianity. 
For Léry, metaphorical cannibalism is as easy to condemn as the act of eating 
human flesh. Usurers, “sucçans le sang et le moëlle” like wild animals, attack the weakest 
of society, “de vefves, orphelins et autres pauvres personnes auxquels il vaudroit mieux 
couper la gorge tout d’un coup, que de les faire ainsi languir” (375). The Catholic 
doctrine of transubstantiation strikes Léry as particularly animalistic.18 Léry, a Calvinist, 
considered Jesus’s injunction in the New Testament to partake of his flesh and blood as a 
metaphor, symbolized by the eating of bread and the drinking of wine. He soon finds out 
that Villegaignon and some of his companions in the fort adhere to the Catholic doctrine 
by which the bread and the wine taken during the Eucharist sacrament transform, 
literally, into Christ’s flesh and blood in the mouth. At one point, Léry and his 
companions discuss how, or whether, to conduct the Eucharist sacrament without bread 
and wine available. Could they use the local alcoholic beverage and manioc flour? 
Should they abstain? Soon, a debate about the meaning of the Eucharist sparks up. To 
 
18 In “The Protestant Israelites of Sancerre: Jean de Léry and the Confessional 
Demarcation of Cannibalism” (Journal of Early Modern History, 18 [2014]: 255-285), 
Adam Asher Duker argues that Léry compares his own Reformed Church with the 
unfaithful Israelites of the Old Testament. He writes: “What makes Léry’s Memorable 
History so remarkable is that he reserves the negative metonym—that of unfaithful 
Israel—not for the Catholics of St. Bartholomew’s Day or the Tupi cannibals of Brazil 
but for his own people” (285). 
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Léry’s surprise, Villegaignon and his crew reveal their belief in the doctrine of 
transubstantiation. Speaking of the flesh of Jesus Christ, Léry writes that these men, like 
Catholics, “la vouloyent mascher et avaler toute crue.” The Catholics and the cannibal 
tribe are united in their penchant for devouring raw flesh like beasts.19 
The fear of cannibalism allows Léry to draw a line between humanness and 
animality. However, there are caveats. Léry’s time among the Tupinamba cannibals, 
whom he came to more or less befriend, complicates his moral understanding of 
cannibalism. He attempts to distinguish between the ritual cannibalism of the Tupi and 
the animalistic cannibalism of their rival, the Ouetacas, as well as of European Christians. 
Léry saw the cannibalism of the Sancerrois as much worse than that of the New World 
natives. For the Tupi, the eating of people only happened after a prisoner of war was 
defeated by a rival, presumably of comparable strength, and— perhaps most 
importantly— the prisoner was killed before he was eaten. In the wars of religion, 
anthropophagy was said to have occurred as a war crime, out of hate and under the 
pretext of religious piety.20 He writes:  
Davantage, si on veut venir à l’action brutale de mascher et manger reellement 
(comme on parle) la chair humaine, ne s’en est-il point trouvé en ces regions de 
par deçà, voire mesmes entre ceux qui portent le titre de Chrestiens, tant en Italie 
qu’ailleurs, lesquels ne s’estans pas contentez d’avoir fait cruellement mourir 
leurs ennemis, n’ont peu rassasier leur courage, sinon en mangenas de leur foye et 
de leur cœur ?” (375). 
  
 
19 As Janet Whatley puts it: “To escape from his domination and join les sauvages on the 
coast is to trade the proximity of spiritual cannibalism for that of the merely physical” 
(Whatley, “Food,” 389). 
20 Frank Lestringant explores metaphors between the Eucharist and cannibalism in 
sixteenth-century France in his study, Une sainte horreur, ou le voyage en Eucharistie, 
XVIe-XVIIIe siècle (Presses Universitaires de France: 1996). 
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The hypocrisy as well as the cruelty make this activity much worse.  
Léry attempts to make the distinction between Tupi and Ouetaca cannibalism 
through the trope of raw versus cooked meat.21 The Tupi cook their meat, human though 
it may be, on a boucan, or grill. Léry describes Tupi culinary culture in detail. In Chapter 
10, Léry describes the process:   
Nos Ameriquains doncques, fichans assez avant dans terre quatre fourches de 
bois, aussi grosses que le bras, distantes en quarré d’environ trois pieds, et 
esgalement hautes eslevées de deux et demi, mettans sur icelles des bastons à 
travers, à un pouce ou deux doigts pres l’un de l’autre, font de ceste façon une 
grande grille de bois, laquelle en leur langage ils appellent Boucan. [...] Bref, ces 
Boucans leur servans de salloirs, de crochets et de garde-manger, vous n’iriez 
guere en leurs villages que vous ne les vissiez garnis, non seulement de venaisons 
ou de poissons, mais aussi le plus souvent (comme nous verrons cy apres) vous 
les trouveriez couverts tant de cuisses, bras, jambes que autres grosses pieces de 
chair humaine des prisonniers de guerre qu’ils tuent et mangent ordinairement. 
(259-60) 
 
The banality of the way in which he mentions human body parts on the grill is striking. 
Léry accuses the Ouetaca, meanwhile, of eating flesh raw, like animals. Léry thus uses 
cooked-versus-raw to distinguish between Ouetaca and Tupi cannibalism. In this attempt, 
he conforms to the fundamental raw-cooked binary that Claude Lévi-Strauss posited 
about indigenous mythology five hundred years later. Through a comparison of dozens of 
 
21 Frank Lestringant, in Le cannibale: grandeur et décadence (Geneva: Droz, 2016), 
offers this interpretation of “animalistic” cannibalism in Léry’s text: “La cuisson éloigne 
le spectre du Barbare, elle repousse à l’intérieur du champ défini par la pratique cannibale 
le départ entre nature et culture, entre raison humaine et rage de bête déraisonnable. Là 
où la cuisine tupinamba suscite l’intérêt et parfois même l’appétit de l’Européen par sa 
complexité et les étranges métamorphoses auxquelles elle soumet la chair humaine qui lui 
sert d’ingrédient, l’omophagie des Ouetacas de Léry ou des Cannibales de Thevet 
reconstitue l’indistinction de l’homme sauvage avec l’animalité la plus répugnante” 
(129). 
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indigenous myths, Claude Lévi-Strauss identifies “raw versus cooked” as one of the 
primary structures of mythology in his 1964 study, Le Cru et le cuit. 22 
The raw-cooked distinction does not hold up in Léry’s other work, however. Léry 
is known for just one other publication besides L’Histoire d’un voyage: an account, again 
eyewitness, of the siege of Sancerre. The town of Sancerre, a Protestant stronghold, was 
laid to siege by a Catholic army for seven months in 1573. Léry found himself caught in 
the town during the siege, watching as the town’s supplies dwindled and the populace 
became increasingly desperate. He does not spare his readers the horrific details of what 
he saw there.23 At one point, he encounters a couple who, ostensibly at the urging of an 
 
22 (Paris: Plon). Bernadette Bucher (La sauvage aux seins pendants [Paris: Hermann: 
1977]) and Michael Gaudio (Engraving the Savage [University of Minnesota Press: 
2008]) explore the imagery of the nude cannibal in Theodor de Bry’s copperplate 
illustrations as well as the colonial implications of producing an illustration of the Other.  
23 With his essai “Des Cannibales,” Montaigne spurred thinking about cannibalism in the 
West that continues to this day, including and especially among anthropologists and 
literary critics. The use of the tropes of New World cannibalism as tools of empire, 
justifying the conquering and enslavement of native peoples, has been well documented. 
The word “cannibal” itself has fallen out of fashion in some circles, since it has been used 
pejoratively, in favor of the more neutral “anthropophagy.” In 1979, the anthropologist 
William Arens’s book, The Man-Eating Myth (Oxford: Oxford University Press), 
suggested that cannibalism was nothing but a product of the European imagination and 
did not occur in real life, setting off a heated debate for the next two or three decades. 
The most common view among anthropologists today lies somewhere in the middle: 
anthropophagy did and does occur in certain parts of the world, although very few; 
Europeans since the Renaissance have seized on reports of this behavior, misunderstood 
and grossly exaggerated it, and used it to justify colonialism. Volumes such as 
Cannibalism and the Colonial World (Francis Barker, Peter Hulme, and Margaret 
Iverson, eds., Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998) and The Anthropophagy of 
Cannibalism (Laurence Goldman, ed., Westport: Bergin and Garvey, 1999) explore these 
debates. Frank Lestringant’s Le cannibale remains a touchstone text for anthropologists 
and literary critics alike. Maggie Kilgour’s From Communion to Cannibalism (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1990) is another now-classic study of cannibalism in the 
European imagination.  
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old woman, 24  proceed to eat the body of their two-year-old daughter who had died of 
starvation: 
[M]’estant acheminé prés le lieu de leur demeurance, et ayant veu l’os, et le test 
de la teste de ceste pauvre fille, curé, et rongé, et les oreilles mangées, ayant veu 
aussi la langue cuite, espesse d’un doigt, qu’ils estoyent prests à manger, quand ils 
furent surpris: les deux cuisses, jambes et pieds dans une chaudière avec vinaigre, 
espices et sel, prests à cuire et mettre sur le feu: les deux espaules, bras et mains 
tenans ensemble, avec la poitrine fendue et ouverte, apareillez aussi por manger, 
je fus si effroyé et esperdu, que toutes mes entrailles en furent esmeues.25   
 
The abject, marked by the turning of his stomach, foreshadows the scene in the later 
Histoire d’un voyage in which the tribe offers Léry a foot to eat. His illusion of 
wholeness, of separation between beings, enshrined in the Imaginary, has been broken. 
Léry portrays the couple, named the Potard, as animals: “Brief que non seulement 
la famine, mais aussi un appetit desordonné leur avoit faict commettre ceste cruauté 
barbare et plus que bestiale” (292). Nonetheless, unlike the Ouetaca, the Potard cook the 
 
24 “A number of scholars have commented on the association that Léry consistently makes 
between animalistic cannibalism and women. Westernik observes: “Léry associates the 
moral qualitative difference with the fact that the anthropophagy in Sancerre was a crime 
committed by women, whereas the Tupi cannibalism was primarily a man’s act. In his 
description of Tupi cannibalism this issue also comes to the fore when he writes that 
among the Tupi the old women scraped the fat of the boucan (grill) and while licking 
their fingers told Léry that this was good food. Instead of an act mainly motivated by 
vengeance, he considers the Sancerre anthropophagy to be motivated by more ‘primitive’ 
so-called ‘female’ inclinations of stronger animal appetites, and a desire for young flesh, 
as well as the preparation of food, which Léry had also observed in Brazil” (47). Whatley 
writes: “Léry links the anthropophagy of this Sancerre family with that of the 
Tupinambas through the figure of the old woman. In the Brazil book he stresses the 
ritualistic aspects of cannibalism for most of the participants but singles out the old 
women . . . In speaking of the old woman in the Sancerre text, he recalls his Brazil 
experience to suggest that it is perverted appetite rather than hunger that impelled her . . 
.” (“Food,” 397). 
25 Léry, Jean de, L’histoire mémorable du siège et de la famine de Sancerre (1573): Au 
lendemain de la Saint-Barthélemy, Géralde Nakam, ed. (Geneva: Slatkine, 2000), 291. 
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flesh of their daughter, even with spices. He saw “les deux cuisses, jambes et pieds dans 
une chaudière avec vinaigre, espices et sel, prests à cuire et mettre sur le feu.” Eating raw 
flesh versus cooking the flesh, as a distinction between animality versus humanness, thus 
falls apart. The distinction between “good” and “bad” cannibalism—Léry’s attempt to 
reconcile his affection for the Tupi with their cannibalism—is thus not, as Léry suggests 
in L’Histoire d’un voyage, wholly based on raw versus cooked. There is another factor 
that accompanies Léry’s distinction between “good” versus “bad” cannibals: language. 
Léry’s accusation that the Ouetaca eat flesh raw goes hand-in-hand with the statement 
that they speak an incomprehensible language. He writes:  
Bref, ces diablotins d’Ouetacas demeurans invincibles en ceste petite contrée, et 
au surplus comme chiens et loups, mangeans la chair crue, mesme leur langage 
n’estant point entendu de leurs voisins, doyvent estre tenus et mis au rang des 
nations les plus barbares, cruelles et redoutées qui se puissent trouver en toute 
l’Inde Occidentale et terre du Bresil” (153).  
 
The Ouetaca speak a barbarous, incomprehensible language, noises that seem to have no 
meaning. The Potard should have known better: they have access to Scripture, and thus to 
God. Are they animals? No, but they are something worse: Satanic. Léry sees the 
cannibalism of the Potard family not as an act of desperation, but as the influence of 
Satan, acting through the old woman.  
Eating flesh is horrific if it has no meaning beyond that. The cannibalism must be 
a signifier for something else, like vengeance in the case of the Tupi. It must be like 
language: a signifier pointing to a conceptual signified. For Léry, the signifier plus 
signified of Tupi cannibalism is at least comprehensible, if not laudable; but the 
cannibalism of the Potard, eating flesh for its own sake without any conceptual 
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signification, is just incoherent babble. The Catholics, for their part, do not understand 
the meaning of the Word; Léry portrays them as eating raw flesh. 
Language serves as a more reliable marker between “good” versus “bad” 
cannibals in Léry’s work. Whereas Léry emphasizes confusion and misunderstanding 
when characterizing the language of the Ouetaca, Catholics, and the Potard, he actively 
strives to understand the Tupi language.  He even includes a dictionary of certain Tupi 
words translated into French in his Histoire d’un voyage, chapter 20 in the 1580 edition. 
Léry imagines a conversation between himself (designated by “F” for français) and a 
Tupi (designated “T” for Tupinamba). Documents such as these circulated among sailors 
to Brazil, where they served as a sort of phrase book.26 Here is a sample: 
Toüoupinambaoult. – Ere-ioubé ? Es-tu venu ? 
François. –Pa-aiout. Ouy, je suis venu.  
T.—Teh ! auge-ny-po. Voila bien dit. 
T.—Mara-pé-déréré ? Comment te nommes-tu? 
F.—Lery-oussou. Une grosse huitre. (479-480) 
 
Léry goes so far as to associate the Tupi language with classical Greek. Léry writes in his 
dialogue: “T. – Teh ? Oioac poeireca a paau vé, iende ve. Le monde cerche l’un l’autre et 
pour nostre bien. Car ce mot iendéve est un dual dont les Grecs usent quand ils parlent de 
deux” (489). Montaigne would follow in “Des cannibales,” attributing to the Brazilians 
“un doux langage et qui a le son aggreable, reitrant aux terminaisons Grecques.”27 The 
attempt to associate the Tupi language with Greek, as strained as it might be, 
demonstrates a fundamental desire to integrate the Tupi into the European symbolic.  
 
26 Lestringant, Histoire d’un voyage, 480. 
27 Montaigne, Les Essais, Villey and Saulnier, eds., 213.  
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Michel de Certeau’s influential essay on Léry, in the fifth chapter of his 
L’Écriture de l’histoire, points to this “phrasebook” as the turning point in Léry’s 
relationship with the New World. Certeau bookends Léry’s voyage with Chapter 6, in 
which the Huguenots and the Catholics at the fort argue about the meaning of the 
Eucharist, and Chapter 20, the “phrasebook” cited above. Chapter 6 marks Léry’s entry 
into the New World with a confusion of languages, or rather, a confusion of signs. By 
Chapter 20, the world of the Tupi has become where things are as they seem. Europe is 
the land of deception, where the true nature of things is papered over. The difference 
between Old World and New thus appears as a process of translation.  
Léry’s attempt to bridge the communication divide between himself and the Tupi 
is demonstrated by one of the most memorable scenes in L’Histoire d’un voyage, when 
Léry witnesses a religious ceremony. Léry recounts that several hundred people had 
gathered in the village. Men, women, and children all separated into three different 
houses. The men instruct the woman and children not to come out of these houses until 
they heard chanting. Léry and his companions are sent into the house with the women 
(397). Léry writes:  
Mais apres que les hommes peu à peu eurent eslevé leurs voix, et que fort 
distinctement nous les entendismes chanter tous ensemble et repeter souvent ceste 
interjection d’accouragement, He, he, he, he, nous fusmes tous esbahis que les 
femmes de leur costé leur respondans et avec une voix tremblante, reiterans ceste 
mesme interjection, He, he, he, he, se prindrent à crier de telle façon, l’espace de 
plus d’un quart d’heure, que nous les regardans ne sçavions quelle contenance 
tenir. Et de faict, parce que non seulement elles hurloyent ainsi, mais qu’aussi 
avec cela sautans en l’air de grande violence faisoyent branler leurs mammelles et 
escumoyent par la bouche, voire aucunes (comme ceux qui ont le haut mal par-
deçà) tomboyent toutes esvanouyes, je ne croy pas autrement que le diable ne leur 
entrast dans le corps, et qu’elles ne devinssent soudain enragées. (242-43) 
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Léry is terrified and does not understand what is happening, confessing that “tant y a pour 
n’en rien desguiser, qu’ayant eu lors quelque frayeur, ne sçachant mesme quelle seroit 
l’issue du jeu, j’eusse bien voulu estre en nostre fort” (399).  
Léry hears the men quiet down, then start chanting harmoniously, “chantans et 
faisans resonner leurs voix d’un accord si merveilleux, que m’estant un peu rasseuré, 
oyant ces doux et plus gracieux sons, il ne faut pas demander si je desirois de les voir de 
pres” (399). Léry is irresistably drawn to the promise of harmony and order. He is drawn 
away from the unfamiliar and frightening feminine space to that of his gender peers, 
which promises reassurance and order. Leaving the house during the ceremony is 
forbidden; Léry must beg to be let out. He is allowed into the men’s house, where he and 
his companions watch the men dance in a circle while chanting harmoniously.28 He is 
transported: 
Or ces ceremonies ayant ainsi duré pres de deux heures, ces cinq ou six cens 
hommes sauvages ne cessans tousjours de danser et chanter, il y eut une telle 
melodie qu’attendu qu’ils ne sçavent que c’est de musique, ceux qui ne les ont 
ouys ne croiroyent jamais qu’ils s’accordassent si bien. Et de faict, au lieu que du 
commencement de ce sabbat (estant comme j’ay dit en la maison des femmes), 
j’avois eu quelque crainte, j’eu lors en recompense une telle joye, que non 
seulement oyant les accords si bien mesurez d’une telle multitude, et sur tout pour 
la cadence et le refrein de la balade, à chacun couplet tous en traisnans leurs voix, 
disans : Heu, heuaüre, heüra, heüraüre, heüra, oeuh, j’en demeuray tout ravi : 
mais aussi toutes les fois qu’il m’en ressouvient, le cœur m’en tressaillant, il me 
semble que je les aye encor aux oreilles. (403) 
 
 
28 Léry describes the dance thus: “Tous pres à pres l’un de l’autre, sans se tenir par la 
main ni sans se bouger devant, guindans un peu le corps, remuans seulement la jampe et 
le pied droit, chacun ayant aussi la main dextre chantoyent et dansoyent de ceste façon” 
(401). Stephen Greenblatt discusses this scene in Marvelous Possessions: The Wonder of 
the New World (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991), 16-17. 
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Léry then interprets the content of the Tupi chants—or rather, he transcribes what he 
thinks the chants were about, framing them in the language of the Bible:  
Au surplus, qu’ils avoyent entremeslé et fait mention en leurs chansons, que les 
eaux s’estans une fois tellement desbordées qu’elles couvrirent toute la terre, tous 
les hommes du monde, excepté leurs grans peres qui se sauverent sur les plus 
hauts abres de leur pays, furent noyez : lequel dernier poinct, qui est ce qu’ils 
tiennent entre eux plus approchant de l’Escriture saincte, je leur ay d’autres fois 
depuis ouy reiterer. Et de faict, estant vraysemblable que de pere en fils ils ayent 
entendu quelque chose du deluge universel, qui avint du temps de Noé, suyvant la 
coustume des hommes qui ont tousjours corrompu et tourné la vérité en mensonge 
: joint comme il a esté veu ci-dessus, qu’estans privez de toutes sortes 
d’escritures, il leur est malaisé de retenir les choses en leur pureté, ils ont adjousté 
ceste fable, comme les Poetes, que leurs grands peres se sauverent sur les arbres. 
(405-06) 
 
Michel de Certeau writes about this scene briefly in his analysis of Léry’s text in Chapter 
5 of L’Écriture de l’histoire. He interprets what are for Léry the incomprehensible Tupi 
chants as a sudden break in historical time, which is then restored by its translation and 
incorporation into a familiar Christian European narrative. Léry’s willful translation of 
the Tupi ceremony into his own European framework demonstrates his desire to give 
them what he considers the capacity for speech. Having more or less befriended the tribe, 
Léry moves them into his own mental category of what he considers “human”; in order to 
do this, he must decide that they possess the capacity for speech he understands.   
 
Parrots and redefining “humanness” with speech 
Cannibalism upends Léry’s definition of humanity, breaking down the division 
between human and non-human, whether it be in a Christian European or a native 
Brazilian context. Cannibalism, though, does not reliably distinguish between humanness 
and animality, “good” versus “bad” cannibalism; language is a more reliable distinction. 
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Language, though, does not have to come from the human body. It is a floating signifier 
of humanness, free to land on the non-human body. Parrots hold the key to understanding 
Léry’s relationship with the non-human, and consequently, his shifting definition of 
humanity. 
Léry devotes the fifth chapter of his book to the various birds he saw in Brazil. He 
introduces parrots this way: “Au surplus ce fut là aussi que nous visées premierement les 
perroquets voler, non seulement fort haut et en troupes, comme vous diriez les pigeons et 
corneilles en notre France, mais aussi, ainsi que j’observay dés lors, esters en l’air ils sont 
tousjours par couples et joints ensemble, presques à la façon de nos tourterelles” (159-
160). This emphasis on similarity contrasts with the description of swordfish immediately 
preceding the flight of the parrots, in which he stresses their difference rather than their 
familiarity: “plusieurs espèces de poissons tous dissemblables à ceux de par-deçà” (159). 
Léry seems to have a special relationship with parrots. He describes parrots with special 
affection. He seems to identify with them, unlike most other things in Brazil. On the 
voyage home, he keeps a parrot as a pet, in a heartbreaking scene that we shall examine 
soon.   
At one point, a native woman refuses to sell the sailors her parrot, which she 
keeps as a pet:  
Mais c’estoit bien encor plus grand merveille d’un Perroquet de ceste espece, 
lequel une femme sauvage avait apprins en un village à deux lieues de notre isle : 
car comme si cest oiseau eust eu entendement pour comprendre & distinguer ce 
que celle qui l’avait nourri lui disoit : quand nous passions par là, elle nous disant 
en son langage, Me voulez-vous donner un peigne ou un miroir, & je feray tout 
maintenant en vostre presence chanter & danser mon Perroquet ? si là dessus, 
pour en avoir le passetemps, nous luy baillions ce qu’elle demandoit, incontinent 
qu’elle avoit parlé à ceste oyseau, non seulement il se prenoit à sauteler sur la 
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perche où il estoit, mais aussi à causer, siffler & à contrefaire les sauvages quand 
ils vont en guerre, d’une façon incroyable : bref, quand bon sembloit à sa 
maistresse de luy dire, Chante, il chantoit, & Danse, il dansoit. Que si au contraire 
il ne luy plaisoit pas, & qu’on ne luy eust rien voulu donner, si tost qu’elle avoit 
dit un peu rudement à cest oyseau, Augé, c’est à dire cesse, se tenant tout coy sans 
sonner mot, quelque chose que nous luy eussions peu dire, il n’estoit pas lors en 
nostre puissance de luy faire remuer pieds ni langue. […] Aussi ceste femme 
sauvage l’appellant son Cherimbavé, c’est à dire, chose que j’aime bien, le tenoit 
si cher que quand nous le luy demandions à vendre, & que c’est qu’elle en 
vouloit, elle respondit par moquerie, Moca-ouassou, c’est à dire, une artillerie : 
tellement que nous ne le sceusmes jamais avoir d’elle. (152-53) 
 
Léry inserts a musing on the behavior of the Romans in such a situation. The musing 
briefly interrupts the story, as if Léry feels compelled to insert a reference to the Ancients 
in order to make his reader understand the story, or perhaps, even, to justify his own 
attachment to parrots. He writes: “Partant pensez que si les anciens Romains, lesquels, 
comme dit Pline, furent si sages que de faire non seulement des funerailles somptueuses 
au Corbeau qui les saluoit nom par nom dans leur Palais, mais aussi firent perdre la vie à 
celuy qui l’avoit tué, eussent eu un Perroquet si bien appris, comment ils en eussent fait 
cas” (282). Not only did the Romans give high honors to their birds, but killing a noble 
bird was a capital offense. Birds were given a similar ontological status as humans— the 
killing of most animals was not treated like the murder of another human—and Léry 
agrees with this approach as it relates to parrots. 
Léry ignores or is ignorant of the fact that in Roman times, the parrot was served 
in the emperor’s court. When parrots were introduced into Europe after 1492, the birds 
were treated mainly as zoological novelties. Léry mentions that on the return trip, the 
sailors had stocked their ship with parrots and monkeys for display in noblemen’s homes 
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and zoos.29 Part of this is doubtlessly due to their novelty, beauty, and expense. However, 
eating parrots soon came to be seen not just as a costly waste, but as a form of 
cannibalism. Bruce Boehrer argues that the eating of parrots and the eating of humans 
became associated in the European imagination, writing that the bird “becomes equally 
identified with the reputed dietary practices of New World natives, most of all with 
cannibalism.”30 We see this when Léry holds out until near death before he kills and eats 
a parrot he had been saving because he had befriended it and anthropomorphized it. 
What impresses Léry so much about the woman’s parrot is its capacity to 
understand speech. This ability is the key to the parrot’s human-like quality. This 
capacity for speech is what distinguishes the anthropomorphized, and highly valued, 
parrots from two other kinds that Léry mentions. He compares a second kind, the 
Marganaz in the local language, to pigeons and partridges in Europe. They are “de ceux 
qu’on apporte et qu’on voit plus comunément en France, n’est pas en grande estime entre 
eux” (282). Léry does not attribute the exoticism to these parrots that he gives to the 
speaking ones, and it is apparent that they interest him far less. He gives a sentence to a 
third type of parrot, the Toüis, which had a long tail and colorful feathers (282). These, 
too, although doubtless a marvelous sight to behold with their bright and exotic plumage, 
 
29 Jean Lemaire de Belge’s “Epistres de l’amant verd,” written while in the service of 
Marguerite of Austria, plays on ideas about parrots in early modern Europe. The speaker 
of the poems (a stand-in for Lemaire de Belges himself) is Marguerite’s parrot, named 
l’Amant Verd. Not only is the parrot anthropomorphized by the poetic voice, but it casts 
an erotic, species-crossing gaze on its human owner. See Tom Conley, À fleur de page 
(Paris: Classiques Garnier, 2015), 29-50. 
30 Bruce Boehrer, “The Parrot Eaters: Psittacophagy in the Renaissance and Beyond,” 
Gastronomica 4, no. 3 (Summer 2004), 53. 
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do not interest him. Only the talking parrots do. The anthropomorphism of parrots and the 
subsequent identification between eating parrots and cannibalism comes from the fact 
that particular parrots can be trained to mimic human speech. Léry, for his part, takes care 
to alert us that the parrot he encounters displays no mere psittacism, but rather a genuine 
capacity for speech. Speech has come to define humanness.  
In the Renaissance, classical sources provided somewhat conflicting narratives 
about non-humans: according to Aristotle, animals are incapable of speech, a capacity 
reserved for the human; but according to Pliny, there were exceptions. Aristotle held that 
speech is solely the domain of the human since animals can neither produce the requisite 
sounds nor understand what they mean. Aristotle’s Politics states plainly: “Man is the 
only animal that has the gift of speech.” In classical thought, animals lacked both the 
physical apparatus and the rational souls necessary for producing speech. Nonetheless, 
examples of talking animals, especially elephants, abounded in classical literature, such 
as Pliny. In Book VII of his Natural History, Pliny presents an ethnography of the 
elephant, writing: “The rites and customs of elephant society are represented as those of a 
people with a culture different from ours, but nonetheless worthy of respect and 
understanding.”31 Along with elephants, with their anthropomorphized “culture,” parrots 
were considered another significant exception to the rule. According to Pliny, parrots’ 
unusually broad tongues give them the physiological capacity for speech. This maxim 
was often repeated in the early modern period; the German Jesuit Athanasius Kircher 
went further, extolling the similarities between parrot and human anatomy, including a 
 
31 Quoted in Brian Cummings, The Literary Culture of the Reformation: Grammar and 
Grace (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 173. 
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thick jawbone and mobile upper beak.32 The legends of Saint Francis and Apollonius of 
Tyana, both of whom were thought to have been able to speak to birds, added to the 
special status of birds as capable of communicating with humans. 
On the journey back to France, recounted at the end of Léry’s narrative, the 
sailors find themselves without adequate food for the journey and resort to eating the 
animals that they intended to take back to France as novelties, including the birds. Léry 
resists eating one particular parrot for as long as he can: 
Cependant nonobstant ceste soufferte & famine inexprimable, durant laquelle, 
comme j’ay dit, toutes les Guenons & les Perroquets que nous apportions furent 
mangez, en ayant neantmoins, jusques à ce temps-là, tousjours soigneusement 
gardé un que j’avois, aussi gros qu’une oye, proferant franchement comme un 
homme, & de plumage excellent : lequel mesme de grand desir de la sauver à fin 
d’en faire present à M. l’Amiral, je tins cinq ou six jours caché sans luy pouvoir 
rien bailler à manger, tant y a que la necessité pressant, joint la crainte que j’eu 
qu’on ne le me desrobast la nuict, il passa comme les autres : de façon que n’en 
jettant rien que les plumes, non seulement le corps mais aussi les tripes, pieds, 
ongles & bec crochu servirent à quelques miens amis & à moy de vivoter trois ou 
quatre jours : toutefois j’en eus tant plus de regret que cinq jours apres que je l’eu 
tué nous vismes terre : de maniere que ceste espece d’oiseau se passant bien de 
boire, il ne m’eust pas fallu trois noix pour le nourrir tout ce temps-là. (370-71). 
 
When his shipmates find out, they are furious that he had hidden this valuable source of 
meat from them for so long. They physically and verbally dismember the parrot.  
Léry claims that he was keeping the parrot so that he could give it as a gift to the 
Admiral, but one suspects that this is not an adequate motivation for keeping a pet at the 
risk of dying of starvation. Instead, Léry feels a bond with the parrot, as one feels with a 
pet or a friend. Immediately following this scene, Léry writes that they spotted the coast 
 
32 R.W. Serjeantson, “The Passions and Animal Language, 1540-1700,” Journal of the 
History of Ideas 62, no. 3 (2001), 429.  
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of Brittany on May 24th, 1558, thus ending the narrative of his journey. He chose to end 
his story of Brazil with the parrot that he had chosen to keep. In a way, the story of this 
parrot encapsulates Léry’s mental breakdown in Brazil. Léry’s definition of humanness 
became detached from the human body itself, turning instead into a floating signifier of 
speech and wholeness. This signifier attached itself to talking parrots, conferring them the 
quality of humanness. In the end, though, even Léry’s illusions about parrots break down 
as the crew dismembers and eats the parrot, similar to the human bodies that had caused 
Léry’s psychical breakdown. The sailors spot land just in time—they had agreed that, if 
one more day were to pass at sea, they would kill and eat one of their own. They would 
have embraced the cannibal way.  
Léry’s attachment to parrots is somewhat ironic given their historical associations 
in the sixteenth century with Catholicism and the papal court.33 Parrots had been 
associated with Roman emperors, and in the Middle Ages, that association transferred to 
popes. Portuguese exploration to Africa in the early 1400s introduced the African parrot, 
an unusually intelligent and vocal parrot, to Europe; by the early 1500s, parrots were a 
staple of papal and aristocratic courts. At the same time, parrots began to lend fuel to 
anti-Catholic propaganda. As Boehrer puts it: “This emerging symbology takes satirical 
advantage of the association between parrots, luxury, and the Catholic culture of late 
fifteenth-century Europe by presenting the birds as a type of inane repetition and 
 
33 Bruce Boehrer discusses the history of parrots in Europe in his study of animals in early 
modern Europe, Animal Characters: Nonhuman Beings in Early Modern Literature 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2010). He notes: “By the first quarter of 
the sixteenth century they had become a standard piece of the era’s cultural furniture, and 
in the process, they acquired specific associations: with wealth and luxury; with the 
secular nobility; with Catholic traditions and practices; with the papal court” (81). 
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intellectual vacuousness.”34 These associations form the background of Léry’s 
relationship to parrots. Léry is open about his disdain for Catholics and their doctrines, 
particularly the doctrine of transubstantiation of the Eucharist. Still, his kinship with 
parrots, longtime symbols of Catholicism and the papal court, betrays a more profound 
desire for contact, for a bridge between religious enemies in this time of brutal war, as 
Léry’s portrayal of dolphins in the following section will bring into focus.  
 
 Léry’s anthropomorphism: The case of dolphins  
In Chapter Four, Léry’s back-to-back descriptions of a whale and dolphins 
passing by their ship seem of Biblical portent. A whale passes close by the ship. It comes 
to the surface briefly, then it plunges back down, threatening to take the ship with it: 
“J’observay que quand elle se voulut plonger, levant la teste hors de la mer, elle jetta en 
l’air par la bouche plus de deux pipes d’eau : puis en se cachant fit encores un tel et si 
horrible bouillon, que je craignois derechef, qu’en nous attirans apres soy, nous ne 
fussions engloutis dans ce gouffre” (145).  Léry interprets this event through the lens of 
the Bible: “Et à la vérité, comme il est dit au Pseaume, et en Job, c’est une horreur de voir 
ces monstres marins s’esbatre et jouer ainsi à leur aise parmi ces grandes eaux” (145). A 
description of dolphins in military formation follows: 
Nous vismes aussi des Dauphins, lesquels suyvis de plusieurs especes de 
poissons, tous disposez et arrengez comme une compagnie de soldats marchans 
apres leur Capitaine, paroissoyent dans l’eau estre de couleur rougeastre : et y en 
eut un, lequel par six ou sept fois, comme s’il nous eust voulu cherir et caresser, 
tournoya et environna nostre navire. En recompense de quoy nous fismes tout ce 
 
34 Boehrer, Animal Characters, 90. 
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que nous peusmes pour le cuider prendre : mais luy avec sa trompe, faisant 
tousjours dextrement la retraite, il ne nous fut pas possible de l’avoir. (145) 
 
Léry’s comparison of the dolphins to soldiers marching after their captain reflects the 
sailors on the boat, the red color acting as an ominous foreshadowing of the hardships 
and death that would plague the sailors on the return home. When writing this passage 
twenty years after returning to France, the Wars of Religion would have also been very 
much on Léry’s mind, and that influence may be showing here. The red color (were they 
really that color, or is he just remembering them that way?) echoes bloodshed. In Léry’s 
mind, twenty years later, non-humans have become anthropomorphized and reflect 
human fears and conflict.  
The sailors do not manage to capture the dolphin who breaks from the group and 
circles the ship as if wanting to make contact. It is perhaps Léry himself who wants to 
make contact with the dolphin, and he is projecting his desire on the non-human. 
However, the fulfillment of that desire is unattainable. Léry’s desire for contact with the 
dolphin does not just represent a desire for contact, for communion, with the natural 
world, although one could read the episode that way. As we have seen, Léry 
anthropomorphizes certain non-humans. His desire for contact with them reflects a desire 
for human contact instead. We have to remember that the dolphin circling the ship, 
eluding capture, is what stands out in Léry’s mind twenty years after it happened.  
For what contact might Léry be projecting a desire? While longing for contact 
with the other (or rather the mother) resides in all humans to an extent, one can 
hypothesize a more biographically grounded source of Léry’s desire. The fact that he 
projects a military formation on the dolphins holds the key. Léry expresses a desire for 
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unity that seemed impossible during the Wars of Religion.35 The dolphin is like a soldier 
who has broken off from his company, seeking out contact with the Other. Léry may 
identify with this dolphin: a Huguenot soldier breaking off from the constraints of 
military thinking, searching instead for contact with the Other.  
 
Mourning and the non-human 
The circumstances surrounding the parrot’s death resemble a ritual. In being the 
subject of a sacred-adjacent ritual, the parrot is like the prisoners of war killed and eaten 
by the Tupi. René Girard, in Le violence et le sacré, posits that there is little to no 
separation between human and animal sacrifice: “[I]l n’y a, à vrai dire, aucune différence 
essentielle entre le sacrifice humain et le sacrifice animal. Dans bien des cas, en vérité, ils 
sont eux-mêmes substituables l’un à l’autre.”36 Léry presents the death of his parrot as a 
sacrifice, unlike the deaths of the other animals, precisely because the parrot is so human-
like. 
 
35 Wes Williams explores the influence of the Wars of Religion on Léry’s work in his 
essay, “‘L’Humanité Du Tout Perdue?’: Early Modern Monsters, Cannibals and Human 
Souls,” History & Anthropology 23, no. 2 (2012): 235–56.  
36 René Girard, La Violence et Le Sacré (Paris: Bernard Grasset, 1972), 25. The central 
thesis of Girard’s book is that ritual sacrifice functions as a means of preventing rather 
than perpetuating violence, preventing other violence that could lead to an unending 
cycle of revenge. While Girard takes issue with some of Freud’s theories (notably the 
Oedipus Complex), he presents his own theory of the “victime émissaire” as the 
complement to and missing link in Totem and Taboo: “Dans les aspects proprement 
religieux du totémisme, Freud retrouve, plus fortement marquée que partout ailleurs, cette 
coïncidence des opposés, cette rencontre des incompatibles et ces renversements 
perpétuels qui définissent réellement le religieux dans son ensemble car ils se rapportent 
tous à un même jeu de la violence qui s’inverse dans son propre paroxysme, par la 
médiation, en vérité, de ce meurtre collectif dont Freud voit admirablement la nécessité 
mais dont le caractère opératoire lui échappe, parce qu’il ne découvre pas le mécanisme 
de la victime émissaire” (270). 
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According to the interpretation of the psychoanalysts Abraham and Torok, 
introjection into the mouth, primarily through speech, expresses an impossible fantasy of 
incorporation—that is, physically eating—the lost object that is being mourned.37 The 
definitions of “introjection” and “incorporation” are by no means universally understood. 
The terms’ meanings shift in Freud’s work. In “Mourning and Melancholia,” Freud 
described incorporation as a fantasy used to deny a loss, or to keep it at bay. Later, in The 
Ego and the Id, Freud expands his theory to encompass the healthy development of the 
ego. He writes that when a child realizes they have to give up their love object, they 
internalize, or incorporate, that love object in much the same way as mourners do.38 In 
L’Ecorce et le noyau, a commentary on Freud, Abraham and Torok outline a relationship 
between introjection and incorporation. For these psychoanalysts, naming and eating are 
both involved in reactions to the loss of a love object. This process starts in infancy: 
when the mother can no longer fill the empty mouth of the infant, words take her place, a 
process the authors call “introjection.” Ingestion fantasies arise when no words can 
replace the lost love object. They write: 
C’est parce que la bouche ne peut pas articuler certains mots, énoncer certaines 
phrases—pour des raisons à déterminer—que l’on y prendra, en fantasme, 
l’innommable, la chose elle-même. Le vide de la bouche appelant en vain, pour se 
remplir, des paroles introjectives, redevient la bouche avide de nourriture d’avant 
la parole : à défaut de pouvoir se nourrir des mots qui s’échangent avec autrui, 
elle va s’introduire, fantasmatiquement, tout ou partie d’une personne, seule 
dépositaire de ce qui n’a pas de nom. Depuis l’introjection, avérée impossible, le 
 
37 See L’écorce et le noyau (Paris: Flammarion, 1978), especially pages 262-68. 
38 Freud, Sigmund, “Mourning and Melancholia,” James Strachey, trans., The Standard 
Edition of the Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud, vol. XIV (London: The 
Hogarth Press, 1957). Freud, Sigmund, The Ego and the Id and Other Works, James 
Strachey, trans., The Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund 
Freud, vol. XIX (London: The Hogarth Press, 1961).   
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passage décisif à l’incorporation s’effectue donc au moment où, les mots de la 
bouche ne venant pas combler le vide du sujet, celui-ci y introduit une chose 
imaginaire.39  
 
Abraham and Torok’s definitions, as they appear in their commentary on Freud cited 
above, is particularly useful, and also leads to some interesting reflections. Based on their 
chapter, we can define introjection as the process by which the lost object becomes 
replaced by words. In infants, the loss of the mother’s breast is replaced by sounds and, 
eventually, speech. Incorporation occurs when something prevents words from fulfilling 
this function, as when a loss cannot be named. The mourner ingests something 
representing the lost object, incorporating it into his or her body. Incorporation can either 
be literal, as in the case of necrophagy or, much more often, a fantasy.  
The ritual of cannibalism among the Tupi is a form of mourning based on 
physical incorporation of the lost object. Léry notes that after the killing of a prisoner of 
war, a short period of mourning occurs. Then, led by the prisoner’s widow, the prisoner is 
ritually eaten. Léry asserts that the mourning ritual is full of crocodile tears: the 
prisoner’s widow shows the most considerable appetite for her dead husband’s flesh; 
nonetheless, it is the fact that the whole ritual occurs in the context of mourning that 
matters. The abject separates the self from others. With that separation, though, comes 
mourning for the lost other.  
Non-humans are often the site of projection for human fantasies. Peterson, 
commenting about Derrida’s discussion of the loss of his cat in his book The Gift of 
Death, writes: “In general, when we talk about animals, even if we forego the general 
 
39 Abraham and Torok, L’écorce et le noyau (Paris: Flammarion, 1978), 263-64. 
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singular ‘animal’ and talk about the singularity of this or that absolutely unique, 
irreplaceable being, how do we know that our talk does not ultimately go around them, 
following the circuit of our own narcissistic investments?”40 In other words, when one 
talks about animals as special entities—as in the case of a pet, or of Léry’s favorite parrot 
on the ship home—one ultimately talks about oneself. The non-human is the site of 
projection. When Léry talks about parrots, or dolphins, or whales, he is ultimately talking 
about himself. Léry’s significant anecdotes about non-humans are all stories of loss: the 
dolphin who eludes capture; the whale who loses its life, and its tongue; the parrot the 
woman would not sell them, which they could not acquire; the favorite pet whom Léry 
was forced to kill and eat on the voyage home. We can read in the theme of these 
anecdotes Léry’s sense of loss, his process of mourning.41 Surely, Léry has much to 
mourn: this man had survived the horrific siege of Sancerre, with this, along with the St. 
Bartholomew’s Day Massacre still recent and fresh in his memory. Léry wrote his 
 
40 Peterson, Monkey Trouble, 10. 
41 This interpretation shows the influence of Freud’s theory of group formation in Totem 
and Taboo (Totem and Taboo: Some Points of Agreement between the Mental Lives of 
Savages and Neurotics, James Strachey, trans. The Standard Edition of the Complete 
Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud [New York: W.W. Norton, 1989]). In Totem and 
Taboo, Freud lays out his theory of the primal father and the horde, applying it to Judeo-
Christian religions. He claims that Moses was the ultimate primal father and that his 
followers, tired of his endless injunctions against their way of life, murdered him. In an 
expression of their guilt, they developed the worship of the totem animal, who embodied 
the father; by ritually eating the totem animal, they maintained the metaphorical link 
between father and son. In an act of delayed obedience, they made the laws that they 
would not kill the father/totem or sleep with the mother. Freud carries the process 
through to the story of Jesus. He argues that since blood sacrifice alone atones for 
original sin, then that original sin had to have been murder. In his view, Jesus’s ascent to 
the center of the Jewish religion when it became Christianity represents the ultimate 
triumph of the son over the father, the followers over their leader. The Eucharist, in his 
view, is a totemic act. 
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memoirs during the height of the Wars of Religion. The sense of anxiety, of loss, of 
mourning, of death, colors how he remembers his trip to Brazil as a young man twenty 
years earlier.  
 
Conclusion 
The foot offered to Léry at the beginning of his stay with the Tupi is one body 
part that overwhelms his world; we could also say that the mouth is another such part. 
The mouth is what eats and what speaks; both actions are thoroughly turned upside down 
by Léry’s experiences in Brazil. There, Léry confronts the vagueness of the line between 
human and non-human. Edibility and wholeness no longer distinguish the human from 
the non-human in a place where human flesh is butchered and eaten. Instead, speech 
comes to take its place. Speech in this text is a floating signifier of humanness; detached 
from the human body, it lands on parrots as well as the Tupi but eludes the “barbarous” 
Ouetaca and Catholics. The mouth is also a site of mourning: as we have seen, Léry’s 
relationship with the non-human belies traces of a deep psychological wound inflicted by 
the Wars of Religion in his native France. 
Shortly after Léry returned to France, ending his stay in Brazil, the Portuguese 
descended on the fort of Colonel de Villegaignon.42  The leader had long abandoned his 
post. The Portuguese killed those who remained, ending French hopes of a colony in 
Brazil.  
 
42 Gilbert Chinard, L’Exotisme Américain Dans La Littérature Française Au XVIe Siècle 
(Paris: Librairie Hachette, 1911), 83. 
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Chapter 3: The Calvinist Cosmic Body in Guillaume du Bartas’s La Sepmaine 
(1578) 
 
The French Protestant author, Guillaume du Bartas (1544-1590), retells the 
Biblical story of the creation of the world in his epic poem, La Sepmaine (1578). In this 
text, God’s sensing, digesting body functions as a declaration of Calvinist faith. That 
Calvinist faith is one that connects to the Divine through observation of the Book of the 
World, one that “digests” nature as a good reader “digests” a text.  
Such a declaration is not necessary unless it is to combat doubt. On the one hand, 
Du Bartas lived during the Wars of Religion which physically pitted Catholic against 
Protestant, and he served in Henri IV’s Protestant army. A deeper doubt, though, 
underlies his assertion of a unified, Calvinist cosmos: the fact that that cosmos was 
increasingly the subject of revision. Du Bartas clings to a vision of the world that was 
increasingly becoming obsolete without anything to replace it. God’s body witnesses a 
unified, orderly, Calvinist world in the face of all evidence to the contrary.  
This essay will approach Du Bartas’s cosmic epic with a zoom lens: after 
contextualizing the poem in its historical moment, we shall explore the text’s voyage 
through the world, then through the body, to the senses that mediate world and body, 
before landing in the stomach that encompasses the universe. 
 
A Brief Introduction to Du Bartas 
It will be useful to contextualize the work and its author before delving into the 
text itself. Guillaume de Saluste du Bartas has, perhaps needless to say, fallen into 
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obscurity since his days of best-seller status between 1578 and 1632, when his works 
appeared in no fewer than forty-two editions, in his native France as well as in translation 
abroad.1 Du Bartas gained notoriety primarily for two epic poems, La Sepmaine, ou la 
Création du monde, and its sequel, La Seconde Semaine.2  
The title of the first work, La Sepmaine, refers to the biblical week in which God 
created the world, according to the Book of Genesis. The work was immediately 
popular.3 La Sepmaine features seven books, each of which corresponds to a day of 
creation. In the first book, God separates light from darkness and creates matter; in the 
second, he separates the water from the sky; in the third, he separates earth from water; in 
the fourth, he creates the stars; fifth, creation of the fish and the birds; sixth, creation of 
terrestrial animals and humans. The book is more than just a commentary on Genesis, 
however.4 Du Bartas dives into encyclopedic detail about the natural wonders of the 
world, from stars to bodily humors to cuttlefish. The success of La Sepmaine paved the 
 
1 Du Bartas, Guillaume de Salluste, La sepmaine: (texte de 1581), ed. Yvonne Bellenger 
(Paris: Nizet, 1981), xxiv. 
2 La Sepmaine was first published in Paris by Michel Gadoulleau and Jean Février in 
1578 (Bellenger, Du Bartas, 18). The first two chapters of La Seconde Semaine were 
published in 1584, with subsequent chapters appearing in 1588, 1591, and 1603; Du 
Bartas died leaving the work unfinished at four chapters (see Bellenger, Du Bartas, 19-
22). 
3 Within a year of the 1578 publication of La Sepmaine, the printer Barthélemy Gomet 
began to sell a collection of the author’s lesser-known works: La Judit, L’Uranie, and Le 
Triomphe de la Foy, as well as a poem that Du Bartas wrote for the occasion of a Royal 
Entry in 1578. The collection was no doubt an attempt to capitalize on Du Bartas’s 
popularity. See the introduction to Denis Bjaï and François Rouget, Les Œuvres (1579) 
(Geneva: Droz, 2018). 
4 For information on the revival of commentaries of Genesis in the sixteenth century, see  
Gilles Banderier, “A ‘fortunate phoenix’? Renaissance and death of the hexameron 
(1578-1615),” Neuphilologische Mitteilungen 102, no. 3 (2001): 251–267; see also  
Arnold Williams, “Commentaries on Genesis as a Basis for Hexaemeral Material in the 
Literature of the Late Renaissance,” Studies in Philology 34, no. 2 (1937): 191–208. 
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way for a follow-up work, La Seconde Semaine, which appeared in 1584.5 La Seconde 
Semaine purports to tell the biblical version of human history, from Adam to the coming 
of Christ, as a series of seven days. For this study, we shall focus on the first work, La 
Sepmaine. 
Du Bartas wrote Les Divines Semaines while in the service of the militantly 
Protestant King of Navarre, the future Henri IV of France, whom he served from 1576 
until 1589. Du Bartas’s official title was the écuyer tranchant, or literally, the “slicing 
officer.”6 This privileged role put him in charge of cutting the king’s meat at table. It also 
gave him unique proximity to the king, both figuratively and literally in the case of battle. 
The slicing officer was someone whom the king could trust completely—and in the 
context of the late sixteenth-century in France, someone of whose religious leanings he 
was sure. In the case of Henri of Navarre, a leader of the French Protestant cause, dining 
next to a Catholic with a large knife could have been a tricky situation indeed. 
Fortunately for him, Du Bartas was assuredly a Calvinist. 
One can see already in the first lines of La Sepmaine the author’s Calvinist 
sentiments. At the beginning of the work, the speaker invokes God the way that ancient 
writers invoked the Muses in order to announce his spiritual intentions: 
O grand Dieu, donne moy que j’estale en mes vers  
Les plus rares beautez de ce grand univers.  
Donne moy qu’en son front ta puissance je lise :  
 
5 Josuah Sylvester translated these two works into English in 1605 as The Divine Weekes, 
in which incarnation they had a strong influence on John Milton’s Paradise Lost, as well 
as Tasso and others. Du Bartas’s influence on Milton has received ample documentation 
since the publication George Coffin Taylor’s 1934 study, Milton’s Use of Du Bartas. 
6 Bellenger, Du Bartas, 17. 
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Et qu’enseignant autruy moy-mesme je m’instruise. (I.9-12)7 
 
This passage succinctly expresses Calvin’s idea of the “Book of the World,” the belief 
that nature is replete with examples that man should imitate in order to live a more holy 
life. One could interpret every bird and tree as an instructional allegory.8 Du Bartas 
proposes to “read” God’s power in the magnificent beauty of the universe, thus 
instructing himself as well as his readers in the Creator’s glory. Calvin clearly describes 
this theological point in the following passage from the Institution de la religion 
chrestienne (1560): 
Et premièrement de quelque costé que nous jettions la veue, il n’y a si petite 
portion où pour le moins quelque estincelle de sa gloire n’sapparoisse : mais sur 
tout nous ne pouvons contempler d’un regard ce bastiment tant artificiel du 
monde, que nous ne soyons quasi confus d’une lumière infinie. Parquoy à bon 
droict l’autheur de l’Epistre aux Hébrieux nomme le monde une monstre ou 
spectacle des choses invisibles : d’autant que le bastiment d’iceluy tant bien 
digéré et ordonné nous sert de miroir pour contempler Dieu, qui autrement est 
invisible. (I.5.1)9 
 
Calvin did not necessarily believe that nature could draw man close to God in a strictly 
mystical way, but rather that the functioning of nature was replete with examples that 
man should imitate in order to live a more holy life. One could interpret every bird and 
tree as an instructional allegory. 
 
7 I use the following edition throughout this essay: Du Bartas, Guillaume de Saluste. La 
Sepmaine, ed. Yvonne Bellenger. Paris: Société des Textes Français Modernes, 1992. 
8 See Boudewijn Bakker, and Diane Webb, Landscape and Religion from Van Eyck to 
Rembrandt (Burlington: Ashgate, 2012). 
9 This citation comes from the 1560 French edition of the Instituts. While the first version 
of Calvin’s magnum opus appeared in 1536 and the first French edition appeared in 1541, 
the work was greatly expanded into its definitive form in 1559. The 1560 edition is the 
French translation of this expanded text. For more on versions of Calvin’s text, see 
Wulfert de Greef’s essay in The Cambridge Companion to John Calvin (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2006), 42-44. 
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Du Bartas promises to “read” the book of the world for the purpose of moral 
instruction, using knowledge of God’s creation to gain access to knowledge of God 
himself.10 In his summary of the fourth book of La Seconde Sepmaine, Du Bartas 
provides a model for the author-reader relationship he envisions through the relationship 
between Adam and his son Seth:  
Mais tandis que Cain et ses descendans s’occupent à ce qui est du monde, Adam 
et ses vrais fils s’exercent à pieté et justice, et recerchent les beaux secrets de 
Nature. En cest endroit est introduit Seth, qui desireux d’avancer en la 
conoissance des choses bonnes et sainctes, interrogue Adam son pere touchant 
l’estat du monde, depuis son commencement jusques à sa fin.11  
 
Du Bartas presents Adam’s curiosity about the world as a form of piety. Adam thus 
represents Du Bartas’s model reader. He also represents Du Bartas himself, who draws 
closer to God by researching (or imagining) the natural world in the process of writing 
his text.  
Following the Book of the World concept, in which features of the natural world 
instruct humans on how to live according to God’s laws, Du Bartas presents animals as 
the teachers of humans. To cite one example, spiders serve as models of domestic 
harmony: 
Puis que la seule araigne instruit chacun de nous, 
Et du soin de l’espouse et du soin de l’espoux. 
Car le masle nourrit sa maison de sa chasse : 
Et la sage femelle a soin de la filace. (VII.621-624) 
 
The author’s anthropomorphizing interpretation of spider behavior provides a model for 
 
10 The mixture of pagan and Christian tropes in the work has attracted modern scholarly 
attention but does not seem to have bothered Du Bartas’s contemporaries. See, for 
example, Yvonne Bellenger, “A propos de La Sepmaine: Du Bartas et Ovide,” Cahiers 
de l'Association internationale des études francaises 58.1 (2006): 309-325. 
11 Du Bartas, La Seconde Semaine, ed. Bellenger, 205. 
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human behavior to which this other species should aspire. Du Bartas spends seemingly 
inordinate numbers of verses on non-human creatures, with the result that the cuttlefish, 
with twenty-five lines, becomes a significant figure of Book Five. 
The commentaries written on La Sepmaine during Du Bartas’s own lifetime 
reveal how Du Bartas’s work was inscribed in the religious tensions in society at the 
time. There were two major contemporary commentaries written: one by a Protestant, 
Simon Goulart, and the other by a Catholic, Pantaléon Thévenin. Thévenin, despite his 
professed admiration for the work, cannot help himself from pointing out a few of Du 
Bartas’s theological “errors.”12 In his preface to his commentary on La Sepmaine, 
Thevenin calls Du Bartas “homme rare et tout divin,” and his writing “d’un style 
toutefois tant haut et excellent”.13 However, at other points in the work, his commentary 
reveals confessional divisions. For example, the beginning of Book Six, when the voice 
of Satan compares a battle between an elephant and a dragon (taken from Book VII of 
Pliny’s Natural History) to the French wars of religion, provides an opportunity for the 
Catholic commentator to laud victories in war, while his Protestant counterpart chooses 
to brush it aside.14 Religious side-taking even marks the printing history of these 
commentaries. Goulart’s commentary enjoyed many more editions than Thévenin’s, 
 
12 See Alain Cullière,  
13 In Pantaleon Thevenin, Annotations, ed. Denis Bjaï (Paris: Classiques Garnier, 2011), 
46. 
14 The French literary scholar Alain Cullière writes: “Pour ces vers, Thévenin s’empare 
aussitôt de l’allusion aux batailles de Dreux et de Moncontour, deux victoires catholiques 
sur les protestants, et il en fait une fière épopée de deux pages . . . Pour ces mêmes vers, 
Goulart se contente, en quelques mots, d’expliquer ce qu’est un dragon . . .” (Les 
écrivains et le pouvoir en Lorraine au XVIe siècle [Paris: H. Champion, 1999], 605). 
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perhaps at the urging of Du Bartas himself.15 The suggestion that the Protestant Du Bartas 
used his influence to benefit the Protestant commentator over the Catholic one smacks of 
the religious tribalism characteristic of sixteenth-century France. 
 
Hexamera 
With La Sepmaine, Du Bartas revived the genre of the hexameron. This term may 
require explanation. The Oxford English Dictionary succinctly defines the hexameron as: 
“The six days of the creation; a history of the creation, as contained in Genesis; or a 
treatise thereon, as the works of Basil the Great and Ambrose.”16 In literary terms, the 
hexameron was a genre, something like history, which explicated the six days of creation 
according to the book of Genesis. The hexameral genre enjoyed its heyday in the late 
antique Christian church, which produced the hexamera of the patristic authors Basil and 
Ambrose, prime examples of the genre. A smattering of less notable hexameral works 
appeared in the medieval era; then the genre seems to have died out sometime in the 
twelfth century.17  
By some modern scholarly accounts, the timing was right for the revival of the 
hexameron when Du Bartas published La Sepmaine. The French literary scholar Gilles 
Banderier observes a contemporary “horizon d’attente,” pointing to, for example, a 1560 
edition of late antique hexamera by the printer Fédéric Morel, and to the poet Guy 
 
15 See Cullière, Les écrivains, 607. 
16 “Hexaëmeron, n.” OED Online. December 2016. Oxford University Press. 
http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/86584?redirectedFrom=hexameron (accessed December 
09, 2016). 
17 Banderier, “Phoenix,” 255. 
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Lefèvre de la Boderie’s Les Hymnes écclésiastiques.18 Banderier is right to remind us that 
the impression one may derive from reading literary history that Du Bartas’s hexameron 
appeared out of nowhere is in fact a retrospective assessment. Nonetheless, it remains 
that La Sepmaine was the first example of the revival of the hexameral genre in its fullest 
expression. Many scholars cite Maurice Scève’s Microcosme in their histories of the 
Renaissance revival of the hexameron, but this text can be considered a hexameron only 
due to a similarity of themes in the first part of Scève’s poem. It remains that La 
Sepmaine was the first published attempt, that we today know of, to revive the hexameral 
genre in its purest form.19 After Du Bartas, many hexameral texts follow, like Mondo 
creato by Tasso, Dicerie sacre by Marino, Creatione del Mondo by Murtola, and of 
course, Milton’s Paradise Lost.  
The fact that only ancient, but not medieval, hexamera enjoyed reprinting on the 
printing press suggests that the love of antiquity typical among Renaissance intellectuals 
could partly explain the decision to revive an essentially late-antique genre. This 
fascination with antiquity is evident in La Sepmaine. At the beginning of the sixth book, 
about the creation of man, Du Bartas invites his readers on a literary journey toward 
heaven, writing:   
Si vous desirez voir les beaux amphitheatres, 
Les arsenals, les arcs, les temples, les theatres, 
Les colosses, les ports, les cirques, les rempars, 
Qu’on void superbement dans nostre ville espars, 
Venez avecque moy. (VI, 5-9)  
 
18 Banderier, “A ‘Fortunate Pheonix’,” 257. For more on Fédéric Morel, see Luzius 
Keller, Palingène, Ronsard, Du Bartas: Trois études sur la poésie cosmologique de la 
Renaissance (Lausanne: Éditions Francke Berne, 1974), 110. 
19 See Keller, Trois études, 152. 
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The city toward which the reader makes a pilgrimage is a Roman one, with its 
“ampitheatres,” “arcs,” and “cirques.” By essentially equating the City of God with a 
Roman city, Du Bartas glorifies ancient Rome, and by association, the ancient Roman 
texts that held sway over European intellectual life in the sixteenth century. Du Bartas’s 
status as a Renaissance intellectual in love with antiquity, as well as his Protestant 
sentiments, could explain his decision to revive the hexameron. In addition, Du Bartas 
may have chosen the genre of the ancient church fathers because these texts were from a 
time considered both wiser in terms of understanding nature and purer due to their 
proximity to the original apostolic church.20 
Additionally, Du Bartas may have seen the hexameron as the best poetic vehicle 
to indulge his evident passion for the natural world. Due to Du Bartas’s particularly 
thorough admiration of nature, scholars have long categorized his work within the genre 
of scientific poetry. The French author and critic, Albert-Marie Schmidt, defined this 
genre in his 1938 study, La poésie scientifique en France au seizième siècle. According 
to his now standard account, the genre of scientific poetry swept through France in three 
phases. First, from 1555 to 1562, Jacques Pelletier de Mans, Maurice Scève, and Pierre 
de Ronsard turned their gazes to the skies and wrote poetry in awed admiration of the 
 
20 See Jan Miernowski, Dialectique et connaissance dans La Sepmaine de Du Bartas 
(Geneva: Droz, 1992), in which he writes: “En effet, La Sepmaine transposerait en langue 
vulgaire des modèles doublement consacrés: d’une part, comme des représentants de 
l’antiquité—une période culturelle qui détient la primauté dans l'imitation et la 
connaissance de la nature; d'autre part, comme des textes fondateurs de la religion 
chrétienne, émanant de l'église primitive louée pour sa proximité du message apostolique. 
Ainsi le poème bartasien se veut restaurateur d’une tradition mémorable et souligne par là 
une certaine continuité qui est censée s’établir entre lui et ses sources consacrées” 
(Dialectique et connaissance, 124). 
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workings of the cosmos. The trend continued from 1562 to 1578 with the work of, most 
notably, the occult enthusiast Guy Lefèvre de la Boderie. The 1578 publication of Du 
Bartas’s La Sepmaine marked the apex of scientific poetry as well as its turning point 
since the genre soon began to fall from fashion. Several authors imitated Du Bartas’s 
style or wrote pastiches of his work in subsequent decades, but none reached their 
model’s popularity or his poetic achievement. By 1610, the production and publication of 
scientific poetry had waned. By the end of the century, Du Bartas’s work, once the 
epitome of a bestseller, had largely been forgotten.   
Despite the usefulness of Schmidt’s term, “scientific poetry,” in defining the 
genre that Du Bartas epitomizes, it is misleading: science as we know it did not exist in 
the sixteenth century. Many scholars today duly recognize “scientific poetry” as an 
anachronistic term.21 The systematic inquiry that we recognize today as the basis of 
science had not yet been developed in the heyday of scientific poetry. 22Nonetheless, 
scientific poetry does demonstrate certain impulses that we associate today with scientific 
inquiry: cataloguing the natural world, relying on observation, and addressing questions 
 
21 See Kathryn Banks, Cosmos and Image in the Renaissance: French Love Lyric and 
Natural-Philosophical Poetry (London: Legenda, 2008), 30. 
22 Stephen Bamforth explains the difference between science as we know it today and as 
it was conceptualized during the Renaissance in this way: “Nous sommes loin, il faut le 
dire, de l’esprit enquérant et scientifique, car aucune de ces questions n’attend de 
réponse. Il n’empêche que, paradoxalement, le poème de Du Bartas reste un poème 
scientifique, pour la raison bien simple que la science pour lui, comme pour beaucoup 
d’hommes à la Renaissance, est une célébration du monde tel qu’il a été créé par Dieu, et 
non pas son analyse” (“Anatomie et psychologie chez trois poètes de la création au 
seizième siècle : Scève, du Bartas, Béroalde de Verville,” In Dauphiné, James, ed., Du 
Bartas, poète encyclopédique du XVIe siècle: colloque international, Faculté des lettres 
et sciences humaines de Pau et des pays de l’Adour, 7, 8 et 9 mars 1986 : actes (Lyon: La 
Manufacture, 1988), 40. 
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of astronomy, anatomy, and the like, even if the end goal is not to explain these 
phenomena, but to admire them. To cite an example of Du Bartas’s engagement with the 
scientific debates of his time, the author explicitly rejects Democritus and Lucretian 
atomism:   
 Tout ce Tout fut basti non des mains de Fortune, 
 Faisant entrechoquer par discordans accors 
 Du réueur Democrite les inuisibles corps. (I.16-18) 
 
Du Bartas also rejects Copernican heliocentrism and upholds pre-Vesalian anatomical 
theories.23 These conservative views, which even in the late sixteenth century were 
becoming outdated, further distance Du Bartas from modern notions of the scientific. For 
Du Bartas, science served poetry, not the other way around. 
We may speculate that writing a hexameron, a narrative repetition of the creation 
of Earth, allowed Du Bartas to escape from the crumbling, doubt-filled world around 
him. For the literature scholar James Dauphiné and the cultural historian Jonathan 
Sawday, Du Bartas’s text is symptomatic of the final fading away of the medieval 
worldview. Sawday, in his monograph The Body Emblazoned, eloquently elaborates on 
this vision of Du Bartas.24 He sees Du Bartas’s work as on the cusp between the medieval 
conception of the world and the human body, and the empirical worldview of the then-
nascent Scientific Revolution. Sawday writes: “The ‘Divine Weeks’ was the last gasp of 
older scientific mentalités. It was an exercise in pre-Vesalian or pre-Copernican thought 
 
23 Albert-Marie Schmidt, La poésie scientifique en France au seizième siècle: Ronsard, 
Maurice Scève, Baïf, Belleau, Du Bartas, Agrippa d’Aubigné (Paris: A. Michel, 1938), 
319-22. 
24 Jonathan Sawday, The Body Emblazoned: Dissection and the Human Body in 
Renaissance Culture (London: Routledge, 1996). 
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which struggled to express the harmonious frame of the universe at the very point when, 
under the pressure of new science, that frame was collapsing.”25 Sawday portrays 
Du Bartas’s text as almost an anachronism, a vestige of an earlier time, confused in the 
face of changing realities. Dauphiné, editor of two major collections of essays and author 
of several works on Du Bartas, shares a similar view. He writes: ”Le poème bartasien est 
donc une illustration de l’un des aspects majeurs de la conscience au fil des années 1580-
1600 ; il est, en effet, l’expression la plus achevée d’une volonté de rendre compte 
conjointement de l’unité du cosmos, du savoir et du pouvoir. Du Bartas ou le rêve de 
l’harmonie.”26 Dauphiné sees La Sepmaine as a reaction to the natural and geographical 
discoveries that were chipping away at the established medieval worldview, presenting a 
vision of a unified, predictable cosmos amidst a growing awareness that such unity did 
not exist. Like Sawday, Dauphiné interprets Du Bartas’s work as clinging onto a 
worldview that was quickly becoming obsolete. As we shall see, the unified cosmos that 
Du Bartas depicts in his work is also a distinctly Calvinist one, with God as the model for 
a good Calvinist reader. 
 
Voyage into the Cosmic Body 
Du Bartas presents his text as travel literature. With the opening lines of the sixth 
book (which corresponds to Day Six, the creation of man), he invites his reader on a 
literary pilgrimage: 
 
25 Sawday, Body Emblazoned, 90. 
26 James Dauphiné, ed., Du Bartas, poète encyclopédique du XVIe siècle: colloque 
international, Faculté des lettres et sciences humaines de Pau et des pays de l’Adour, 7, 8 
et 9 mars 1986 : actes (Lyon: La Manufacture, 1988), 11. 
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Pelerins, qui passez par la cité du monde, 
Pour gagner la cité, qui, bien-heureuse, abonde 
En plaisirs eternels, et pour ancrer au port, 
D’où n’aprochent jamais les horreurs de la mort . . . (VI.1-4) 
 
Du Bartas invites the reader on a journey toward a marvelous city which resembles 
ancient Rome. The destination is “D’où n’aprochent jamais les horreurs de la mort”: the 
written word that paves the way of this voyage ensures immortality, both of the artist 
through his works, and of the ideas materially encoded in the text. This line reminds the 
reader of the “horreurs de la mort” that plagued France during the Wars of Religion. Du 
Bartas invites his readers to escape with him on an intellectual journey.  
Yvonne Bellenger, one of the most prominent Du Bartas scholars of recent 
decades, notes the irony of a firm Calvinist writing about the very Catholic habit of 
pilgrimage. She comments on these first lines of Book Six: “On aurait tort de s’étonner 
ou de sourire devant cette allusion aux pèlerinages sous la plume d’un calviniste, alors 
que chacun sait combien les réformés se montraient hostiles à ces pratiques de dévotion 
superstitieuse. Car l’interpellation est ici purement oratoire, de même qu’est purement 
symbolique le pèlerinage, et aussi le ‘port’. . .”27 But is dismissing the reference to 
pilgrimage as simply a rhetorical device, totally separate from the author’s worldview, 
too simple? Elsewhere in La Sepmaine, Du Bartas describes intellectual contemplation as 
a sort of extra-corporeal journey of the spirit, which is also a form of pilgrimage: 
Car quittant quelquefois les terres trop connues, 
D’une alegre secousse il saute sur les nues, 
Il noue par les airs, où, subtil, il aprend 
Dequoy se fait la neige, et la gresle, et le vent : 
Dequoy se fait l’esclair, la glace, la tempeste, 
 
27 Yvonne Bellenger, Du Bartas et ses Divines Semaines (Paris: SEDES, 1993), 73. 
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La pluy, le tonnerre, et la triste comete. 
Par les degrez de l’air il monte, audacieux, 
Sur les planchers du monde, il visite les cieux  
Estage apres estage, il contemple leurs voutes, 
Il remarque l’accord de leurs contraires routes 
D’un infallible get : et d’un certain compas 
Il conte leurs brandons, il mesure leurs pas, 
Il aulne leur distance : et comme si le monde 
N’enfermoit dans le clos de sa figure ronde 
Des subjets assez beaux, il s’eslance dehors 
Les murs de l’Univers : et loin, loin de tous corps 
Il void Dieux face à face, il void les chastes gestes 
Et le zele fervent des courtisans celestes. (VI.789-812)  
 
Du Bartas describes the spirit leaving the body, flying up to the skies, learning about the 
natural world in the process, then up to Heaven, where it comes face-to-face with God. 
Du Bartas may not simply be using travel as a metaphor here. He would not have been 
alone in conceiving of intellectual pursuit as a form of spiritual travel in a quite literal 
sense.28 Among Du Bartas’s literary contemporaries, specifically the scientific poets, 
spiritual travel as a means of mystical union with God was an idea with currency.  
At the end of this intellectual voyage on which Du Bartas’s text takes the reader 
in La Sepmaine, in Book Seven, the reader stands with the character of God. Du Bartas is 
unique in including this seventh day in his text. Previous hexamera, including the prime 
examples of Basil and Ambrose, had only treated the first six days (hence the name of the 
genre, hexameron). This seventh day is important, then, in that it is a critical element of 
what is unique and essential to Du Bartas’s work, and not just an imitation of early 
 
28 See Dudley Wilson, French Renaissance Scientific Poetry (University of London: The 
Athlone Press, 1974). Wilson mentions “the seven ways of detaching the soul from the 
body in its pursuit of mystic contemplation” as enumerated by Lefèvre de la Boderie, 
another French scientific poet and contemporary of Du Bartas (4). 
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hexamera and biblical commentaries. The seventh book of La Sepmaine corresponds to 
the seventh day in the Book of Genesis, on which God rested and admired his work (Gen. 
2.2). In fact, God comes to stand in for the reader: a Calvinist reader dutifully observing 
the Book of the World. 
At the beginning of Du Bartas’s account, God looks at his handiwork, pleased 
with the result, and the rest of the passage lists the different details of creation that he 
sees there. We, the readers, look through God’s eyes toward Earth. In the first verses of 
the seventh book, Du Bartas compares God to a painter who steps back to admire his 
masterpiece: 
Le Peintre qui, tirant un divers paysage, 
A mis en œuvre l’art, la nature, et l’usage, 
Et qui d’un las pinceau sur si docte pourtrait 
A, pour s’eternizer, donné le dernier traict : 
Oublie ses travaux, rit d’aise en son courage, 
Et tient tousjours ses yeux collez sur son ouvrage. (VII.1-6)29 
 
The beginning of Book Seven recounts what God, and the reader, sees when he looks 
down: 
Il regarde tantost par un pré sauteler 
Un agneau, qui tousjours, muet, semble besler. 
Il contemple tantost les arbres d’un bocage, 
Ore le ventre creux d’une grotte sauvage, 
Ore un petit sentier, ore un chemin batu, 
Ore un pin baise-nue, ore un chesne abatu. 
Ici par le pendant d’une roche couverte 
D’un tapis damassé, moitié de mousse verte, 
Moitié de vert l’hyerre, un argenté ruisseau 
 
29 The comparison between God and a painter is philosophically significant. The world as 
a painting suggests that the world is illusory, a hallucinatory byproduct of the real cosmic 
forces at work. Du Bartas reiterates this typically early modern belief by referring to the 
world as ‘un théâtre’ and ‘un grand livre’. We shall return later in this essay to the 
importance of sensory organs in Du Bartas’s depiction of the creation of the world.    
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A flots entrecoupez precipite son eau : 
Et, qui courant l’apres, or’ sus, or’ sous la terre, 
Humecte, divisé, les quarreaux d’un parterre. […] 
Ici s’esleve un mont, là s’abbaisse une plaine : 
Ici fume un chasteau, là fume une cité : 
Et là flote une nef sur Neptune irrité. (VII.7-40) 
 
God looks down at a pastoral hunting scene, like a European king admiring a tapestry. Du 
Bartas uses this point of view to list different features of the natural world in a copious 
litany of awe. In short, Du Bartas seems to include the seventh book of La Sepmaine to 
showcase a God-like visual perspective on the world. 
 
God and the Senses  
We turn now from what the character of God sees to Du Bartas’s understanding of 
the senses. For Du Bartas, the observing subject—whether human or divine—is present 
mainly in the form of an anthropomorphic body. That body is defined by its physical 
interaction with other organisms, be they animal or mineral, via the sensory organs. 
Remember in the first verses of Book Seven, in which God, like a painter admiring his 
masterpiece, “tient tousjours ses yeux collez sur son ouvrage” (VII.6): This passage 
emphasizes God’s sense of sight, and specifically, his eyes. This emphasis on sensory 
organs, both humanity’s and God’s, pervades La Sepmaine. Later in Book Seven, after 
listing what God sees on earth while he rests after creating it, Du Bartas writes: 
Et bref, l’oreille, l’œil, le nez du Tout-puissant, 
En son œuvre n’oit rien, rien ne void, rien ne sent, 
Qui ne presche son los, où ne luise sa face, 
Qui n’espande par tout les odeurs de sa grace. 
Mais plus que tous encor les humaines beautez 
Tienent du Tout-puissant tous les sens arrestez. (VII.91-96) 
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God’s anthropomorphic ears, eyes, and nose are enthralled by the sensory information 
emanating from his creation. Like humans, God interacts with the world through the 
medium of the senses.  
This concept of sensory interaction between the subject and its environment 
comes from Lucretius, a poet whom Du Bartas explicitly rejects, yet to whom he is 
implicitly indebted. As scholars such as Stéphane Lamacz have pointed out, Du Bartas 
takes up Lucretius’s position that the natural world can be known through its effects on 
the body.30  In other words, any broad perspective must be constituted through the 
corporeal subject. Lucretius posited that objects in the world emitted ‘simulacra’ which 
are absorbed into the human body, physically in the form of atoms, by sensory organs. 
Lemascz sums up Du Bartas’s relationship with Lucretius this way: “Les sens, pour Du 
Bartas comme pour Lucrèce, sont infaillibles : alors que, pour le poète latin, les erreurs 
dues à l’illusion, doivent être imputées non à une faiblesse des sens mais à une faiblesse 
de la raison, les fautes, pour le poète gascon, doivent avant tout être imputées à une 
faiblesse de la foi.”31 Du Bartas seems to agree with Lucretius that the world can be 
known through the senses; unlike Lucretius, however, he maintains that that world will 
accord with previously held faith. If it does not, then it is because the faith of the observer 
is not strong enough.  The senses retain center stage as the medium through which one’s 
knowledge of the world must pass. 
By stimulating the reader’s senses through imagery and sound, the poem itself 
 
30 See Stéphane Lamacz, “La Construction du savoir et la réécriture du De Rerum Natura 
dans La Sepmaine de Du Bartas,” Bibliothèque d’Humanisme et Renaissance 64, no. 3 
(2002): 617–38. 
31 Lamascz, 626. 
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acts as a physical body affecting the reader’s senses.32 Through its sonority, as well as its 
visual presence on the page, Du Bartas’s text physically influences the reader’s sensory 
organs. For Du Bartas, as well as for other Renaissance intellectuals influenced by 
Lucretius,33 a text had the power to affect the body through the senses physically, and 
thus become part of the body itself. Body, environment, and text interact in a concrete, 
non-metaphorical way, inextricably linked and mutually defining. 
 
God’s Stomach 
Having crossed the barrier of the senses, we turn now to Du Bartas’s depiction of 
the body, and in particular, of God’s anthropomorphic body. Not only does Du Bartas 
take his reader on a voyage through the natural world, but he takes them on a voyage 
through the body, as well. Somewhat ironically, the voyage through the cosmos that 
promises to distract the reader from the horrors of death quickly plunges into the human 
body, mimicking the process of dissection. In a notable passage from Book Six, on the 
creation of man, Du Bartas writes:  
Hé ! quoy ? n’est il pas temps, n’est il pas temps de voir 
Dans les secrets du corps le non-secret pouvoir 
 
32 Lamascz, 631. See Katherine Banks’s essay, “Confessional Identity, Eating and 
Reading: Catholic Imitations of Du Bartas’s Sepmaine” (Nottingham French Studies 49, 
no. 3 [2010]: 62–78), in which she examines Catholic imitations of Du Bartas’s work and 
the anxiety their authors express about “contamination” from a Protestant source. 
33 Du Bartas shares this influence with Milton. Milton not only drew on Du Bartas but 
also Lucretius to write Paradise Lost. The influence of Lucretius on Milton has been 
studied notably by Philip Hardie, David Norbrook (“Milton, Lucy Hutchinson, and the 
Lucretian Sublime,” Tate Papers, no. 13 [Spring 2010]), and P.H. Schrijvers (Lucrèce et 
Les Sciences de La Vie [Boston: Brill, 1999]).For analysis of Lucretian influence on 
Paradise Lost, see, for example, Philip Hardie, “The Presence of Lucretius in Paradise 
Lost,” Milton Quarterly 29 (March1995): 13–25. 
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D’un si parfait Ouvrier ? Prendray-je la scalpelle 
Pour voir les cabinets de la double cervelle, 
Thresoriere des arts, source du sentiment, 
Siege de la raison, fertil commencement 
Des nerfs de nostre corps : que la sage nature 
Arma d’un morion, dont la double fourrure, 
Contre les fermes os de son cerne vouté, 
Registre où chasque jour d’un invisible touche 
Quelque rare sçavoir l’homme d’estude couche ? 
Pourray-je desployer sur un docte fueillet 
Ce Dedale subtil, cest admirable reth 
Par les replis duquel l’esprit monte et devale, 
Rendant sa faculté de vitale, Animale : 
Tout ainsi que le sang et les esprits errans 
Par le chemin courbé des vaisseaux preparans 
D’un cours entortillé s’elabourent, se cuisent, 
Et en sperme fecond peu à peu se reduisent ? (VI.641-60) 
 
Du Bartas continues down to the heart, then the lungs, then the stomach. The idea of 
traveling through the body is announced first by temporal progression: Du Bartas asks: 
“n’est-il pas temps,” isn’t it time, and then uses the future tense, “Prendray-je la 
scalpelle,” which he then, verbally, proceeds to do. The temporal progression here is not 
uniform in the text—at other points, time stands still and cedes to pure description, or 
even jumps backward—and announces the spatial movement through the body. Several 
key movement-related words signal to the reader the idea that we are traveling: “Dedale,” 
or labyrinth; how blood “errans / Par le chemin courbé,” and spreads out through “un 
cours entortillé” until it finally reduces, following Galenic logic, into sperm.  
Through the principle of microcosm/macrocosm, Du Bartas’s reflection on the 
workings of the human body leads him to an understanding (according to his view) of the 
universe as a whole. Du Bartas is by no means atypical for his time in emphasizing this 
correspondence between the workings of the cosmos and the body. In his study, The 
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Elizabethan World Picture, E.M.W. Tillyard summarizes the microcosm/macrocosm 
philosophy with a whimsical example. While he writes about the Elizabethans here, one 
could easily apply his remarks to their French contemporaries:  
Modern astronomers, hating the asteroids for being so many and so obstructive, 
have named them the vermin of the sky. To us, this is no more than a metaphor 
with emotional content. To the Middle Ages, the observation would have been a 
highly significant fact, a new piece of evidence for the unity of creation: the 
asteroids would hold in the celestial scale of being the position of fleas and lice in 
the earthly. The Elizabethans could take the matter either or both ways.34  
 
The microcosm/macrocosm analogy has its origins in Plato’s Timaeus, a work which 
remained in relatively wide diffusion in the Middle Ages, if mainly in fragments and 
commentaries.35 By observing the perfect workings of the macrocosm, one could learn 
how to best live life in the microcosm. This concept translated directly into Jean Calvin’s 
philosophy of the Book of the World: through learning about the natural world, one 
learns about God and how best to live according to His laws. This conviction lent moral 
urgency to the use of anatomical metaphors in the sixteenth century. 
Consistent with the microcosm/macrocosm trope, Du Bartas draws parallels 
between the functioning of the natural world and the functioning of the human body. For 
example, in the first few pages of La Sepmaine, Du Bartas describes the creation of the 
 
34 E. M. W. Tillyard, The Elizabethan World Picture (New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1944), 92. 
35 This book introduces the microcosm/macrocosm trope in these words: “And the 
motions which are naturally akin to the divine principle within us are the thoughts and 
revolutions of the universe. These each man should follow, and correct the courses of the 
head which were corrupted at our birth, and by learning the harmonies and revolutions of 
the universe, should assimilate the thinking being to the thought, renewing his original 
nature, and having assimilated them should attain to that perfect life which the gods have 
set before mankind, both for the present and the future” (Plato, Timaeus, Benjamin 
Jowett, trans. [Infomotions: 2000], 47-48, Proquest Ebook Central). 
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world in terms of gestation: 
Ce n’estoit donc le monde, ains l’unique matiere 
Dont il devoit sortir, la riche pepiniere 
Des beautez de ce Tout : l’embryon qui devoit 
Se former en six jours en l’estat qu’on le void. 
Et de vray ce monceau confusement enorme 
Estoit tel que la chair, qui s’engendre, difforme, 
Au ventre maternel, et par temps toutesfois, 
Se change en front, en yeux, en nez, en bouche, en doigts 
Prend ici forme longue, ici large, ici ronde, 
Et de soy peu à peu fait naistre un petit monde. (I.259-68)  
 
The forming universe in this analogy is like a fetus taking shape in the womb, part by 
part. Du Bartas later compares the workings of cosmic forces to the humors in the human 
body:  
Cela se voit à l’œil dans le bruslant tison : 
Son feu court vers le ciel sa natale maison : 
Son air vole en fumee : en cendre chet sa terre : 
Son eau boult dans ses nœuds. Une semblable guerre 
Tient en paix nostre corps, car sa terre est sa chair . . . (II.59-63)  
 
Du Bartas suggests here, reflecting the theories of Aristotle, that the shifting balance of 
elements that characterizes the natural world also comprises the human body. 
God’s creation of the universe in La Sepmaine oddly resembles the Galenic 
understanding of digestion. Before the separation of light and darkness, the stuff out of 
which God made the universe was like undigested matter in a stomach. Du Bartas writes: 
Or ces quatre elemens, ces quatre fils jumeaux, 
Savoir est l’air, le feu, et la terre, et les eaux, [. . .] 
Soit que de toutes pars, condfondant leurs substances, 
Ils facent un seul corps de deux-fois deux essences : 
Ainsi que dans le creux d’un verre christalin 
Le breuvage achelois se mesle avec le vin : 
Ou comme la viande et la boisson subtile 
Chez nous se vont meslant pour se muer en chile. (II.47-58)  
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The four Aristotelian elements— air, water, earth, and fire— were unseparated, mixed in 
a chaotic, primordial ooze. They were like chyme or undigested food mixed with acid in 
the stomach. The unseparated elements are dangerous—they are a “chaos mutiné,” 
mutinous chaos that negates Aristotle’s theorems of nature. Aristotle assigned each 
element its proper place in the cosmos, with its proper behaviors: air rises to meet air, 
water falls toward the center of the earth, and so on. The “chaos mutiné” is a terrifying 
breakdown of Aristotelian laws. 
So, in Du Bartas’s version of the biblical creation story, the universe began as a 
foreboding, intestinal chyme. Then, God opened his mouth and finished the digestion 
process. The action of opening his mouth separated all of the Aristotelian elements into 
their rightful places, converting them from a chaotic mass into a neat organization of 
elements of which Aristotle would approve. This process mimics Aristotle’s 
understanding of digestion, in which the stomach, through pepsis, separates liquified food 
into its constituent parts.36 Du Bartas writes: 
Il comprend qu’aussi tost que la bouche de Dieu  
S’ouvre pour assigner à chaque corps son lieu, 
Le feu contre le feu, l’eau contre l’eau se serre, 
L’air se va joindre à l’air, et la terre à la terre. (II.271-74)  
 
Note that Du Bartas does not write “la parole de Dieu,” the word of God, or something 
more conventional, but rather, “la bouche de Dieu,” the mouth of God. It is the organ 
itself that counts. Earlier in the text, Du Bartas had also used an oddly graphic allusion to 
God’s mouth:  
 
36 Michael Boylan, “The Digestive and ‘Circulatory’ Systems in Aristotle’s Biology,” 
Journal of the History of Biology 15, no. 1 (1982): 94. 
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Ainsi le Tout-puissant, avant que, sage, il touche 
A l’ornement du monde, il jette de sa bouche 
Je ne sçay quel beau mot, qui rassemble en un tas 
Tout ce qu’ores le Ciel clost de ses larges bras. (I.215-18)  
 
The fact that God does not just speak but throws from his mouth (jette de sa bouche) his 
command to the world is an unfortunate reminder of what else may be thrown from one’s 
mouth. 
Du Bartas’s comparison of the universe with the human body extends to his 
theological perspective of the moral state of the universe. The body is the primary 
metaphor for the battle between good and evil. Du Bartas’s analogy for righteousness is 
excellent digestion, one who, like a functioning stomach, can separate the wholesome 
from the impure: 
Et comme l’estomach d’avec les alimens 
Separe l’espaisseur des plus lourds excremens, 
Ils doyvent separer du faux la chose vraye, 
La foy de l’heresie, et du froment l’yvraye :  
Pour faire recevoir l’un d’eux pour aliment,  
Et l’autre rejetter impur comme exrement. (VII, 683-688)   
 
Du Bartas did not invent the analogy between righteous judgment and healthy digestion. 
Separating the wheat from the chaff was an ancient metaphor for both digestion and 
divine judgment. The first instance comes from Galen,37 while the second comes from the 
 
37 Galen writes: “For just as workmen skilled in preparing wheat cleanse it of any earth, 
stones, or foreign seeds mixed with it that would be harmful to the body, so the faculty of 
the stomach thrust downward anything of that sort, but makes the rest of the material, that 
is naturally good, still better and distributes it to the veins extending to the stomach and 
intestines.” From Galen, On the Usefulness of the Parts of the Body, trans. Margaret 
Tallmadge May (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1968), 204. 
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New Testament.38 Du Bartas retains the link between metaphors— digestion and divine 
judgment— so firmly that they are indistinguishable, relating to the “chaos mutiné” that 
predated the creation of the world in the author’s account. That which is undigested is 
chaotic, defiant of Aristotelian laws, even evil.  
Digestion is the process of separating good from evil; like food, the good will be 
incorporated into the divine body; like garbage, the bad will be rejected like excrement. It 
will be banished from the body. God’s stomach thus enacts articles of faith: it declares 
good and evil, restores justice, and renders the universe predictable and orderly. Du 
Bartas’s idealistic portrait of the world as contained within God’s body departs radically 
from the war-torn France in which he lived. 
 
Conclusion 
Du Bartas’s heptameron, La Sepmaine, declares the Calvinist faith through its 
depiction of the body. He depicts the character of God as a Calvinist through the way that 
the character “reads” the Book of the World that He has just created. The body serves as 
the porous barrier between the observing subject and the object of its contemplation: 
space flows into the body through the senses, in the same way as the text, as a sensory 
element itself, purports to do. The character of God, like the reader, takes in the Book of 
Nature through the bodily senses, incorporating it as a good reader incorporates a text. 
Finally, Du Bartas places the universe in God’s stomach, where it is turned into a just and 
predictable mass of elements very different from the world that Du Bartas lived in. The 
 
38 “cuius ventilabrum in manu sua et permundabit aream suam et congregabit triticum 
suum in horreum paleas autem conburet igni inextinguibili” (Matt. 3:12, Vulgate). 
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text clings to a harmonious worldview while haunted by the doubt caused by the Age of 
Exploration and the Wars of Religion. 
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Chapter 4: Reader Digests: Alcofrybas’s Voyage into a Mouth and Failed Narration 
of the Other in Rabelais’s Pantagruel (1532) 
 
In the thirty-second chapter of Rabelais’s Pantagruel (1532),1 the giant 
Pantagruel’s army is on its way to fight the Dipsodes. Suddenly, they find themselves 
caught in a downpour. To protect his troops from the rain, Pantagruel sticks out his 
enormous tongue, which covers all of his soldiers except one, the narrator, Alcofrybas. 
He climbs onto Pantagruel’s tongue and wanders into his mouth. There, he finds an entire 
inhabited world, with forests, farms, and cities. When Alcofrybas then makes his way out 
of Pantagruel’s mouth, the giant asks where he has been, how long he has been there, and 
what he ate and drank, to which the human companion answers truthfully. The last 
question sets up the twist and punchline: Pantagruel asks, “où chioys tu?” to which 
Alcofrybas replies, “En vostre gorge, monsieur.” It was customary to respond, “En vostre 
gorge” to the insult bran, or merde.2 
While copious amounts of ink have been spilled about this chapter, it has rarely 
been examined in the context of its relationship with early modern travel narratives. This 
is not to say that modern scholarship has not treated this question, but rather that, perhaps 
 
1 The edition of Pantagruel that I use throughout this chapter is Mireille Huchon’s edition 
of Rabelais’s Œuvres complètes (Paris: Gallimard, 1994). The first known edition of 
Pantagruel appeared from the editor Claude Nourry in Lyon, although the edition does 
not feature a date; the first dated edition appeared in 1533 from the editor François Juste, 
who published another edition in 1534; Claude Nourry’s successor, Pierre de Saincte-
Lucie, published another edition in 1535; and Etienne Dolet published an edition in 1542, 
somewhat sanitized in light of the Sorbonne’s condemnation of the book as obscene. See 
Mireille Huchon, Rabelais (Paris: Gallimard, 2011), 144-46. 
2 According to a footnote by Guy Demerson in his edition of Rabelais’s Pantagruel 
(Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1996), 334, as well as Huchon, Œuvres, 1337. 
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complacently satisfied with Eric Auerbach’s brief mention of the topic,3 few have 
devoted more than a passing reference to this relationship.4 This essay explores further 
the position of this chapter within the history of travel narrative, and then it teases out the 
implications about representation, the Other, and religious differences inherent in 
Rabelais’s parody of early modern travel narrative.  
This chapter aims to elucidate the textual production of the Other in this episode. 
The first section situates this episode within the history of travel literature, highlighting 
the significant textual influences on Rabelais’s treatment of alterity. The following 
sections tease out the Christian humanist message buried within the episode that has 
received little scholarly comment. The final section of the essay approaches the scene 
from a psychoanalytic angle, relating the textual production of the Other to a failure of 
introjection and incorporation.  
 
Background 
 
3 Auerbach, Mimesis: The Representation of Reality in Western Literature, 50th 
anniversary edition (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2003), 262-284.  
4 Tom Conley, in a tribute to Naomi Schor, argues that Chapter 32 can aptly be called 
Francophone literature because, like much of French literature, “its details invite 
speculation on centers and peripheries and on places where spatial consciousness inheres 
in the fungible character of printed discourse” (“From Detail to Periphery: All French 
Literature Is Francophone,” Yale French Studies 103, no. 103 [2003], 170). 
Rabelais’s text is one of movement, both in the content of Alcofrybas’s journey, as well 
as in the style of words that can associate across the page. Conley also posits: 
“Alcofribas’s meeting with the planteur de choux seems, in the rich psychoanalytical 
sense of the term, to be introjecting the ambivalence and insecurities that come with the 
fathoming of unknown regions of the world. The chapter puts them in a buccal cavity that 
is not yet ready to utter or name alterity as such . . .” (173). 
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The passage in question occurs at an essential place in the novel: The penultimate 
chapter, where the reader would expect the climax of the plot to be.5 During Alcofrybas’s 
excursion, Pantagruel had continued the march on the Dipsodes. When the narrator exits 
Pantagruel’s mouth, the war is already over, and Pantagruel has liberated the Dipsodes 
with their enthusiastic consent. The reader does not even hear about the war until the end 
of the chapter, and then only briefly. This omission is no doubt a joke on the sixteenth-
century reader, who would have been expecting the battle that ostensibly ensued when 
Pantagruel’s army marched on the Dipsodes to stand out in the manner of the epic or 
chronicle. The climax (or rather, anti-climax) of the novel, what is in place of where the 
major battle should be, is instead this episode of Pantagruel’s mouth.  
To call Alcofrybas a “narrator” is to oversimplify his role in Rabelais’s works. 
Not only is he a raconteur, but he is a historian in the vein of Lucian’s How to Write 
History. In the Pantagrueline Prognostication (published bound with Pantagruel 
beginning in 1535), he is referred to as the architriclin, architriclinus in Latin, a maître 
d’hôtel or master of the feast. There is a question of whether or not Alcofrybas can be 
considered an “unreliable” narrator, as defined by narratologists like Wayne Booth. The 
most useful lens through which to judge Alcofrybas’s “unreliability” comes from Peter 
Rabinowitz’s seminal article, “Truth in Fiction: A Reexamination of Audiences.”6 
Rabinowitz outlines four types of audiences (actual, authorial, narrative, and ideal 
narrative), writing that “an unreliable narrator is one who tells lies, conceals information, 
misjudges with respect to the narrative audience—that is, one whose statements are 
 
5 See the Appendix for the full text of the episode. 
6 Critical Inquiry 4, no. 1 (1977): 121-141. 
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untrue not by the standards of the real world or of the authorial audience but by the 
standards of his own narrative audience” (134). Does this mean that Alcofrybas is 
“unreliable”? The narrative audience has so far been asked to believe plenty of ridiculous 
propositions. As far as William Riggan’s analysis of different types of unreliable 
narrators in Pícaros, Madmen, Naīfs, and Clowns: The Unreliable First-person 
Narrator,7 there can be some debate as to whether Alcofrybas falls into the “clown” 
category. Is he intentionally duping his audience? 
The long ethnographic digression about a foreign land that delays the recounting 
of a major battle reflects the influences of both Lucian and Herodotus, whose works 
Rabelais translated. Mireille Huchon notes that Rabelais comments on Lucian’s How to 
Write History. Rabelais satirically puts into practice what Lucian cited as elements of bad 
historical writing: long digressions, irrelevant details, et cetera.8 By parodying Lucian’s 
How to Write History in Chapter 32, he links the Greek text with another of Lucian’s 
works, which is hugely influential in this chapter, L’Histoire véritable.9 Rabelais had 
translated Herodotus at least eight years before the publication of Pantagruel.10 The late 
scholar Hope Glidden’s article, “From History to Chronicle: Rabelais Rewriting 
Herodotus,” makes a convincing argument that Herodotus’s History had a substantial 
 7	Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1981.	
8 Romain Menini, Rabelais altérateur: “graeciser en françois” (Paris: Classiques 
Garnier, 2014), 248. Rabelais was far from the only intellectual at this time to ponder the 
proper writing of history. Many intellectuals, such as Jean Bouchet (a probable influence 
on Rabelais), debated the idealized, chivalric version of history versus reality and facts, 
as well as whether one should write chronicles—accounts of past events—or history—
accounts of current events (Menini, 228-229). For more on the influence of Jean Bouchet 
on Rabelais, see Menini, 217-226. 
9 See Huchon, Œuvres complètes, 1214-1217. 
10 Menini, 265. 
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influence on Rabelais’s work, including this mouth episode. Her analysis primarily draws 
on details from Herodotus’s Book II, a book-length digression about Egyptian culture. 
We can add to this interpretive connection between Chapter 32, the mouth episode, and 
the second book of the History the fact that both delay the recounting of a great battle or 
war with a sudden account of foreign lands. Rabelais, as we have seen, forces his reader 
to wait for any mention of the great battle until the end of this scene; Herodotus includes 
his account of Egypt in a very long, digressive preamble to his account of the Persian 
War. Some critics, notably François Hartog, argue that this seemingly digressive book in 
Herodotus’s Histories fits in with the overall unity of the work.11 We can ask if this 
applies to Rabelais’s text, as well. Is the mouth episode simply a joking digression, or is 
it rather part of a larger design? First of all, what would that design even be?  
There is a long history of critics trying to find a “design” in Pantagruel, an 
overarching theme or ideology that unifies the seemingly incoherent work. Since the mid-
1980s, the “positivist” camp, including Michael A. Screech, Gérard Defaux, and Edwin 
Duval, have maintained that such a design exists, against the opinion of the “stylists,”  
including Terrence Cave, Michael Jeanneret, Alfred Glauser, and François Rigolot, who 
prefer to leave the texts polysemic and open to multiple interpretations.12 The term 
 
11 François Hartog argues that both history as defined by Thucydides (the recounting of 
contemporary wars) and ethnography as practiced by Herodotus (descriptions of foreign 
lands and peoples) serve a similar purpose. See Le miroir d’Hérodote: essai sur la 
représentation de l’autre, 2nd ed. (Paris: Gallimard, 2001). 
12 Major studies of Rabelais by these authors include: Michael A. Screech, Rabelais 
(London: Duckworth, 1979); Gérard Defaux, Rabelais agonistes: du rieur au prophète 
(Geneva: Droz, 1997); Edwin Duval, The Design of Rabelais’s Pantagruel (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1991); Terrence Cave, The Cornucopian Text (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1979); Alfred Glauser, Rabelais créateur (Paris: Éditions A-G Nizet, 
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“positivist” derives from historical positivism, a scholarly trend which, in Rabelais 
studies, sought to connect the author’s work to historical events. Following Leo Spitzer’s 
1960 article, “Rabelais et les rabelaisants,”13 which argued against such historical 
searching in favor of the aesthetic and poetic aspects of the text, the “stylists” have 
focused on these very issues. I am inclined to see Rabelais’s work as, in Terence Cave’s 
words, “a narrative so plural that no commentary can control it.”14 It is more productive, 
and more faithful to the polysemic nature of Rabelais’s work, to privilege the complex 
checks and balances of intertextuality over choosing one or two influential texts to 
dominate an interpretation of any part of Rabelais’s work. While there are connections 
between Chapter 32 and other chapters in Pantagruel, and even the Chroniques in 
general, I deliberately avoid trying to discern an overall design. Nonetheless, the work of 
Screech, Defaux, and Duval informs the multiple meanings to which the text makes itself 
available.  
Today, the most influential reading of this specific passage of Pantagruel is 
undoubtedly Erich Auerbach’s essay, “The World in Pantagruel’s Mouth,” published in 
his landmark study, Mimesis: Dargestellte Wirklichkeit in der abendländischen Literatur 
(Mimesis: The Representation of Reality in Western Literature), which first appeared in 
1946—written in Germany during the Second World War, mainly from the author’s own 
 
1966); and François Rigolot, Les Langages de Rabelais (Geneva: Droz, 1972). Mireille 
Huchon’s biography of the author, Rabelais (Paris: Gallimard, 2011), constitutes a major 
study not just of the author’s life but of his works, as well. This work follows Huchon’s 
groundbreaking monograph, Rabelais grammairien: de l’histoire du texte aux problèmes 
d’authenticité (Geneva: Droz, 1981).  
13 Leo Spitzer. “Rabelais et Les Rabelaisants.” Studi Francesi, no. 4 (1960): 401–23. 
14 Cave, Cornucopian Text, 213. 
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thoughts, as access to critical studies was scarce—and was translated into French in 1980. 
Auerbach delineates three major themes of this passage: the grotesque and the farcical; 
the discovery of a new land, echoing the Age of Exploration; and the resemblance 
between the world inside of Pantagruel’s mouth and the reader’s France, noting the 
mimesis, or representation of reality, that takes place. It is this second theme, and its 
complication of the third, which most concerns the present study. Concerning Rabelais’s 
references to the New World, Auerbach does not go into much detail. Instead, Auerbach 
focuses on the striking similarities between the world in Pantagruel’s mouth and the 
contemporary reader’s own France.15 The mouth world is indeed similar to France, 
particularly Rabelais’s native Chinon. The spatial movement in the opening description 
immediately signals this conclusion. In one sentence, the narrator describes the world as 
the Hagia Sophia in Constantinople, Denmark, and Lyon or Poitiers, starting with the 
 
15 In his influential work, The Design of Rabelais’s Pantagruel (New Haven: Yale 
University Press,1991), Duval asserts that Pantagruel is ultimately the story of 
Pantagruel as a Christ figure who, after becoming the ideal Erasmian Christian prince 
through his humanist education, defeats the illegitimate ruler Anarche and his blood-
thirsty general Loup-Garou to establish an idyllic City of God founded on caritas, and 
metaphorically undoing Cain’s murder of Abel. Duval claims that the mouth episode is 
important because it shows that a City of God is possible on Earth (Design, 131). He 
argues that the reason that Rabelais made the world in Pantagruel’s mouth so similar to 
France is to show that a Utopian ideal—represented by Pantagruel’s Christ-body—is 
possible and necessary on Earth, not just in Heaven. Duval does not look very closely at 
what happens in this episode, and his treatment seems fairly cursory. I am likewise 
unconvinced by his assertion that references to the “New World” are less about early 
modern exploration and more an illustration of Plato’s allegory of the cave. However, 
while I find Duval’s treatment of the mouth episode unconvincing, I do find his broader 
argument that Pantagruel represents a Christ figure in a sort of epic New Testament quite 
strong. 
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most exotic—Constantinople—and zooming in on the places most familiar to his readers, 
and to himself—Lyon and Poitiers.16 
The view moves from cosmography to topography.17 Changes in scale are a 
recurring theme in travel narratives. The connection between the physical mobility and 
traveling of Rabelais’s characters and the theme of voyage seems obvious. Fictional 
travel narratives have long played with a distorted sense of scale: Swift’s Gulliver’s 
Travels, Voltaire’s Micromégas, or more recently, Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland. 
Likewise, changes in scale, whether in terms of location, time, or size, pervade Rabelais’s 
work. His texts demonstrate stunning mobility of proportion, moving between reference 
points seemingly at random. At its simplest definition, mobility means moving from 
place to place, and Rabelais’ characters are constant wanderers. These texts also 
demonstrate a mobility of time. With Alcofrybas’s venture inside of Pantagruel’s mouth, 
time speeds up in the few pages it takes to recount his adventure. When he re-emerges, he 
relates that six months and an entire war have passed. Mobility also describes the 
profound instability in scales of time and size present throughout Rabelais’ work. We see 
 
16 Rabelais lived as a Benedictine monk in the Poitou region, first in the abbey of Saint-
Pierre de-Maillezais, and later traveling around the region in the service of Geoffroy 
d’Estissac, bishop of Maillezais (Huchon, Rabelais, 90-91). Later, he became the doctor 
of the Hôtel-Dieu in Lyon in 1532 (Huchon, Rabelais, 116). 
17 In 1534, Rabelais’s protector, Jean du Bellay, took him to Rome on a diplomatic 
mission for François I. Rabelais intended to create a topography of the city, but was pre-
empted by the publication that same year of Bartolomeo Marliani’s work, Topographia 
antiquæ romæ. Rabelais decided instead to publish an edition of Marliani’s work with 
Simon Grynaeus in Lyon, which was published in August 1534. Rabelais made many 
corrections to Marliani’s work, including of his classical citations. The Paris edition of 
this work carries Fine’s cordiform map (Huchon, Œuvres complètes, pp. 1742). Huchon 
also translates the Latin text of Rabelais’s introduction to his edition, in which he praises 
Du Bellay and thanks him for taking him to Rome and talks about his original intentions 
to make a topography of Rome (988-992). Harvard’s Houghton Library has two copies. 
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a mobility of scale: at one moment, the giant contains an entire world in his mouth; the 
next moment, he speaks to a human face-to-face with apparent ease.18 Pantagruel’s body 
is a collection of maps, topographies juxtaposed, rather than a unified atlas. 
The similarity between France and this new world inside of Pantagruel’s mouth 
becomes apparent as soon as Alcofrybas begins exploring. The inhabitants of this world 
plant cabbage, trap pigeons and even die of the plague as they did in France. Auerbach 
writes that Alcofrybas is at first “astonished that human beings live there at all; yet what 
surprises him most is that things are not somehow strange and different, but just like 
things in the world he knows.”19 He takes as his first example the narrator’s encounter 
with the peasant planting cabbages. The similarity between the banal reality of the world 
in Pantagruel’s mouth and France indeed strikes the reader and underlies the humor of the 
exchange.  
The first person that Alcofrybas meets inside the mouth, a peasant planting 
cabbages, reacts to his arrival the way a European might imagine meeting someone from 
the New World.20 When Alcofrybas asks if “il y a icy un nouveau monde?” the peasant 
responds that “il n’est mie nouveau, mais l’on dist bien que hors d’icy y a une Terre 
neufve où ilz ont et soleil et lune et tout plein de belles besoignes ; mais cestuy cy est 
plus ancien” (330). As clear as the similarities between the mouth world and France are, 
 
18 François Rigolot associates the changing size of Gargantua with the notion of 
condescendence: that is, the idea that God must lower or shrink himself in order to be 
perceptible by man. See François Rigolot, “Quand le géant se fait homme : Rabelais et la 
théorie de la condescendance,” Études rabelaisiennes XXIX (Geneva: Droz, 1993), 7-23. 
19 Auerbach, 267. 
20 Auerbach, 268. 
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the relationship between Alcofrybas’s voyage and the encounter with the New World—
and its attendant theme of a relationship with the “Other”—is announced just as clearly. 
At first, the relative importance of the short vignette in which Alcofrybas asks a 
pigeon-keeper where the pigeons come from seems difficult to explain. To recall, the 
pigeon-keeper responds that they came from the world outside of the mouth, and 
Alcofrybas suspects that they flew into the mouth because they thought it was a 
“colombier,” or pigeon coop. In his 1611 French-English dictionary, Cotgrave defines the 
word “pigeon” not only as the bird but also, “a fop, cokes, node, ninnyhammer.”21 Based 
on this double meaning, Lance Donaldson-Evans suggests that “the play on the word 
‘pigeon,’ which also means ‘dupe,’ suggests the dangers of taking this account too 
seriously.”22 The interpretation that the “pigeons” flying into the mouth from the outside 
world resemble credulous readers (or perhaps, the people who have somehow ended up 
living in a giants’ mouth), certainly makes sense. Rabelais makes fun of the readers of 
travel narratives like that of Marco Polo, which was thought to be exaggerated or even 
full of outright lies. It is possible to derive a different meaning from this scene, though, 
by focusing on the word “colombier.” The reference to a “colombier” alludes to 
Christopher Columbus, or Christophe Colomb in French.23 In light of this reference, 
Rabelais’s jab at the gullible “pigeons” who believe travel narratives seems to reference 
travels like that of Columbus specifically. When Alcofrybas asks the peasant where the 
 
21 Randle Cotgrave, A Dictionarie of the French and English Tongues (London: Adam 
Islip, 1611). 
22 Lance K. Donaldson-Evans, “The Peregrinations of Pantagruel,” Études Rabelaisiennes 
XXX (Geneva: Droz, 1995), 52. 
23 Tom Conley notes as much in À Fleur de page, 73. 
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pigeons came from, the latter replies that “ilz viennent de l’autre monde” (332). The 
reference links this short passage to the “nouveau monde” brought up by the cabbage 
planter (330). The joke implies that, like explorers, the pigeons—fools—came from one 
world to the other thinking that it was a “colomb”—a sly reference to Christopher 
Columbus. In this way, Rabelais pokes fun at the idea of overseas exploration and the 
fools who undertake it. Even if the New World is not present in Rabelais’s text directly, 
the journeys of his characters, especially Alcofrybas’s, cannot help but recall the overseas 
exploration of which Rabelais was a contemporary.  
Reference to the New World imbues the very structure of the episode. The whole 
mouth episode is set up like a four-part joke: four questions and responses, with the last 
question serving as the punchline.24 A couple of paragraphs delay the fourth question, like 
a scatological haiku. The first series of jokes comes in the form of Alcofrybas’s questions 
to the inhabitants of Pantagruel’s mouth, which make up the first three picaresque-like 
vignettes of the account of his journey. His first question is to the peasant: “Mon ami, que 
fais tu icy?” Then he asks a man tending pigeons: “Mon amy, dont vous viennent ces 
pigeons icy?” Then to the men guarding the gates of Aspharage: “Messieurs, y a il ici 
dangier de peste?” The fourth question, the punchline, is its own series of four questions: 
Pantagruel’s interrogation. 
Pantagruel’s interrogation, like the four-part series of questions to which it serves 
as the punchline, is also a four-question joke. The giant asks, “Dont viens tu, 
Alcofrybas?”, then “Et despuis quand y es tu?” then, “Et dequoy vivois-tu?” and finally, 
 
24 Reminiscent of the fable, which Cotgrave defines as “A fable, fib, lie, leasing, false 
tale, unlikelie thing reported; also, a Comedie, or Enterlude.”  
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the punchline: “Voire mais (dist-il), où chioys tu?” The four-part joke mimics rhetoric in 
which the world was said to have four parts: the three parts of Ptolemy’s tripartite map, 
and a fourth part, everything not know to the ancients. Since the rediscovery of Ptolemy 
in the fifteenth century,25 the world had been primarily depicted in the manner of the 
tripartite T-O map: a circle divided into Europe and Africa, of equal size on one side of 
the circle, and Asia occupying the other half of the circle.26 Any lands not known to the 
ancients were lumped together with the term “New World,” Novus Mundus, the fourth 
part.27 Rabelais’s punch lines in this section resemble a delightfully surprising discovery 
on the part of the reader. It is pertinent that new geographical knowledge, over and above 
what the ancients knew, was rarely taught inside universities, where orthodoxy and 
allegiance to tradition reigned supreme.28 Could Rabelais’s structure, then, be related to 
the disgust with the Sorbonne that pervades Pantagruel and Gargantua? 
The mouth in the Renaissance was associated not just with digestion, but also 
with learning. The mouth is not only the place from which words leave the body—the 
means of production of a narrative—but it is also the place where they enter. Rabelais 
takes the Renaissance notion of “digesting” a text to its logical extreme. The name of the 
 
25 A Latin translation of Ptolemy appeared in Florence around 1400, although the details 
are subject to debate. One theory holds that the wealthy Florentine, Palla Strozzi, 
acquired a copy of Ptolemy’s Geography from Constantinople sometime before 1400 and 
had it translated by a Greek scholar. See Patrick Gautier Dalché, “The Reception of 
Ptolemy’s Geography (End of the Fourteenth to Beginning of the Sixteenth Century),” in 
Cartography in the European Renaissance, vol. 3, The History of Cartography, ed. David 
Woodward, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007), 285-290. 
26 Patrick Gautier Dalché notes that the tripartite map “n’a rien de spécifiquement 
‘médiéval’“ (L’Espace géographique au Moyen Âge, 17). 
27 Numa Broc, La Géographie de la Renaissance (Paris: Éditions du CTHS, 1986), 32. 
28 Ibid. 
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book that Alcofrybas claims to have written about his experiences is called L’Histoire des 
Gorgias, or in Guy Demerson’s modern French translation, L’Histoire des Rengorgés. 
Alcofrybas has been regurgitated from Pantagruel’s mouth. His tale has been figuratively 
regurgitated not only from Pantagruel’s mouth, from where he collected it but through his 
own mouth.  
This pun lends a twist to the seemingly random last chapter of Pantagruel, which 
follows the chapter of Alcofrybas’s journey, in which Pantagruel swallows pills full of 
men who rake out his bowels.29 Rabelais writes that the men in the capsules “cheurent 
plus de demye lieue en un goulphre horrible, puant et infect plus que Mephitis, ny la 
palus Camarine, ny le punays lac de Sorbone duquel escript Strabo” (338-40). The “lac 
de Sorbone” is a wry play on the “lac Serbonis,” also used by Budé.30 The putrid 
excrement is a metaphor for the corrupted teachings of the Sorbonne. To carry through 
the contemporary metaphor of learning as digestion, Pantagruel must purge himself of the 
infectious learning of the Sorbonne. His digestion regulated, the giant can evacuate; the 
words can leave his body; the text can be produced; end of the text. Not to mention the 
implicit joke that both Alcofrybas’s tale as well as Rabelais’s, as implied by the ending of 
the book, quite literally, are excrement.  
 
Angle One: Theology and Travel Literature 
Alcofrybas in the History of Travel Literature 
 
29 Frank Lestringant has noted a connection between these two last chapters of the book, 
that the movement in each inverts each other: in Chapter 32, the movement is horizontal, 
and excrement goes down the throat; in Chapter 33, the movement is vertical, and the 
excrement comes back up (“Dans la bouche,” 134-35). 
30 Footnote in Demerson’s edition of Pantagruel, 340. 
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Pantagruel seems to miss essential questions about Alcofrybas’s journey. Why 
isn’t he more interested in the contents of his mouth? In the most unusual things he saw 
there? However, the questions Pantagruel does ask—where the narrator went, how long 
he was there, what he ate and drank—are the building blocks of a travel narrative. Even 
accounts like Antonio Pigafetta’s recounting of Magellan’s journeys from 1519-1522, 
exciting to the modern reader, spend not insignificant amounts of time describing the 
tedious aspects of a sailor’s life.31 As for the last question, it has been frequently asked of 
the explorers of our time: astronauts. Pantagruel’s interrogation thus pokes fun at the very 
basis of a travel narrative. 
Seeing as how Pantagruel’s thirty-second chapter draws on the “genre” of travel 
literature, where can we place it within the history of that genre? Some scholars, like the 
influential critic of travel literature, Mary Baine Campbell, resist defining it as a “genre” 
in the traditional sense at all, even if she does insist that travel literature should be 
narrated in the first person.32 Many scholars place the beginning of European travel 
literature with Herodotus and Ctesias because they describe places based on first-hand 
experience, or the assertion of first-hand experience. Mary Baine Campbell, agreeing 
with the criteria of first-hand experience but disagreeing with the timing, places the 
beginning of travel literature with medieval pilgrimage accounts like Egeria’s, since the 
 
31 Pigafetta’s account of Magellan’s voyage from 1519-1522 was published in 
approximately 1525, and thus could very well have passed under the eyes of Rabelais. 
Four copies survive, one in Italian and two in French, of which the Beinecke Library’s 
French version is the most complete.  
32 “Travel Writing and its Theory,” in Peter Hulme, and Tim Youngs, eds., The 
Cambridge Companion to Travel Writing (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2002), 261. 
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journey itself is what matters in these narratives, as opposed to simply the data collected 
on that journey.33 Still others, such as the influential critics Ján Elsner and Joan-Pau 
Rubiés, include the Odyssey and Lucian’s A True Story in their histories of travel 
literature.34  
The most direct influence on Alcofrybas’s narrative in terms of style is Lucian’s A 
True Story.35 In Lucian’s text, a gigantic sea-monster swallows a ship full of sailors. In 
the monster’s intestines, they find a world made of hills, trees, plants, and birds, remnants 
of the monster’s meals that have survived. Furthermore, a father and son, sailors who 
were swallowed by the monster years earlier, have cultivated this “land.” Other non-
human races live in different parts of the monster’s body, and the sailors find themselves 
at war with flesh-eating eel men and cat people.36  
In addition to Lucian’s A True Story, travel narratives that purport to describe real 
places—namely, the accounts of early modern explorers—also clearly influenced this 
episode. While the author seems to reference Columbus, he would not have been able to 
read the explorer’s Journal, which was first published in the early nineteenth century.37 
 
33 The Witness and the Other World: Exotic European Travel Writing, 400-1600 [Ithaca: 
Cornell University Press, 1988], 15. 
34 Voyages and Visions: Towards a Cultural History of Travel [London: Reaktion Books, 
1999], 10-11. 
35 Auerbach discusses the influence of Lucian on Alcofrybas’s journey in Mimesis, 266-
67. 
36 Lucian’s influence can be seen in other parts of Rabelais’s work, as well. For example, 
the battle with the Andouilles in the Quart Livre finds an echo in a battle in the first book 
of Lucian’s A True Story, where men launch turnips from catapults and defend 
themselves with shields made from mushrooms and asparagus (A True Story, A.M. 
Harmon, trans., Loeb Classical Library [Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1913], 
266-67). 
37 Campbell, The Witness and the Other World, 170. 
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Alcofrybas’s narrative does, though, seem to draw on the Mundus Novus, a fictionalized 
account based on letters by Amerigo Vespucci (even if his hand in this pamphlet is in 
doubt), first published in Latin in 1503, which purports to describe his voyages to the 
New World. The pamphlet opens with: “On a former occasion I wrote to you at some 
length concerning my return from those new regions which we found and explored with 
the fleet, at the cost, and by the command of this Most Serene King of Portugal. And 
these we may rightly call a new world. Because our ancestors had no knowledge of them, 
and it will be a matter wholly new to all those who hear about them.”38 This recalls 
Alcofrybas’s exchange with the cabbage-planter:  
— Jesus ! (dis je) il y a icy un nouveau monde ! 
— Certes (dist il), il n’est mie nouveau, mais l’on dist bien que hors d’icy 
y a une terre neufve, où ilz ont et Soleil et Lune, et tout plein de belles besoignes. 
Mais cestuy cy est plus ancien. 
 
Alcofrybas is in the position of Vespucci, exclaiming that he has found a new world. The 
cabbage planter, meanwhile, belies the outrageousness of Vespucci’s claim that this 
world is newly minted because the ancients did not know about it. From this incipit, 
Mundus Novus proceeds to recount fabulous and salacious, if fictional, peoples and 
places. The first-person narrator lends an air of authority to the account. Even if this 
account was widely taken as truth at the time, Rabelais’s account satirizes rather than 
follows the content of the narrative. The familiarity of what Alcofrybas finds in 
Pantagruel’s mouth directly counters Vespucci’s penchant for recounting (like the 
majority of travel authors read at the time, including Herodotus) the most salacious and 
 
38 Mundus Novus: Letter to Lorenzo Pietro di Medici, George Tyler Northup, trans. 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1916), 1. 
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outrageous legends of what was imagined to exist in far-away lands. The tone, also, is 
very different in Alcofrybas’s narrative. Alcofrybas is less sure of himself, discovering as 
he goes rather than telling. He is a modern travel narrator, unlike the author of Mundus 
Novus. 
We must take into account, as well, the two most popular and influential travel 
narratives of Rabelais’s day. Rabelais’s narration reflects the influence of these two 
medieval travel narratives, both widely published in sixteenth-century France: Marco 
Polo’s Travels and John Mandeville’s The Travels of Sir John Mandeville. Polo’s Travels 
first appeared around the turn of the fourteenth century.39 John Mandeville’s Travels first 
appeared in the late fourteenth century, and by the turn of the fifteenth, had been 
translated into every dominant European language.40 We shall treat the influence of each 
of these works on Rabelais’s work in turn. 
Scholars herald Polo’s Travels as the first modern travel narrative, as he 
introduced the first-person narrator as a central figure of the story. Mary Baine Campbell 
explains: 
Marco’s experience was a temporal and contingent one, and the material of his 
book is laid out on a fixed and spatial grid. Why transfer the temporal order to 
what seems primarily a rendering of space, a verbal mappa mundi? The answer 
lies in the fact that Marco and Rusticello are consciously creating a book, not a 
map, a reading experience that exploits the linear and sequential path of the person 
who turns the pages, one after another, or of the person who listens to a story being 
told. . . . More explicitly than Egeria, the authorial ‘I’ is taking us on a journey (in 
 
39 Polo wrote his narrative while a prisoner-of-war in 1298; records indicate that he 
presented it to a French noble in 1307. See Manuel Komroff’s introduction to The 
Travels of Marco Polo, William Marsden, trans. (New York: Boni & Liveright, 1926), 
xxii-xxiii. 
40 Josephine Waters Bennett, The Rediscovery of Sir John Mandeville (New York: The 
Modern Language Association of America, 1954), 1. 
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which he frequently becomes ‘we’), a journey that has its own present and future 
tenses in addition to Egeria’s simple and ultimately uninviting past.41 
 
Polo, or rather, the multiple writers and editors who constructed the text, make their 
readers experience the journey alongside him. The narrator is a character in his own 
story. Until Polo’s account, travel writing had been mainly a genre of description, 
consisting mainly of guidebooks for pilgrims and relations of political emissaries. 
Pilgrimage accounts, such as Egeria’s fourth-century Pilgrimage to the Holy Lands, were 
mostly descriptive and conformed to expectations set by the Bible. Classical travel 
writing, such as Herodotus’s Histories or Ctesias’s accounts of India and Persia, were 
likewise descriptive. The narrator was beside the point and mostly served as an authority-
giving witness to pre-ordained facts. This style persisted through the Middle Ages, as 
evidenced by Bernhard von Breydenbach’s 1486 Peregrinatio in terram sanctam. The 
importance of Alcofrybas as a first-person narrator reflects Polo’s influence.42 In the style 
of this early exemplar of modern travel literature, Alcofrybas recreates his direct 
experience for the reader, whom he addresses directly, often in something akin to real-
time.  
Whereas the number of authors of Mandeville’s Travels is under debate among 
scholars, they agree that the account itself is entirely fictional.43 The author or authors 
 
41 Campbell, The Witness and the Other World, 98. 
42 It also reflects the influence of Folengo’s Baldo (1517), a Lucianesque, fantastical 
voyage in which the narrator sometimes addresses the reader directly, particularly at the 
bizarre end. Teofilo Folengo, Baldo, Ann E. Mullaney, trans. (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 2007). 
43 Josephine Waters Bennett argued for a single author in her seminal 1954 work, The 
Rediscovery of Sir John Mandeville (New York: The Modern Language Association of 
America, 1954). 
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compiled information about the East from other sources, giving them a single narrator in 
the interest of literary appeal. Oddly, while contemporaries dismissed Polo’s account as a 
pack of lies (leading to his nickname, il milione, often interpreted to mean “a million tall 
tales”),44 Mandeville was taken as truth for centuries. Granted, it is difficult to verify 
whether or not certain travel narratives from the Middle Ages were purely fictional or 
based on actual travel. Marco Polo’s Travels is the most famous example. While 
contemporaries received his account as largely fantastical, modern scholars disagree 
whether the account is based more on experience or more on hearsay, or even pre-
existing Persian travel narratives.45 Likewise, Herodotus, whom Rabelais may have 
translated and on whose work he draws, was widely considered the “father of lies” 
among sixteenth-century French intellectuals for the unlikeliness of many of his 
anecdotes, including Montaigne and Bode.46 Along with these authors, Rabelais is in 
conversation with Lucian, who assures the reader at the beginning of the True Histories 
that what follows is a lie—the only truth, perhaps, in the book.47 Lucian’s A True Story 
purports to be a travel narrative in the manner of The Odyssey, although the author avows 
that his account, like the Odyssey, is fiction. He writes that he is trying to beat at their 
own game the many liars who “have written about imaginary travels and journeys of 
 
44 Komroff, Travels, xxii. 
45 See Frances Wood, Did Marco Polo go to China? (London: Secker and Warburg, 
1995). 
46 See Benjamin Earley’s “Herodotus in Renaissance France,” in Brill’s Companion to the 
Reception of Herodotus in Antiquity and Beyond (Boston: Brill, 2016), 120-142. 
However, Earley nuances the idea that Herodotus was universally considered a hopeless 
liar in sixteenth-century France, noting that some authors, such as Henri Estienne, 
defended him. 
47 Menini, 235.  
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theirs, telling of huge beasts, cruel men and strange ways of living. Their guide and 
instructor in this sort of charlatanry is Homer’s Odysseus . . .” 48 This association wrinkles 
what we understand as the aim of Rabelais’s satire in Chapter 32. Alcofrybas tells the 
reader at the beginning of the chapter: “Juppiter me confonde de sa fouldre trisulque si 
j’en mens” (330). He insists on his truthfulness at the beginning of the chapter49—a sure 
sign that we need to question the truthfulness of his narrative. 
Rabelais uses the base of a fictional novel on which to overlay a travel account—
but is this travel account also fictional in the already-fictional universe of the novel, or is 
it “truth” according to the rules of the fictional world? Rabelais leaves this distinction 
ambiguous. He seems to want to leave the reader on uneven footing, stuck in a paradox of 
truthfulness and fictionality. This paradox is also reflected in the introduction to the 
Pantagrueline Prognostication, which was often published bound with Pantagruel. In the 
introduction, Rabelais skewers travelers who lie about their travels to the credulous 
public, writing that God will destroy: 
. . . tous ceulx qui disent mensonges, ce n’est legier peché de mentir à son escient 
et abuser le pauvre monde curieux de sçavoir choses nouvelles. . . . Si doncques 
comme ilz sont promptz à demander nouvelles, autant ou plus sont ilz faciles à 
croire ce que leur est annoncé, debvroit on pas mettre gens dignes de foy à gaiges 
à l’entrée du Royaulme, qui ne serviroient d’autre chose sinon d’examiner les 
 
48 Loeb Classical Library, trans. A.M. Harmon, 251. 
49 François Rigolot sees the mouth episode as a reversal of Alcofrybas’s relationship to 
his narrataire, to use Gérard Genette’s term. Whereas in the prologue to Pantagruel, 
Alcofrybas humiliates the narrataire, he loses all manner of narratorial authority in this 
chapter. Rigolot writes: “Ce nouveau style de rapports entre narrateur et narrataire 
correspond à la découverte du ‘nouveau monde’ (379) et constitue la réplique exactement 
inverse du Prologue: il est fondé sur l’abaissement du charlatan et sur l’élévation de sa 
dupe” (“Vraisemblance et narrativité dans le Pantagruel,” L’Esprit Créateur, XXI no. 1 
[Spring 1981], 65). 
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nouvelles qu’on y apporte, et à sçavoir si elles sont veritables ? Ouy certes. (923-
24).50  
 
However, he then writes at the end of the introduction: “Que si ne croyez le tout, vous me 
faictes un maulvais tour, pour lequel ycy, ou ailleurs, serez tresgriefvement puniz” (924). 
Rabelais derides those who lie to the curious public, then exhorts his readers to believe 
the entirety of the fantastical almanac that follows. Are we gullible for taking 
Alcofrybas’s account of his journey as “truth” within the fictional narrative, or should we 
instead seek the substantifique moëlle within the “truthfulness” of this farcical journey?  
 
The Persistence of Theology in Renaissance Travel Narratives 
Alcofrybas’s journey reflects the “modern” style of Marco Polo’s narrative more 
than Mandeville’s overtly theological counterpart. However, theological undertones do 
remain in this work, as they did in medieval and Renaissance experiential travel 
narratives in general.  
Modern scholarship on travel literature has tended to see a break between the 
Middle Ages and the Renaissance, in which the older literature has a distinct theological 
itinerary, which gives way to more experiential narratives, less tied to a pre-determined 
structure, in the Renaissance.51 In the former, the author is free to invent an itinerary that 
accords with pre-conceived spatial metaphors and allegories.52 The latter type of travel 
 
50 Huchon, Œuvres completes.   
51 See Dalché, “The Reception of Ptolemy’s Geography,” 285. 
52 The tenth-century Voyage of Saint Brendan, in which the saint undertakes an 
allegorical journey sailing west, is one example of a theological travel narrative. John J. 
O’Meara, ed., The Voyage of Saint Brendan, Journey to the Promised Land: The 
Navigatio Sancti Brendani Abbatis (Atlantic Highlands, N.J: Humanities Press, 1976). 
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narrative, meanwhile, is more beholden to the vagaries of actual, real-life travel. Logic 
would attribute this difference to the contrast between purely fictional travel narratives—
such as Mandeville—and narratives based on actual voyages, such as Columbus’s 
journals. This break likewise reflects the broader cultural shift toward secularism and the 
breakdown of theological certainty. The distinction is remarkably similar to the 
traditional interpretation of the history of cartography, which sees a “break” before and 
after the reintroduction of Ptolemy in Europe in the fourteenth century. According to this 
interpretation, cartography before this period was pure fantasy, directed almost solely by 
Christian dogma; cartography afterward was mathematical, objective, and “correct.” 
Traditional scholarship on the history of travel literature and the history of cartography, 
then, is united by an increasingly outdated belief in modernist progress. 
The distinction, however, is far murkier than this traditional division would have 
one believe. First, the theological itinerary of medieval narratives does often reflect the 
primary context of actual travel. Most of the actual long-distance travel that occurred in 
the medieval period took the form of pilgrimage; pilgrimage soon came to offer the 
pilgrim a set itinerary of holy sites, which were pre-packaged for tourist consumption, in 
a way reminiscent of the tourist trade today. Much of the travel literature of this time, 
accordingly, supposes a set itinerary and a Christian motive. Meanwhile, despite the 
“break” alleged by modern scholarship, travel literature in the Renaissance maintained a 
distinct Christian teleology. Columbus’s description of the natives as religiously blank 
canvasses receptive to Christianity implies a sort of manifest destiny, in which white 
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Europeans are intended to subjugate the continent in the name of God. Columbus thus 
blends Christian teleology, a central feature of many medieval travel narratives, with 
more neutral descriptions of actual experiences, such as sailing directions. Rabelais’s 
narrative of the episode in Pantagruel’s mouth blends Christian, or “medieval,” and 
experiential, or “Renaissance,” travel narrative styles.  
According to Frank Lestringant, Alcofrybas is more “itinerance” than 
“perigrination,” more of a tourist than a pilgrim.53 According to the traditional view of the 
differences between medieval and Renaissance travel narratives, this quality would place 
him in the Renaissance, away from the Christian teleology of narratives that came before. 
Following Michel Korinman, Lestringant makes a distinction between itinerance and 
peregrination. In short, the former, associated with tourism, does not transform the 
reader, while latter, associated with pilgrimages or colonial conquest, does. Alcofrybas is 
an itinerant, a kind of tourist watching his own narrative unfold. He does not seem 
especially changed by his experiences. 
Despite the modern style of first-person narration without a set itinerary, 
Alcofrybas’s journey from the teeth, to the ears, and downward reflects a Christian 
message. One should not overlook the sequence of events that happen in the delay 
between Alcofrybas’s three questions to the inhabitants of Pantagruel’s mouth, and 
Pantagruel’s interrogation: first, the narrator finds a heavenly setting on top of 
Pantagruel’s teeth, full of all kinds of earthy pastimes and pleasures; then, he is robbed 
 
53 Frank Lestringant, Écrire le monde à la Renaissance: quinze études sur Rabelais, 
Postel, Bodin et la littérature géographique (Caen: Paradigme, 1994), 130-31. 
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near the ears; then, he finds a town where people make their living by sleeping. Here is 
the passage, again: 
De là partant, passay entre les rochiers qui estoient ses dentz, et feis tant que je 
montay sus une, et là trouvay les plus beaulx lieux du monde, beaulx grands jeux 
de paulme, belles galleries, belles praries, force vignes et une infinité de cassines 
à la mode Italicque par les champs pleins de delices, et là demouray bien quatre 
moys et ne feis oncques telle chere que pour lors. 
Puis descendis par les dentz du derriere pour venir aux baulievres, mais, 
en passant, je fuz destroussé des brigans par une grande forest qui est vers la 
partie des aurélies. 
Puis trouvay une petite bourgade à la devallée (j’ay oublié son nom), où je 
feiz encores meilleure chere que jamais et gaignay quelque peu d’argent pour 
vivre. Scavez vous comment ? A dormir, car l’on loue les gens à journée pour 
dormir, et gaignent cinq et six solz par jour ; mais ceulx qui ronflent bien fort 
gaignent bien sept solx et demy. Et contois aux senateurs comment on m’avoit 
destroussé par la valée, lesquels me dirent que, pour tout vray, les gens de delà 
estoient mal vivans et brigans de nature.  
 
The place on top of the teeth is indeed a Heaven-like setting, but heavenly in a 
Rabelaisian way: far from ascetic, it is full of life’s pleasures, including wine and jeux de 
paulme. These pleasures figure in what Rabelais would define as living well; in other 
words, the opposite of “mal vivans,” as the brigands do.  
When the narrator is near Pantagruel’s ears, he is robbed by brigands. He is later 
told that the area near the ears is inhabited by no-good renegades, “mal vivans et brigans 
de nature.” The “mal vivans” is significant: these people do not live well, unlike those in 
the idyllic area on top of the teeth. Their foil is the inhabitants of a town where people are 
paid to sleep, the kindly counterparts to the brigands about whom they warn the narrator. 
The implication: hearing is dangerous but sleeping is good; those associated with 
hearing—the brigands near the ears—are dangerous, but those who sleep are kind and 
well-meaning. We can connect the danger of the area near the ears to the idea that the 
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ears are where messages, particularly religious messages, enter the self.54 The message 
seems to be to beware of what you hear. Particularly, it seems, if what you hear advises 
you against living well in the earthly sense. This message recalls the Reformed faith’s 
view that the ear, unlike the eye, cannot shield itself from sounds, which can thus be 
weaponized. 
The insistent sleeping may connect to a few different verses from the Bible. First, 
from the New Testament, Romans 13:11: “And do this, understanding the present time: 
The hour has already come for you to wake up from your slumber, because our salvation 
is nearer now than when we first believed” (NIV). This verse suggests that salvation 
requires waking up. However, what if sleep, earthly sleep, is implied in salvation? It 
would seem to be, and fit with broader themes in Rabelais’ work, if connected to this 
particularly relevant verse, 1 Thessalonians 5:7: “For those who sleep, sleep at night, and 
those who get drunk, get drunk at night” (NIV). In light of this verse, one can surmise 
that those who sleep all day in this town are those who get drunk at night. We can 
imagine the first verse coming through the brigand-infested forest of the ears, and the 
response of the sleepers would be: “No need for us to wake up, thank you; plenty of 
pleasures await us at night.” We have our salvation, but it is not the salvation that 
requires us to forgo sleep, or otherwise inconvenience ourselves, as espoused by 
monasticism. The narrator thus encounters the Rabelaisian ideal of living well, 
encounters heard messages that do nothing but cause him harm, then finds a town of 
 
54 As Tom Conley shows in chapter two of The Graphic Unconscious in Early Modern 
French Writing (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), Rabelais is very aware 
of the silence of printed writing, and plays with the freedom it gains from being 
dissociated with mimetic sound. 
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people who ignore those messages and sleep all day so that they can take part in earthly 
pleasures at night.55 
Rabelais’s text is once again symptomatic of a transitional period between the 
medieval and the modern, combining seemingly opposed elements of both. Any 
discussion of the “medieval” quality of Rabelais’s work leads, inevitably, to Bakhtin. His 
interpretation of Rabelais’ work, first elaborated upon in his monograph, L’ œuvre de 
François Rabelais et la culture populaire au Moyen Age et sous la Renaissance,56 is a 
blend of the useful, the inspirational, and the questioned. Useful, because Bakhtin was 
one of the first scholars to highlight the influence of folk culture and carnival themes on 
Rabelais. Inspirational, because the triumph he implies of “popular” culture over 
“official” culture was especially salient in the critic’s Stalinist Soviet context. 
Questioned, because many scholars, starting with Richard Berrong,57 have convincingly 
argued that the perceived division between “popular” and “official” or elite culture is 
anachronistic and that themes of folk humor pervaded all social levels. As the thirty-
 
55 This discussion of the relationship between the body and salvation in Rabelais’s work 
leads us to a serious consideration of Florence Weinberg’s 1972 study, The Wine and the 
Will: Rabelais’ Bacchic Christianity (Detroit: Wayne State University Press). Weinberg 
argues for a hermetic interpretation of the motif of wine in Rabelais’s novels, where wine 
represents the divine spirit that connects humankind and drunkenness and foolishness 
signal mystical communication with God. Weinberg perhaps does not give enough 
consideration to the humor in Rabelais’s work. For example, she notes that Gargantua’s 
extended stay of eleven months in the womb “gives rise to comparisons with Neptune 
and Hercules” (98), without acknowledging that this is also a joke on Gargamelle’s 
marital chastity. However, her analysis points to the importance of the body to Rabelais’s 
expression of Christianity. 
56 In her English translation of 1968, Hélène Iswolsky gave the book the title, Rabelais 
and His World. 
57 Berrong, Rabelais and Bakhtin: Popular Culture in Gargantua and Pantagruel 
(Lincoln: Nebraska University Press, 1986). 
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second chapter of Pantagruel once again demonstrates, the neat divide between folk and 
state, medieval and modern, theological itineraries and come-what-may exploration, is 
murkier than the heretofore dominant narrative of travel narratives makes it seem.  
 
Christianity and Alcofrybas’s Wandering 
Walter Stephens writes that giants represented the menacing “Other” in this 
period.58 Medieval stories mostly present giants as the evil Other who must be defeated. 
Stephens writes:  
The Giant indeed seems to have been an essential component in early societies’ 
representations of their origin and identity. Rather, despite the claims of scholars 
from Bourquelot and Gaidoz to Larmat and Bakhtin, he was not a ‘symbol’ of that 
cultural identity, not the ‘ancestral body’ of that culture. Instead, until well after 
the time of Rabelais, and perhaps for another two centuries in municipal parades, 
the typical folkloric Giant represented the natural or barbaric Other, the non-
culture, non-‘Us’ by means of whose death or domestication that culture 
constituted and defined itself.”59 
 
In Stephens’s thoroughly researched estimation, giants in the early modern period were 
permanently and unwaveringly Other, perpetually serving as the foil to the culture which 
recounted them. Rabelais, however, subverts traditional beliefs about giants by making 
the inhabitants of his mouth, in a word, normal, just like the people of his own Chinon. 
This interpretation differs from the immensely influential interpretation of 
Bakhtin. Bakhtin interpreted the grotesque, gigantic body as representing the “collective, 
 
58 Stephens, Giants in Those Days: Folklore, Ancient History, and Nationalism (Lincoln: 
University of Nebraska Press, 1989), 52. Edwin Duval considers the reversal of power an 
integral part of Rabelais’s Christian humanist message, writing: “The community evoked 
through the corporate metaphor is thus one of inclusion, tolerance, and mutual aid, in 
which even the humblest member is perfectly integrated and plays an indispensable role” 
(Design, 129). 
59 Stephens, 52. 
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immortal body” of the people: “Not only Gargantua, but Giants in general represent the 
‘people’ as a class, and thus as the object of oppression and exploitation.”60 I disagree 
with Bakhtin’s assessment of the role of giants. Stephen’s analysis of the giant as Other 
fits in more with the overarching parody of travel narrative and references to the New 
World in this passage. However, the reversal of microcosm and macrocosm reflects the 
themes of power reversal throughout the work espoused by Bakhtin. Bakhtin famously 
teased out the carnivalesque nature of Rabelais’s narratives, which, like the medieval 
Feast of Fools, inverts power: nobles dressed in rags, paupers became kings for a day, et 
cetera. We can see the inversion of power in several aspects of Rabelais’s work. For 
example, the placement of this chapter about Pantagruel’s mouth, where theoretically the 
epic climactic battle should be, is itself an inversion of expectations, or literary power, 
elevating a seemingly tangential episode to the level of the climax and demoting the epic 
battle to unseen backstory. 
However, the Other is not just anyone. When Alcofrybas asks the cabbage planter 
the name of the town where he sells his wares, the planter answers, adding that the 
inhabitants there “sont Christians, gens de bien, et vous feront grande chere.” The 
peasant’s statement that the townspeople are Christians implies an alternative. Are the 
brigands, who rob Alcofrybas and certainly do not offer him “grande chere,”61 not 
Christians? Are they akin to marauding Saracens? It is unclear. The Other with which the 
 
60 Stephens, 26. 
61 Cotgrave defines “faire grand chere” as: “To be passing merie; to live most pleasantly, 
and plentifully; to make great cheere.” The next entry defines its opposite, “Faire 
mauvaise chere”: “To frowne, powt, lowre, sell sowse, hold down the head; also, to live 
barely, feed meanely; make put poore, or course cheere.” 
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reader is meant to sympathize, the “gens de bien,” are Christians. In other words, 
Alcofrybas and the Other, who is not really different from him at all, are Christians. We 
can discern a religious argument here. Rabelais, of course, wrote Pantagruel within an 
atmosphere of intense religious turmoil, which would explode with the “Affaire de 
Placards” shortly after Pantagruel’s publication. With the episode in Pantagruel’s mouth, 
Rabelais suggests that those seen as others within Christianity—namely, Catholics in the 
Protestant mindset, and vice-versa—are not really Other at all. Instead, they form part of 
one Christian community.  
In Christian imagery, the members of the spiritual community are often portrayed 
as parts of Christ’s body, as evidenced by 1 Corinthians 6:15: “Do you not know that 
your bodies are members of Christ himself?” (NIV) In this image, Christ’s body contains 
Christians in much the same way as Pantagruel’s body contains Alcofrybas and his new, 
Christian acquaintances. Edwin Duval convincingly explicates the analogy between 
Pantagruel’s body and Christ’s. He talks about how the genealogy of Pantagruel given at 
the beginning of the book has the same number of generations as Christ’s in the book of 
Matthew. He also notes how the act of Pantagruel covering his army with his tongue is 
similar to Matthew 23:37, where Jesus states his wish to gather together the people of 
Israel; the metaphor of a hen covering her brood links both episodes.62 One can take or 
leave Duval’s conclusions, however. He concludes:  
Covered by Pantagruel as a brood by their mother hen, the Utopian colonists are 
represented as constituting a new Church under the wing, as it were, of the Christ-
like prince Pantagruel. [...] . . . Pantagruel is shown, at the very moment of his 
conquest of Dipsodie, to contain within his head the body politic of which he is 
 
62 Duval, Design, 130.  
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the head. But this body politic is not Utopie or Dipsodie, as we might expect. It is 
France.63 
 
Is this the conclusion we are supposed to draw? Must Rabelais be making a complex 
religious message through this analogy, or rather, can we add the New Testament to his 
robust list of sources and influences? While Duval’s interpretation of Pantagruel is 
incomplete and skips over some important passages in the work, I find many of his ideas 
enlightening, including his explication of the analogy between the Christological and 
Pantagrueline bodies. While no overarching “design” can fully encapsulate Rabelais’s 
work, contrary to what Duval asserts, Duval does effectively add to the repertoire of 
possible interpretations to which Rabelais’s text makes itself available.  
The agency accorded the Other in Pantagruel’s mouth manifests in the fact that 
the inhabitants of Pantagruel’s mouth speak. They express themselves, rather than being 
expressed by others. Columbus’s travel narrative demonstrates this latter approach: all 
native speech and behavior are interpreted not just through Spanish interpreters, but more 
importantly, through Columbus’s own agenda. Both Timothy Hampton and Tom Conley 
have offered enlightening commentaries on Rabelais’s use of language to signal alterity. 
Conley compares the Limousin episode of chapter 6 with the initial meeting with Panurge 
in chapter 9, both of which are marked by mostly incomprehensible language. Conley 
writes: “In an ethnographic perspective and in terms of heterology, the lesson that is 
gained, in contrast to the Limousin episode, entails letting the other speak. We see that 
Pantagruel allows a figure from the other world to talk because, in the distance covered 
between the sixth and ninth chapters, a geography of the world and of its alterities has 
 
63 Duval, Design, 130-131. 
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been gained.”64 In Pantagruel’s mouth, as well, the inhabitants speak for themselves. Not 
only that, but they speak in a language that Alcofrybas understands. The inhabitants’ 
comprehensibility is in no way a given. Rabelais was a master of languages, real and 
imaginary, as shown by Pantagruel’s first encounter with Panurge, in which the latter 
says he is hungry in many different languages, and in the episode of the Limousin 
schoolboy, who vacillates between absurd Latin and equally absurd Limousin dialect. 
Rabelais chose to make the inhabitants of Pantagruel’s mouth speak Alcofrybas’s 
language, eliminating a significant source of Otherness and allowing them to express 
themselves directly in the narrative.  
 
Psychoanalysis and Orality 
 
The theme of orality enters Rabelais’s work through its connection to early 
modern beliefs about giants. Specifically, a giant’s ability to devour, to swallow, 
frequently appears in folktales about them in the early modern period and beyond. Jack 
and the Beanstalk, the Cyclopes, Jonah and the Whale: the giant’s capacity to swallow 
 
64 The Self-Made Map: Cartographic Writing in Early Modern France (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1996), 148. Hampton writes about the meeting with 
Panurge that Panurge’s “linguistic pyrotechnics offer an emblem of both the scattering of 
meaning and the fragmentation of community that characterize life in the fallen world. 
Yet it is precisely this fragmentation that is repaired, at least momentarily, by the close of 
the scene. For the kindly Pantagruel’s acceptance of the stranger transcends the chaos 
represented by Panurge’s linguistic profusion and replaces need with community” 
(“‘Turkish Dogs’: Rabelais, Erasmus, and the Rhetoric of Alterity,” Representations, no. 
41 [1993], 58). E. Bruce Hayes explicates the influence of the popular farce, Maître 
Mimin étudiant, on this episode (“Rabelais’ Radical Farce: A Comparative Analysis of 
‘the Ecolier Limousin’ Episode and the ‘Farce de Maître Mimin Etudiant’” Renaissance 
and Reformation / Renaissance et Réforme 28, no 2. (2004): 61–78.). 
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human beings holds a transhistorical and transcultural fascination over the creators and 
consumers of giant tales.65  
In his interpretation of Alcofrybas’s venture into his master’s mouth, Louis Marin 
posits that the focus in this final interrogation on bodily functions serves to remind the 
reader that the account we have just read is in itself corporeal, a body.66 He writes:  
Le produit est à la fois identifié à son lieu de production et substitué par lui. En 
d’autres termes, le récit n’est plus la représentation produite par une activité 
narratrice intérieure qui assume, dans l’acte énonciatif, une histoire référente 
extérieure : le référent, l’histoire, c’est l’exploration du lieu de l’activité 
narratrice, la bouche, l’intérieur d’un corps-monde réduit à un prodigieux orifice, 
à une immense cavité résonante : le récit produit sans distance son propre lieu de 
narration. Ainsi le texte est-il le récit du corps et le corps est-il texte.67 
 
The reader (and the narrator) are not just giving an account of exploring a mouth: we are 
exploring the organ of recitation itself.68 The voyage into Pantagruel’s mouth implies a 
 
65 Walter Stephens writes that “the Giant’s capacity to devour and envelop—whether he 
actually does so or not—exerts a queasy charm over narrators and audiences of Giant 
tales. This capacity ultimately expresses our uneasiness at the disproportion between 
ourselves and our surroundings, and the hostility to things human which incidentally 
results from Nature’s vastness” (Giants in those days: folklore, ancient history, and 
nationalism [Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1989], 34). 
66 He writes about this: “Régression narcissique aux pulsions primitives mais que le texte 
met en liberté dans un ordre symbolique renversé qui se joue de la loi. Car ce grand corps 
pornographique-érotique, il ne faut pas oublier que nous le lisons, que nous nous 
effectuons en lui par ses effets qui sont d’écriture et de langage”  
(Louis Marin, La Parole Mangée et Autres Essais Théologico-Politiques [Paris: 
Méridiens Klincksieck, 1986], 119). 
67 Louis Marin, “Les corps utopiques rabelaisiens,” Littérature 21, no. 1 (1976), 50. This 
passage also appears in the collection, La Parole mangée, 118. 
68 Marin’s interpretation conflicts with that of Andrea Frisch, who argues that the 
“narrator of oral tradition can position himself as either a first person or a third person 
with respect to the story-world, but he cannot occupy both of those positions in a single 
narrative act. [. . .] The story Alcofribas tells is inseparable from the textual medium 
which serves as the mode of its transmission” (“Quod Vidimus Testamur: Testimony, 
Narrative Agency and the World in Pantagruel’s Mouth,” French Forum 24, no. 3 
[1999], 279). In other words, because Alcofrybas can transition from third-person 
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world in the process of being dictated, a representation in the process of becoming. The 
microcosm produces the macrocosm in the way that a storyteller (specifically, his mouth) 
can produce a world; similarly, a storyteller mimes the scenario in which God produces 
the world: through the word and his mouth.  
This recalls another citation from Louis Marin, from his essay about Thélème, 
appearing shortly before his exploration of the thirty-second chapter of Pantagruel: 
“[M]ais le point capital est l’effet de déplacement, de dérive ou d’écart par lequel est 
produit un espace de jeu dans lequel le lecteur est absorbé, ingéré dans et par le texte : 
écart que j’appelle la bouche du texte, son orifice d’entrée : nous allons manger-lire le 
texte et nous serons mangés-lus par lui . . .”69 Marin focuses on the space for bonheur 
opened up by the text itself, not what the text describes but the perforated text itself, 
calling these perforations the orifices by which the reader enters the text. Reading is 
entering this orifice of the text, being eaten by it, in a sense, while also consuming it 
ourselves.  
It may be necessary to recall the definitions of introjection and incorporation that 
were outlined in the introduction to this study. In their seminal study, L’Ecorce et le 
noyau, the psychoanalysts Abraham and Torok argue that naming and eating are both 
involved in reactions to the loss of a love object. This process starts in infancy: when the 
mother can no longer fill the empty mouth of the infant, words take her place, a process 
 
narrator of Pantagruel’s world to the first-person narrator of the world inside of the 
giant’s mouth, then this narrative can only be a product of text rather than oral narration. 
As in Herodotus’s Histories, the difference between saying and writing is beside the point 
in this work: more important is the transmission of words in general. See Hartog, Le 
Miroir d’Hérodote, 284.  
69 Marin, “Corps utopiques,” 44-45. 
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the authors call “introjection.” Ingestion fantasies arise when no words can replace the 
lost love object. Introjection is the process by which the lost object becomes replaced by 
words. In infants, the loss of the mother’s breast is replaced by sounds and then speech. 
Incorporation occurs when something prevents words from fulfilling this function, as 
when a loss cannot be named. The mourner ingests something representing the lost 
object, incorporating it into his or her body. Incorporation can either be literal, as in the 
case of necrophagy or, much more often, a fantasy. Introjection and incorporation do not 
just result from cases of extreme mourning, as in the death of a loved one, but instead, 
characterize our everyday experiences with the Other.70 The Other can reside in the 
mouth, internally, provided that it remains unnamed. The aim of Freud’s psychoanalytic 
“talk therapy,” after all, is for the analysand to name the obstacle in his or her psyche. It 
correlates as well with what Guy Rosolato calls la relation d’inconnu, the “known 
unknowns” exemplified by birth and death.71 Tom Conley writes, preceding a discussion 
of Montaigne’s “On Cannibals”: “Alteration is experienced when an unknown 
phenomenon is juxtaposed to what would seem to be a known and common counterpart, 
the purpose of the comparison being that of yielding an ‘unknown known’ (or vice versa) 
that otherwise cannot be conveyed in language.”72 It is worth remembering that the 
etymology of “Dipsodes” comes from the word “altered.” 
 
70 In this respect, Abraham and Torok are largely following up on Melanie Klein’s work. 
Klein expanded on Freud’s theories, using early childhood introjection to help explain the 
“life” and “death” drives; much later, Judith Butler, following Klein, uses the concept of 
introjection to help explain gender formation. 
71 Guy Rosolato, La relation d’inconnu (Paris: Gallimard, 1978). 
72 “Montaigne on Alterity,” Oxford Handbook of Montaigne, 705. 
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This theory that links naming—and more importantly, the absence of names—
with ingestion will help link essential elements of Chapter 32. What is happening in this 
chapter is not quite introjection, nor incorporation. Incorporation occurs when “words fail 
to fill the subject’s void,” but in fact, there are plenty of words to narrate the Other in 
Pantagruel’s mouth. The Other in his mouth is itself a product of narration, an 
embodiment of words. The distinction between the physical Other and its narration is 
intentionally ambiguous. 
Nor is what occurs here introjection. With introjection, words replace the Other in 
the mouth. In Pantagruel’s mouth, however, words and the Other coexist. The Other is 
both narratable and physically present in the mouth. What is happening here is instead a 
failure of introjection. By the process of introjection, Alcofrybas’s words should be a way 
to replace the Other which cannot be incorporated through the mouth. Here, though, the 
Other is, in fact, incorporable, rendering Alcofrybas’s narration of the Other 
supplementary, useless. Introjection, present in Alcofrybas’s narration of the Other, is 
useless since the Other is already symbolically incorporated. We have a contrast between, 
on the one hand, Pantagruel’s ability to incorporate the Other, who is not really Other at 
all; and on the other hand, Alcofrybas’s attempt to narrate this not-really-Other.  
The result? A failure of narration. This episode is the point where Alcofrybas’s 
recounting of the exploits of Pantagruel breaks down, where he fails to narrate the climax 
of the novel. According to the joke by which Alcofrybas’s digression replaces the climax 
of the novel, that digression appears amusingly useless and distracting. Alcofrybas fails at 
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his job as the narrator of the Pantagruel.73 In this sense, Alcofrybas is a forerunner of the 
narrators of the “loiterature” genre which emerged in the latter half of the eighteenth 
century. In these narratives (such as the nineteenth-century flâneur tale), trivial 
distractions perpetually delay narrative satisfaction or closure.74 Whatever “substantifique 
moëlle” the critical reader can find in this episode of Pantagruel’s mouth, one must not 
forget that some of its humor lies in its distracting placement in the novel. 
The breakdown in the narrative connects to what Duval suggest is Pantagruel’s 
failure to be understood. Duval asserts that Rabelais’s style, ultimately, did not work to 
transmit his message. As a result, the book was (and continues to be) misunderstood. 
Duval asserts that Rabelais wrote Gargantua as a dumbed-down rewriting of this first 
epic, removing the stumbling blocks that had kept readers from grasping his meaning in 
the first place.75 In this statement, Duval reiterates what Floyd Gray proposed in his 1974 
Rabelais et l’écriture. Gray writes: “Il est question, dans le Pantagruel, de l’arbitraire des 
signes ; Rabelais les interroge sans en trouver qui soient sûrs et pour montrer leur 
 
73 This failure can also be viewed as the deferred promise of an ending. This deferral is 
integral to the strategy of boniment, or the promotional aspect to Renaissance texts. See 
Ariane Bayle, Romans à l’encan (Geneva: Droz, 2009). 
74 Ross Chambers calls this the “check-is-in-the-mail tactic: in lieu of what the audience 
expects and wants (in this case an ending-oriented story leading to the closure of, as 
Nerval puts it, either a wedding or a death), a substitute satisfaction is provided, but of 
such a patently inadequate kind that it generates a whole series of such substitutes” 
(“Strolling, Touring, Cruising: Counter-Disciplinary Narrative and the Loiterature of 
Travel,” in Understanding Narrative, James Phelan and Peter Rabinowitz, eds. 
[Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1994], 24). Not unrelated to Rabelais’s text, 
either, is Chambers’s notion that this undisciplined, unproductive narrative and its 
narrator rebel against the Foucauldian disciplinary society since it “offers the occasion for 
a witty and entertainingly seductive performance of failure that comments on the 
disciplinary values of productivity and mastery” (21). 
75 Duval, Design, 148. 
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caractère ludique. Le Gargantua suppose une réalité linguistique plus dense et propose 
un mode de lecture permettant de pénétrer jusqu’à la ‘substantificque mouelle’ de 
l’écriture. L’arbitraire, au lieu de dérouter, devient désormais moyen d’expression, une 
des conditions du texte.”76 Pantagruel, consciously or not, is characterized by failure. 
Perhaps Rabelais was aware that, like Jesus’s parables, most people would not grasp his 
true meaning. Perhaps, though, the failure is the point. 
 
Conclusion 
Alcofrybas, then, resembles a parodic Marco Polo, taking the reader along with 
him on his exploratory, experiential journey into Pantagruel’s mouth. Despite the 
modernity of the form of travel narrative on which Rabelais models Alcofrybas’s 
journey, though, we have seen that, like those very models, a religious undertone does 
nonetheless guide much of Alcofrybas’s voyage. True to a journey which invites 
theological interpretation, Alcofrybas’s journey is pure representation, existing only 
within its means of production (the mouth). The power of the means of production to 
form Alcofrybas’s, and the reader’s, experience, translated literally into a mouth in this 
chapter, makes the giant’s mouth the master of the environment in which Alcofrybas 
finds himself. Instead of the environment producing the body, as was the belief at the 
time, the body produces the environment. The microcosm-macrocosm trope is reversed: a 
microcosm, in this case, Pantagruel’s body, takes power over a macrocosm, that is, a 
world. When applied to Rabelais’s allusions to exploration in the New World, this 
 
76 Floyd Gray, Rabelais et l’écriture (Paris: Librairie A.-G. Nizet, 1974), 10. 
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privileging of the body over its environment leads to an upending of traditional 
assumptions about the Other. In Pantagruel’s mouth, despite their unique environment, 
the inhabitants are much like the people of Alcofrybas’s own world; they are, in short, 
normal. The affinity between Alcofrybas and the Other is located squarely within a 
Christian context since the mouth inhabitants with whom the reader is meant to 
sympathize are Christians, which implies a religious message against Catholic-Protestant 
strife. Finally, the fact that this rejection of Othering occurs in a mouth is highly 
significant. If narration is the process of introjecting the Other, which cannot be 
incorporated into the subject, then Alcofrybas’s narration of the Other is unnecessary 
here, since the Other has been symbolically incorporated into the mouth. The digression 
that this episode constitutes, after all, is partly why it is funny.  
Many scholars have noted Rabelais’s parody of the travel narrative genre and 
subsequently dismissed it as an interesting footnote. Within that parody, however, one 
can tease out a profound commentary on how narration produces the Other, but also, can 
fail at doing so. The result is an Other who is not really different at all. Rabelais has 
provided us with a scathing commentary on ethnocentrism. By the end of this chapter in 
which Rabelais’s erudition and subtlety are on full display, we seem to arrive at 
Alcofrybas’s banal discovery that, “ainsi comme nous avons les contrées de deçà et de 
delà les montz, aussi ont ilz deçà et delà les dentz” (334). Whether in a giant’s mouth or 
Chinon, in outer space or on Earth, we are all united by the burden of bodily functions. 
The reader, and especially the over-interpretative critic, becomes the butt of Rabelais’s 
grand joke.  
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Chapter 5: Quaresmeprenant Crossing Borders in Rabelais’s Quart Livre (1552) 
 
In Chapter 29 of the 1552 edition of the Quart Livre, Pantagruel and his 
companions venture toward the Dive Bouteille, or Divine Bottle, that will tell them 
whether or not Panurge should marry. Midway through their journey, they pass by l’Isle 
de Tapinois, on which reigns the mysterious giant, Quaresmeprenant. Pantagruel wants to 
see Quaresmeprenant, but Xenomanes discourages him, both because it is out of their 
way and because there is not much to do on the island or in its king’s court (606).1 
Pantagruel entreats him: “Vous me ferez Plaisir […] si comme m’avez exposé ses 
vestemens, ses alimens, sa maniere de faire, et ses passetemps : aussi me exposez sa 
forme et corpulence en toutes ses parties” (607). He sounds like a curious medical 
researcher diagnosing a mysterious illness. Xenomanes’s subsequent descriptions of 
Quaresmeprenant’s anatomy—his internal parts, his external parts, and his traits and 
behaviors—have caused much scholarly ink to spill. The list resembles an isolario or an 
atlas that leaves the reader nowhere: literally, in utopia, a non-place. The description of 
the monster falls somewhere between Catholic and Protestant, ancient and modern, 
verbal and visual, but in none of the above. 
This chapter examines how Quaresmeprenant straddles three different binaries, 
without reconciling any of them: Catholicism and Calvinism; a verbal versus a visual 
approach to medical studies; and the tension between a mental picture and the words on 
the printed page. Much scholarship on this episode concludes that it represents the 
 
1 The edition of the Quart Livre used in this essay comes from Rabelais, Œuvres 
Complètes, Mireille Huchon, ed. (Paris: Gallimard, 1994). 
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hypocrisy of religious conflict, the shortcomings of the medical profession, or a failure of 
literary representation. Quaresmeprenant translates a refusal, or perhaps failure, to 
reconcile religious differences into a refusal to reconcile the parts of the monster’s body.  
 
Background 
While some chapters of the Quart livre appeared in 1548, the definitive and 
much-expanded version appeared in 1552 through the publisher Michel Fezandat.2 Some 
scholars have suggested that the manuscript for the 1548 version was stolen from 
Rabelais, perhaps hurried out the door by an impatient editor.3 The anatomy of 
Quaresmeprenant was the first entirely new episode added to the 1552 edition of the 
Quart Livre.4 The 1552 edition also features the war between the Papimanes and the 
Gastolatres, a thinly-veiled reference to the War of Parma, which pitted Charles V and 
the Papal States against France and the Duchy of Parma.5 Not only does Rabelais 
 
2 Huchon, Œuvres Complètes, 1456-57. Huchon writes: “L’aspect de ce nouveau Quart 
Livre était bien différent du précédent, avec ses quelque 300 pages composées dans une 
édition très soignée, qui offrait le texte intégral du privilège royal, la lettre à Odet de 
Châtillon, datée du 28 janvier 1552, et, pour certains exemplaires, un glossaire [...]” 
(Œuvres Complètes, 346). This glossary, the Briefve declaration d’aulcunes dictions plus 
obscures, gave the reader explanations of words like scatophage, hieroglyphiques, and 
explained what a cannibal is. In the 1552 edition, Rabelais changes the “tempête des 
dieux” of 1548 into the “tempête de Dieu,” “avec une réflexion morale sur les actions de 
l’homme” (Œuvres Complètes, 348). 
3 Huchon, Œuvres Complètes, 1456-57. 
4 Rowan Tomlinson, “The Limits of Textual Dissection: The Case of Quaresmeprenant in 
Rabelais's Le Quart Livre,” in The Flesh in the Text, Thomas Baldwin, J. E. Fowler, and 
Shane Weller, eds. (New York: Peter Lang, 2007), 22. 
5 Huchon notes that Rabelais’s anti-papal satire also conveniently supports the position of 
the French crown. She writes: “Il faut s’attarder quelque peu sur cette crise pour bien 
comprendre que, dans un épisode comme celui des Papimanes, la satire virulente de la 
cour pontificale, qui pourrait apparaître comme antireligieuse, ne fait que servir les 
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excoriate the papists with his satire, but he also takes aim at several of the rituals 
reaffirmed by the Catholic Church in the Council of Trent. This edition also features a 
virulent prologue in which Rabelais lets loose a stream of bitterness toward his detractors. 
The new additions offer an intriguing glimpse into what Rabelais may have experienced 
between 1548 and 1552—a turbulent time for his own life, as well as for France. What, 
for example, happened during these years that may have inspired the episode of 
Quaresmeprenant’s anatomy? 
The time surrounding the publication of the two editions of the Quart Livre was a 
dark one in Rabelais’s life. Many of his friends and protectors died in the 1540s. Geofroy 
d’Estissac and Guillaume du Bellay died in 1543; Francis I, in 1547; and Marguerite de 
Navarre, in 1549. Rabelais’s one-time publisher, Estienne Dolet, was burned at the stake 
in 1546. Rabelais refers to the possibility of his own execution in a letter to Odet de 
Chastillon. Le Quart Livre is subsequently the darkest of Rabelais’s works. Gone is the 
light, scatological humor of Pantagruel; here is open mourning of Guillaume du Bellay 
and of Pan, whose death Panurge allegorizes to Christ’s crucifixion. 
Rabelais, as we know, was well-connected to the church hierarchy, primarily 
through his protector, Cardinal Jean du Bellay. Rabelais was in Rome around the time of 
 
desseins du roi de France, du moins au temps où Rabelais compose son Quart livre, car la 
publication coïncide avec un moment d’accalmie dans le conflit entre ces deux pouvoirs” 
(Œuvres Complètes, 1465). She also notes that Rabelais’s take on travel literature, 
putting a mythic giant in place of the likes of Jacques Cartier, also supports the French 
endeavor against Charles V: “En fait, aux tentatives peu glorieuses de la France dans le 
Nouveau Monde Rabelais a substitué un périple mythique de l’Antiquité qui passe 
précisément par la France et qui justifie pleinement la figure du roi de France en chef des 
Argonautes, belle revanche sur le grand vainqueur du Nouveau Monde, Charles Quint” 
(Rabelais, 356). 
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the publication of the 1548 edition of the Quart Livre and may have been there during the 
time of its writing, as well. He may also have been there while he was writing the 
definitive 1552 edition, in which the episode of Quaresmeprenant appears. Rabelais was 
in Rome circa 1548, probably with Jean du Bellay, who was sent to Rome by Henri II on 
a diplomatic mission from 1547-1550.6 The timing ensures his familiarity with the 
characters of the church hierarchy as well as with the gossip and opinions surrounding 
those characters. Talk of popes, past and present, would have been especially rampant 
between the publication of the 1548 and 1552 editions of the Quart Livre. The reigning 
pope, Paul III, died in November of 1549, sparking a four-month-long quest for his 
successor, which would end with Julius III’s accession in February of 1550. The heated 
discussions around popes which inevitably swirled around Rome, and perhaps all of 
Europe, at that time undoubtedly influenced the Quaresmeprenant episode that Rabelais 
published shortly afterward. 
Scholarship on the issue of Rabelais’s religion has tended to reflect the era in 
which it was written as much, or more, than Rabelais’s. Abel Lefranc portrayed Rabelais 
as a secular, rational atheist, a harbinger of modern man.7 During World War II, Lucien 
Febvre asserted that not only was Rabelais not an atheist, but he could not be—complete 
atheism, he asserts, was not possible during the sixteenth century. Most contemporary 
scholarship seems to accept the idea, notably propagated by M.A. Screech, that Rabelais 
was a Christian humanist in the vein of Erasmus; even this assertion, though, cannot 
 
6 Huchon, Rabelais, 315. 
7 Lefranc made this argument in his introduction to his edition of Pantagruel (Paris: 
Librairie Ancienne Édouard Champion, 1922). 
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escape the fact that Screech was ordained by the Church of England at age 67.8 
Nonetheless, the notion that Rabelais followed Erasmus’s model of Christian humanism 
is widely supported in the scholarship of this day and age.9 Rabelais was, of course, a 
monk: first, a Franciscan until the early 1520s, then a Benedictine for a few years before 
leaving to study medicine.10 Whatever his private religious beliefs may have been, we can 
say for sure is that he was no fanatic, and seemingly avoided taking either side of the 
religious conflicts brewing at the time of the writing of Pantagruel.  
 
The Impossible Representation of an Impossible Body 
First, for the entirety of chapter 30, Xenomanes describes Quaresmeprenant’s 
internal parts. He uses analogies, two-part phrases with a comma and the word “comme” 
in the middle. Each internal part is compared to something probably familiar to the 
reader, but the comparisons are absurd. For example: 
Les ventricules d’icelle, comme un tirefond. 
L’excrescence vermiformed, comme un pillemaille. 
Les membranes, comme la coqueluche d’un moine. 
L’entonnoir, comme un oiseau de masson. 
 
8 “The Rev. Professor Michael Screech Obituary,” The Times, July 19, 2018. 
9 Works on Rabelais’s religion include: Abel Lefranc, Rabelais: études sur Gargantua, 
Pantagruel, le Tiers Livre (Paris: A. Michel, 1953); Etienne Gilson, Rabelais franciscain 
(Paris: Librarie August Picard, 1924); Lucien Febvre, Le Problème de l’incroyance au 
XVIe siècle: La religion de Rabelais (Paris: Albin Michel, 1942); M.A. Screech, 
L’Évangélisme de Rabelais: Aspects de la satire religieuse au XVIe siècle (Geneva: Droz, 
1959); and Gérard Defaux, Rabelais agonistes: Du rieur au prophète: Études sur 
Pantagruel, Gargantua, Le Quart Livre (Geneva: Droz, 1997). 
10 Duval, “Putting Religion in its Place,” in The Cambridge Companion to Rabelais, ed. 
John O’Brien (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011). In Rabelais franciscain 
(1924), Étienne Gilson, arguing specifically against Abel Lefranc’s recently-published 
argument for Rabelais’s atheism, teases out the Franciscan and scholastic references in 
several passages of Rabelais’s work. 
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La voulte, comme un gouimphe. (608)  
 
Xenomanes continues in chapter 31 with a description of Quaresmeprenant’s external 
parts. In general, Rabelais’s description traces the body from front to back, instead of 
from left to right, with a couple of exceptions: he mentions “la soucille gauche” as item 
46, as well as “les coustures” as item 60, taken to mean the “seams” of the skull.11 For 
example: 
Les omoplates, comme un mortier. 
La poictrine, comme un jeu de regualles. 
Les mammelles, comme un cornet à bouquin. 
Les aisselles, comme un eschiquier. 
Les espaules, comme une civiere à braz. (611) 
 
Instead of moving from left to right, the reader’s mental eye loops around from shoulder 
blades to the chest, then back to armpits, then to shoulders. Chapter 32 lists 
Quaresmeprenant’s behavior and traits. Instead of the word “comme,” the parts of the 
analogies are linked with “c’estoient.” 
S’il mouchoit, c’estoient Anguillettes sallées. 
S’il pleuroit, c’estoient Canars à la dodine. 
S’il trembloit, c’estoient grands patez de Lievre. 
S’il suoit, c’estoient Moulues au beurre frays. 
S’il rottoit, c’estoient huytres en escalle. (613) 
 
Perhaps the most illuminating study of the medical dimension of the Quaresmeprenant 
episode is Marie-Madeleine Fontaine’s 1984 essay, “Quaresmeprenant: L’image littéraire 
et la contestation de l’analogie médicale.” As Fontaine elucidates, Rabelais alludes to and 
 
11 This is how the term is used in Germain Courtin’s 1612 Leçons anatomiques et 
chirurgicales (Paris: François Jacquin). Courtin notes that these cranial sutures are called 
“coustures” because of their visual similarity to sewing seams. The human skull has eight 
of them. Courtin notes that Galen claimed there were only seven, “mais l’une en 
comprend deux” (24).  
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pokes fun at several medical debates at the time, without taking sides in any of them. For 
example, one famous medical debate at the time was about the number of côtes in the 
human body. Galen, based on studies of monkeys, had written that there were seven parts 
to the sternum; Vesalius dissected a human and discovered there was only one sternum; 
Estienne took the middle road, drawing the sternum in three parts on one page and seven 
on another. Rabelais affirms that Quaresmeprenant has “sept côtes”— not only making a 
subtle jab at Galen but allying Quaresmeprenant with a monkey.12 Chaulet’s anatomical 
treatises compared body parts to objects; if one takes his comparisons literally, then the 
body he describes is impossible. In this way, Chaulet’s treatises resemble the description 
of Quaresmeprenant.  
In “dissecting” the body of Quaresmeprenant, Rabelais does not follow the usual 
procedure. Rather than starting with the internal organs, which decay first, Rabelais starts 
with the feet, and ends with the head, moving almost but not quite linearly from point A 
to B. Fontaine declines to see this as evidence of a lack of order, and in fact, there is an 
order— from feet to head, with a few “simples” listed at the end— even if the order goes 
against what was the standard dissection procedure. Fontaine also notes that the 
vocabulary that Rabelais uses, while a mix of Latin, Greek, Arabic, and vernacular 
words, could all be found in previous anatomical treatises and textbooks. The metaphors 
are where things get interesting. Using metaphors to describe body parts was not unusual, 
 
12 Marie-Madeleine Fontaine, “Quaresmeprenant: L'image littéraire et la contestation de 
l'analogie médicale,” in Rabelais in Glasgow: Proceedings of the Colloquium Held at the 
University of Glascow in December 1983. James A. Coleman and Christine M. Scollen-
Jimack, eds. (Glascow: J.A. Coleman and C.M. Scollen-Jimack, 1984), 96-97. 
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either in Greek or in French. Some of the items to which those body parts are compared, 
though, designate other body parts.13 
The description of Quaresmeprenant’s anatomy makes no sense, despite the best 
efforts of some, including Antoine Le Double. In the nineteenth century, Le Double 
wrote a study with diagrams comparing images of body parts with their corresponding 
analogies in this episode. He argued that Rabelais’s analogies did make sense. As 
enjoyable as Le Double’s study is to read, few if any scholars today subscribe to his 
attempts to concretize Rabelais’s descriptions.  
Fontaine notes that one of the significant debates surrounding anatomy at the time 
was the role of illustrations in anatomical descriptions. Should illustrations be functional 
or decorative? Realistic or schematic? Should they be included at all?14 Fontaine 
elucidates how this fragmentary worldview was expressed in, and influenced by, the 
medical practice. She writes that anatomical medicine, as its practitioners quibbled over 
the details of what they were seeing inside the human body, effectively made the 
visualization of the body as a whole impossible.15 Rabelais’s description of 
Quaresmeprenant reflects this major transition in the field of anatomy. In medical 
textbooks of the time, words made up the body. Diagrams would not become common 
until the publication of Vesalius in 1544. The science was going from a purely rhetorical 
 
13 Fontaine, 93-94. 
14 Fontaine, 89. 
15 She writes about Vesalius: “Cette méthode de composition n’a plus rien à voir, 
finalement, avec le travail de Galien sur les parties similaires dans leur rapport aux autres 
parties du corps, et le ‘tout’ obtenu par Vésale n’est plus de même nature que le ‘tout’ de 
Galien. La perception globale du corps n’en est plus forte. Et c’est bien ce que l’on 
observe, par l’absurde, chez Rabelais . . .” (104). 
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science—one could read about anatomy in Galen and the like, but visual depictions were 
rare—to a visual science, ushered in by the likes of Vesalius and Charles Estienne. The 
description of Quaresmeprenant straddles this transition. It is both a linguistic and visual 
exercise, even though the two approaches may not always fit together. Rabelais plays 
with the limits and opportunities afforded by a textual construction of the body. 
In his article, “The Engimas of Quaresmeprenant: Rabelais and 
Defamiliarization,” Robert S. Groos explicates some of the analogies in the description of 
Quaresmeprenant, suggesting they do make some sense. He argues, for example, that the 
line, “S’il bavoit, c’estoient fours à ban,” refers to conventional treatment for syphilis.16 
According to Robert S. Groos, the fact that these analogies do not make immediate 
sense— in other words, they do not fulfill readers’ expectations— constitutes one way in 
which Rabelais defamiliarizes the world for his readers.17 
A psychoanalytic perspective has informed some scholars’ interpretations of why 
Rabelais may have chosen the objects to which he compares Quaresmeprenant’s 
anatomy. When discussing the list of external parts, Roland Antonioli allows himself to 
insert a psychoanalytic commentary, unusual for what is mostly a descriptive work. He 
notes that most of the items to which the external parts are compared to musical 
 
16 Robert S. Groos, “The Enigmas of Quaresmeprenant: Rabelais and Defamiliarization,” 
Romanic Review 69, no. 1 (1978), 31. 
17 He writes: “The present discussion has shown that words are not always paired with 
their most natural collocates. Yes, many of those collocates are not discarded by 
Rabelais. There is, in effect, an intricate system of cross-referencing throughout the 
chapter, with the missing parts of a statement most expected by the reader to be found 
elsewhere. This manner of dislocation imparts a familiar/unfamiliar quality to what the 
reader encounters. The tension between related and unrelated terms constantly de-
automatizes them in the reader’s conscience” (33). 
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instruments or objects of domestic life, both of which, he claims, carry a sense of festivity 
and nostalgia. He writes: “Cette nostalgie, chez Quaresmeprenant, est refoulée dans 
l’inconscient. Pour ceux qui supportent mal les contraintes du Carême et de ce qu’il 
représente, ces images évoquent la fin du jeûne, et, de façon plus générale, le temps à 
venir du nouveau monde et de la vraie foi.”18 Going further into the depths of 
Quaresmeprenant’s psyche, Jerome Schwartz sees the lack of concrete basis for the 
description of Quaresmeprenant’s external anatomy as representative of the isolation and 
fragmentation of that character’s psyche. He writes: “Unlike the description of the 
internal organs, which adheres to a great extent to an objective standard, as if Rabelais 
were implying that Quaresmeprenant is after all like the rest of us under the skin, the 
description of his external organs is largely sui generis, suggesting Quaresmeprenant’s 
abnormality and monstrous nature. [...] Quaresmeprenant is thus exiled, cut off from any 
rational connection with the world, and cut off from himself, for he lacks the unity that an 
individual body possesses.”19 Fragmentation indeed constitutes an essential element of 
the description of Quaresmeprenant, particularly in the form of lists. Before assigning a 
psyche to the character of Quaresmeprenant, though, one must grapple with the question 
of whether Quaresmeprenant is a character at all, or whether he is simply a figment of 
Xenomanes’s imagination.  
Many scholars interpret the figure of Quaresmeprenant as Rabelais’s comic 
statement on the impossibility of medical and literary representation. This debate has 
been largely informed by the structuralist and deconstructionist theory of the1960s and 
 
18 Antonioli, 290. 
19 Schwartz, Irony and Ideology (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), 183. 
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1970s. The nonsensical descriptions of Quaresmeprenant seem to come straight out of the 
Saussurian playbook. Gérard Defaux makes this case with his Pantagruel et les 
sophistes,20 influenced by the academic trend in the 1960s and ‘70s to see language as 
sophistry at its root, a series of signifiers meaning nothing, a reminder of the absence of 
the signified. Defaux was strongly influenced by Derridean deconstruction. Terence 
Cave’s The Cornucopian Text: Problems of Writing in the French Renaissance21 comes 
from the same atmosphere of skepticism around language.  
Accepting that the reader cannot visualize Quaresmeprenant, many have turned 
their focus to why they cannot visualize him. Rowan Tomlinson writes the feelings of 
many Rabelais scholars, particularly in the 1970s, when he writes: “The reader (or this 
reader at least) does not come away from the text with a composite picture of 
Quaresmeprenant, for all the accruing of detail. As such, it is difficult, if not wilfully 
obtuse, to suppress the inkling that this verbal orgy might be about language and 
description themselves.”22 The Quaresmeprenant episode exemplifies Rabelaisian 
language at its most removed from the signified. This passage succeeds perhaps better 
than any other in Rabelais’s works (except maybe the battle of signs with Thaumaste) 
because it dupes the reader into looking for the signifieds. Rabelais’s nonsensical 
comparisons had Antoine le Double looking for their basis in the human body four 
hundred years later. 
 
20 Nijoff: The Hague, 1973. 
21 Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1979. 
22 Tomlinson, “Dissecting Quaresmeprenant,” 23. 
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The idea of impossible representation pops up in the first part of the Quart Livre. 
The first island that Pantagruel and his companions alight on is called Nowhere, and its 
governors are called Philophanes (meaning “anxious to see and be seen”) and 
Philotheamon (meaning “avid to see”). There, Pantagruel looks at paintings of impossible 
representations: a painting of echo, and Plato’s ideas, and Epicurean atoms. He describes 
the shape-shifting tarand, impossible to describe in one state before it changes into 
another. Rabelais seems to play here with the fact that the representations of the paintings 
are verbal. He is playing a game with ekphrasis. In doing so, he highlights the tension 
between the verbal and the visual. On the one hand, ekphrasis, like any description, will 
always fail to completely represent what it is intended to signify. Something will always 
be lost in translation from the visual to the verbal. On the other hand, Rabelais seems to 
say, the verbal has power over the visual. Certain items—the look of echo, the look of 
atoms (before microscopes, of course)—can be conveyed in words, fictions though they 
may be, but cannot be seen themselves. Similarly, Quaresmeprenant is a linguistic 
construction of Xenomanes: did he see the monster? Alternatively, is the verbal trumping 
the visual, tricking his listeners (and the reader) into believing that he saw a monster, and 
also into trying to visualize that inherently unrepresentable monster? The 
Quaresmeprenant episode thus carries on the theme of impossible representation that 
recurs throughout the Quart Livre, and indeed throughout Rabelais’s work as a whole. 
 
Religious Satire 
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The religious conflict of the time both reinforced religious categories and 
confused them.23 On the one hand, lines were drawn in the sand between reformed and 
Catholic, now that they were enemies in a war. On the other hand, the attempt to 
reinforce an “us versus them” mentality paradoxically highlighted what the two sides had 
in common for an open-minded thinker like Rabelais. One must not forget that, in 1552, 
the Sorbonne placed the Grandes Annales, Pantagruel, Gargantua, and the Tiers Livre 
on its list of banned books, a list that all bookstores were required to post.24 The Sorbonne 
quickly condemned the new version of the Quart Livre, as well. Rabelais was saved from 
the stake not only by friends in high places but by the fact that his latest work already had 
a privilege du roi.25 The Quart Livre, condemned, quickly became a best-seller. 
Simultaneously, Rabelais takes aim at the Calvinists in the form of the Andouilles. 
Calvinists had leveled ad hominem attacks against Rabelais. Jean Calvin himself, in his 
1550 treatise, “Des scandales,” accused Rabelais of total impiety.26 This slight helps 
explain Rabelais’s infuriated preface to the 1552 Quart Livre.  
Xenomanes begins his description of Quaresmeprenant by talking about his 
enemies, the Andouilles, who live on l’Isle Farouche and are ruled over by Mardigras: 
 
23 The 1552 edition of the Quart Livre features the war between the Papimanes and the 
Gastrolatres, a thinly veiled reference to current events, particularly the War of Parma 
and the Council of Trent. The War of Parma was a short war in 1551 between, on the one 
hand, the Holy Roman Emperor Charles V and the Papal States, and on the other hand, 
the Duke of Parma and the King of France. Mireille Huchon notes that Rabelais’s anti-
papal satire, coinciding as it does with the War of Parma, serves the interests of the 
French crown, and probably also of his patron, Jean du Bellay (Œuvres Complètes, 
1467). 
24 Huchon, Rabelais, 342. 
25 Huchon, Rabelais, 343-44. 
26 Huchon, Œuvres Complètes, 1467. 
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“Nous en oyrons par adventure plus amplement parler passant l’isle Farouche, en laquelle 
dominent les Andouilles farfelues ses ennemies mortelles : contre les quelles il a guerre 
sempiternelle. Et ne feust l’aide du noble Mardigras leur protecteur et bon voisin, ce 
grand Lanternier Quaresmeprenant les eust jà pieça exterminées de leur manoir.” (607). 
The fact that Xenomanes begins describing Quaresmeprenant by talking about his 
enemies signals that difference defines the monster. His discourse foreshadows the 
conflict between Lent and Carnival that underlies the scene. The battle between Lent and 
Carnival had appeared in literature (if not in painting) for centuries before the Quart 
Livre.27 
Pantagruel’s response to Xenomanes’s description of Quaresmeprenant is key to 
understanding the meaning of the episode. After Xenomanes’s description of 
Quaresmeprenant’s anatomy and traits, Pantagruel launches into a discussion of Physis, 
or Nature, and Antiphysie, the opposite. Antiphysie, jealous of Physis’s children, Beaulté 
and Harmonie, engenders her children, who are monsters. Everything about them is 
backward. Antiphysie gives a logical argument as to why her children are better than 
those of Physis. The two sentences with which Pantagruel ends this discussion are 
revealing:  
Ainsi par le tesmoinage et astipulation des bestes brutes tiroit tous les folz et 
insensez en sa sentence, et estoit en admiration à toutes gens ecervelez et 
desguarniz de bon jugement, et sens commun. Depuys elle engendra les Mtagotz, 
Cagotz, et Papelars : les Maniacles Pitstoletz : les Demoniacles Calvins 
 
27 Barbara Bowen mentions some of these earlier iterations in her essay, “Lenten Eels and 
Carnival Sausages” (L’Esprit Créateur XXI, no. 1 [Spring 1981]: 12-25) including the 
thirteenth-century fabliau De Caresme et de Charnage, in which two barons, representing 
Lent and Carnival, battle with fish and with roasted meats, respectively (13-14). She 
notes that the winner of the battle was not pre-determined (17). 
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imposteurs de Geneve : les enraigez Putherbes, Briffaulx, Caphars, Chattemites, 
Canibales : et autres monstres difformes et contrefaicts en despit de Nature. (615)  
 
Perhaps functioning as the mouthpiece of Rabelais himself, Xenomanes groups the 
“Papelars” and the “Demoniacles Calvins” with monsters including cannibals.  
Monsters were often used in religious invective in this era, with the other side 
being portrayed as monstrous. Luther’s Monk Calf and Methancthon’s Papal Ass, 
introduced to France in the 1557 De deux monstres prodigieux, exemplify the satirical 
technique.28 Again, though, Rabelais directs the accusation of monstrosity to both sides of 
the contemporary religious conflicts: he explicitly names “les Demoniacles Calvins 
imposteurs de Geneve,” and the name “Papelars” echoes the world “pape,” as well as the 
“papimanes” elsewhere in the Quart Livre. Edwin Duval sees Quaresmeprenant as 
representing not just Lent, but religious rituals in general. Pauline and Erasmian thought 
held that Catholic rituals, including but not limited to Lent, were given way too much 
importance, so that they were almost worshipped in and of themselves. 29  
Fontaine states that the unnaturalness of Quaremeprenant’s anatomy is a 
commentary on the unnaturalness of Lent. In this, she follows Michael Screech. Screech 
describes the conflict between Quaresmeprenant and the Andouilles as a conflict between 
Lent and Carnival— thus placing the characters into rather neat satirical camps. He 
argues that Quaresmeprenant is meant to suggest that Lent is gross and unnatural, an 
 
28 The original work was published in 1523. The full title of this tract, in the 1557 French 
translation, is De deux monstres prodigieux, à savoir d’un Asne-Pape qui fut trouvé à 
Rome en la riviere du Tibre, l’an MCCCCXCVI, et d’un Veau-Moine nay à Friberg en 
Misne, l’an MDXXVIII qui sont vrais presages de l’ire de Dieu : attestez et declarez l’un 
par P. Melancthon, et l’autre, par M. Luther. J. Crespin published the translation in 
Geneva. 
29 See Duval, The Design of Rabelais’s Quart Livre (Geneva: Droz, 1998), 29. 
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enemy of the beautiful and the good.30 Other scholars, who focus in more depth on 
Rabelais’s religious satire in this episode, complicate the easy analogy between 
Quaresmeprenant and Lent. Barbara Bowen argues that the confusion between andouilles 
and anguilles in this episode, between signs of Carnival and signs of Lent, is a 
commentary on the doctrinal confusion that accompanies religious conflict. This was 
especially true in the wake of Charles V’s alliance with the Shmalkaldic League against 
the pope. God’s chosen ruler joining forces with heretics against the heir of Saint Peter 
would have indeed confused many people at the time.31  
Samuel Kinser suggests that the figure is meant to resonate with the monstrous 
floats displayed during Carnival parades.32 This relatively simple comparison between 
Quaresmeprenant’s physiognomy and Carnival floats, though, seems too literal and 
pedestrian in the context of the entire, incomprehensible, and often esoteric nature of the 
Quaresmeprenant scene. Nonetheless, Kinser makes a convincing argument for the anti-
logic of the psychological description of Quaresmeprenant, writing that the monster 
represents the fact that Lent and Carnival depended on each other to achieve their 
respective effects.33 
 
30 Screech, Rabelais (London: Duckworth, 1979), 368.  
31 See Bowen, “Lenten Eels,” 23. 
32 He writes: “Like these lumbering, lurid constructions, Rabelais’s grammar urges the 
reader to peruse the monster part by part, enjoying each absurdly pseudo-human detail. 
Like the disconnected grammar, each organ and each organ’s function operate as 
independently as the everyday tools and accoutrements, the common-place insects and 
birds, to which they are for the most part compared” (Rabelais’s Carnival [Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1990], 74). 
33 See Kinser, Rabelais’s Carnival, 84.  
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This scene draws on the typical medieval and early modern trope of androgyny as 
a sign of monsters and the monstrous by giving its leading figures, Quaresmeprenant and 
the Andouilles, both male and female attributes. Xenomanes’s description of 
Quaresmeprenant’s anatomy makes it clear that the monster has male genitalia. At the 
same time, though, he mentions Quaresmeprenant’s “mammelles,” breasts, a word 
normally reserved for the breasts of nursing women: “Les mammelles, comme un cornet 
à bouquin” (611).34 When Frère Jean learns that the Andouilles are female, he insists that 
the crew go and fight this monster who would wage war on women. Many scholars have 
commented upon the sex of the Andouilles. From Barbara Bowen to Jerome Schwartz,35 
many scholars who treat the Quart Livre have devoted at least a passing commentary to 
the sex of the Andouilles. The paradox lies in the fact that the sausages are an obscene 
reference to the male anatomy. So why are the Andouilles female, ruled over by a queen? 
One could argue that this gender-bending is another example of the fluidity between 
categories. By this, I do not mean that the Andouilles are evidence of a historical fluidity 
between gender categories. This sort of historicizing approach to gender is not borne out 
elsewhere in Rabelais’s work, and certainly seems too literal an approach to such a 
fantastical, polyvalent scene as this one. Rabelais indeed called Erasmus his intellectual 
“father and mother”— seeming evidence of fluidity between at least metaphors of gender 
and the sex of the person associated with them. Nonetheless, one must resist reading too 
 
34 The “cornet à bouquin” was a long, thin wind instrument, resembling a modern 
recorder. 
35 Barbara Bowen, Enter Rabelais, Laughing (Nashville: Vanderbilt University Press, 
1998); Jerome Schwartz, Irony and Ideology in Rabelais (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1990). 
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far into the societal approach to gender in the sixteenth century based on Rabelais’s work. 
Lent appears as an asexual figure in Peter Brueghel the Elder’s 1559 painting, The Fight 
Between Carnival and Lent.36 The figures of Carnival and Lent sit astride two barrels, 
“lances” (a skewer and an oar) at the ready. Carnival is portrayed as a corpulent man with 
a prominent codpiece and beard. Lent is an emaciated and sallow figure whose sex is 
impossible to determine, or even nonexistent. The sex of the Andouilles does function as 
a humorous ploy, adding to the absurdity of the situation. By making the Andouilles, and 
Quaresmeprenant’s bellicose enemies, unexpectedly female, Rabelais throws his readers 
into his topsy-turvy humor. The Andouilles and Quaresmeprenant, as we have seen in our 
discussion of the religious references in this episode, are defined in opposition to one 
another, even if that opposition is complicated in various ways. They are mortal enemies. 
Like Lent and Carnival, they are presented as a pair, two sides of the same coin. 
 
Immobility and Death 
The “comme” and the “c’estoient” that link the two sides of each comparison— 
what Marie-Madeleine Fontaine beautifully calls the spine— has been the subject of 
some critical commentary. The list, of course, is one of Rabelais’s favorite tools of satire. 
It appears throughout his work— one need only think of the long list of Gargantua’s daily 
childhood activities, or the facetious book titles in the inventory of the Library of Saint-
Victor. He plays with the humanist copia, explored by Terence Cave in The Cornucopian 
Text, using it both for purposes of satire and, one suspects, as a means of pure pleasure 
 
36 See Bowen, “Lenten Eels,” 12-13. 
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and fun. Barbara Bowen calls the list format so popular with sixteenth-century humanists 
a form of “trivial pursuit.”37 The practice of recording anything and everything about a 
given subject, seemingly for the pleasure of doing so, is an undeniable feature of 
sixteenth-century humanist texts. It gave rise to Erasmus’s De Asse and the wandering 
genius of Montaigne’s Essais. Alfred Glauser says essentially as much in the opening 
lines of his seminal study, Rabelais Créateur, albeit it more poetically: “Rabelais est d’un 
siècle qui a le goût d’une création par fragments, qui vise à l’ébauche plutôt qu’au chef-
d’œuvre et gagne dans un travail hasardeux le charme du naturel . . .”38 Humanist 
literature was more akin to what we would think of today as collage, rather than strict 
narrative. There is undoubtedly a sort of whimsical pleasure in Rabelais’s lists of 
Quaresmeprenant’s anatomy. As always in Rabelais’s work, though, there is serious 
satire underlying linguistic play. Beyond the humor, what is the effect of the extensive 
list in the episode of Quaresmeprenant? What does it suggest about the underlying satire 
of the scene?  
Several scholars have noted that the list has an immobilizing effect on the text. 
Floyd Gray argues that this immobilization reflects the deprivations of Lent. He writes: 
“Le texte au contraire est à chaque instant arrêté, replié sur lui-même, s’opposant à tout 
élan, désécrit plutôt qu’écrit. Il résulte sans doute d’un certain mimétisme : le Carême par 
sa rigidité suscite un texte qui vise à un certain vide.”39 Gray sees the list format as a form 
of anti-writing, and thus, anti-joy. He associates the lack of forwarding narrative 
 
37 Bowen, Enter Rabelais, Laughing (Nashville: Vanderbilt University Press, 1998), 78. 
38 Rabelais Créateur, 11. 
39 Gray, 183. 
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movement with a sense of being stuck; movement produces, lack of movement takes 
away. Terence Cave, in The Cornucopian Text, focuses on the Quaresmeprenant episode 
as a detour, a delay in action, the abios mentioned in the Prologue.40 He writes that 
Quaresmeprenant “constitutes a negative place, an absence which remains sterile and 
unredeemed. [. . .] Quaresmeprenant is an emptiness: the physiological disruption which 
is a consequence both of the catalog device, and of the extraordinary series of 
incompatible similes which are used to describe him, deprives him of the coherence and 
dynamism of life.”41 This is similar to the view expressed by Lawrence Kritzman, who 
calls Quaresmeprenant “comme une masse de mots anatomisée par la description qu’en 
fait Xenomanes. Il s’ensuit que ce personnage, non seulement est morcelé et immobile, 
mais il est soumis à un mode d’articulation intermittente: les métaphores ralentissent le 
flux de l’écriture, et par là la lecture du texte.”42 Alfred Glauser expresses a similar view. 
He writes: “La forme même de la litanie, de la longue et monotone énumération, suggère 
que Rabelais se rendait compte de leur pouvoir d’incantation négative. Quaresmeprenant 
est entré dans un cercle de l’enfer de Rabelais, où il lui fait subir le supplice de la roue 
verbale.”43 The “roue verbale” is one that turns forever in place, torturing the one it 
describes (one suspects Glauser also means the reader), a wheel that never advances the 
subject forward.  
 
40 Cave, Cornucopian Text, 208. 
41 Ibid. 
42 Lawrence D. Kritzman, “La Quête de la parole dans le Quart Livre de Rabelais,” 
French Forum 2, no. 3 (1977), 200. 
43 Glauser, Rabelais créateur, 251. 
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Xenomanes called Quaresmeprenant’s progeny—and by association, the monster 
himself—“contrefaicts en despit de Nature” (615). The rhetoric of going against nature 
relates directly to medicine and anatomy. As Marie-Madeleine Fontaine has shown, 
Rabelais knew his Guy de Chauliac, the influential fourteenth-century physician. In one 
of his works, “Les Fleurs du grand guidon,” of which Macé Bonhomme published an 
edition in Lyon in 1549, Chauliac lays out his theories about medicine in a series of short 
answers to questions, almost like aphorisms. To the question, “Quantes & quelles sont les 
choses naturelles?” he writes: “Les choses naturelles sont sept, à savoir, Elemens, 
complexions, membres, humeurs, vertus, espritz & operations […] Et leurs annexes sont, 
aage, costume, & la distance entre masse & femelle.”44 Finally, explaining what causes 
illness, he writes: “C’est une disposition contre nature qui produit immédiatement la 
maladie” (17). That which defied the norms of nature caused sickness and death. Any 
mark, trait, or attitude out of the ordinary—including overstepping the separation 
between male and female—could prove fatal. According to Chauliac’s definitions, 
Quaresmeprenant, as the literal embodiment of anti-nature, should not be alive. Alfred 
Glauser writes that “dans un moment d’hallucination, Rabelais a vu toutes les possibilités 
du comique de raideur qui entrerait dans l’anatomie grotesque d’un corps qui cesse très 
vite de l’être pour devenir une étonnante construction, indiquant par une accumulation de 
détails un arrêt de vie, une stupéfiante momification.”45 The monster has no narrative, no 
life. Quaresmeprenant possesses both male and female traits; he is the hermaphroditic 
 
44 “Les Fleurs,” 16. 
45 Glauser, Rabelais créateur, 252. 
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monster, “en despit de nature,” that according to the era’s medical doctrine should not 
exist.  
Quaresmeprenant carries the specter of death; at the same time, though, the figure 
of the monster bears a message of hope. The religious message of the Quaresmeprenant 
episode is not just negative. While excoriating the conflict between Catholics and 
Protestants, Rabelais offers his own religious perspective through the figure of the 
monster. Monsters were omens to many of Rabelais’s contemporaries—signs of God’s 
wrath or a portent of trouble to come—or else they were signs of God’s wonderful 
creativity. The growing interdisciplinary field of Monster Studies contributes to this 
discussion. In Renaissance French Studies, Jean Céard’s La Nature et les prodiges has 
proved a seminal text, supplying scholars with a definition of monstrosity and its early 
modern context.46 This work emphasizes that monsters and teratology were intimately 
linked with divination, whose merit was under debate in the sixteenth century. Rabelais 
himself makes fun of divination at length, without completely rejecting it, either. For 
example, the Tiers Livre lists many different kinds of divination, the Pantagrueline 
Prognostication presents a satirical set of predictions for the coming year, and the very 
premise of the Quart Livre is a voyage to an oracle, the Dive Bouteille. If 
 
46 Jean Céard, La nature et les prodiges: l’insolite au XVIe siècle (Geneva: Droz, 1996). 
Mireille Huchon notes that Rabelais’s monsters were inspired by the 1538 Le Disciple de 
Pantagruel, which was, in turn, a pastiche of Lucian’s True History. Huchon sees 
Rabelais as belonging to the former category. She writes of the Quart Livre: “Le monstre 
moral est signe, non plus de la variété de la nature, mais d’une véritable contre-nature, 
d’une négation même de la nature, d’une confusion totale des règnes qui pour certains est 
contemporaine de la confusion des langues lors de Babel” (Œuvres Complètes, 1468).  
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Quaresmeprenant portends death, the idea the he portends anything still allows the 
possibility of hope.  
François Rigolot sees an encouraging Biblical message in Rabelais’s use of 
monsters in the Quart Livre. In his essay, “La Santé des monstres: Tératologie et 
thérapeutique dans le Quart Livre de Rabelais,”47 he cites the stories of Behemoth and 
Leviathan in the Book of Job and God’s injunction not to fear them. Both of these stories 
resonate with the description of Quaresmeprenant, including the comparison of 
Behemoth’s parts with objects and the description of Leviathan’s traits, reflected in the 
following verses from the Book of Job: Job 41:20 (NIV), “Smoke pours from its nostrils 
as a boiling pot over burning reeds,” and Job 40:18 (NIV), “Its bones are tubes of bronze, 
its limbs like rods of iron.” Rigolot sums up his interpretation of Rabelais’s spiritual 
message thus:  
Déboulonnons les Quaresmeprenant et pourfendons les Andouilles de ce monde 
tant que nous voudrons, tant que nous pourrons. Pour les baleines et autres 
phénomènes naturels prodigieux, ne les confondons pas avec des êtres maléfiques, 
comme le fait Panurge, Faisons preuve de courage, employons notre intelligence, 
notre savoir-faire, tout ce que Dieu nous a donné pour ‘soumettre la Nature’, 
comme Il nous y a invite dans la Genèse. Contre nos véritables enemis, 
munissons-nous de patience, de Pantagruelion et de Pantagruelisme—même si 
nous ne sommes jamais sûrs de venir à bout de ceux qui cachent leurs 
monstrueuses entreprises sous un visage humain.48 
  
In other words, the message reads that man should not be afraid of the natural world—
including so-called “monsters”—because God has placed mankind over all of nature. 
 
 
47 François Rigolot, “La Santé Des Monstres: Tératologie et Thérapeutique Dans Le 
Quart Livre de Rabelais,” Études Rabelaisiennes XXXIX (2000): 7–22. 
48 Rigolot, “La Santé des monstres,” 22. 
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Conclusion 
We mentioned that the time between the publication of the two editions of the 
Quart Livre—Quaresmeprenant appearing in the second version—was a very dark time 
in Rabelais’s life. Rabelais may very well have composed this episode while mourning 
his friend and onetime publisher Estienne Dolet, burned at the stake for his work. While 
avoiding naming a one-to-one correspondence between events in Rabelais’s life and his 
work, the influence of his life events come through in the episode of Quaresmeprenant. 
First, the monster carries biting religious satire, making fun of Catholics and Protestants 
equally, and above all, ridiculing the conflict between them, showing that they are two 
sides of the same coin. Second, while many scholars have pointed out the impossibility of 
Quaresmeprenant’s existence, arguing that he is a statement on the impossibility of 
literary representation, fewer state it this way: Quaresmeprenant cannot live. He is a 
creature contrary to nature, which according to the medical theory of the time, is a 
creature that will sicken and die. In Rabelais’s narrative, he is verbally dissected like a 
cadaver. Quaresmeprenant embodies the specter of death. At the same time, though, the 
monster bears a message of hope. Rabelais makes the cadaverous monster ridiculous; we 
are no more afraid of it than we should be of death.  
Monstrosity is what happens when borders, both physical and metaphorical, are 
transgressed. By inciting fear and disgust, monsters serve to police these borders within 
society. Quaresmeprenant indeed seems to be what happens when the individual steps 
outside of borders. He is what happens when the individual straddles the border between 
Calvinism and Catholicism. He also stands outside of the borders of verbal versus visual 
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anatomy, bestriding the medieval and ancient medical traditions with the emerging, more 
modern one. What is stunning about Quaresmeprenant is how he straddles multiple 
fragments at once. The result is not necessarily unity between these fragments, but 
perhaps the dream of unity underlies the attempt. 
Michel de Certeau’s analysis of Hieronymus Bosch’s Garden of Earthly Delights 
in his book, La Fable mystique, beautifully illustrates this sixteenth-century 
epistemological shift. In the course of his analysis, he says this about the twisting, 
contorted, fragmented human bodies in the painting:  
Ces corps forment des jambages et des lettrines, un enchaînement de formes et de 
traits, en somme une belle écriture mais illisible. Ils écrivent sans ‘parler’. À 
l’inverse des hommes-symboles d’hier, ce ne sont ni des mots ni des sens, mais 
des graphes silencieux, droits, penchés, inversables et muables, qui s’écrivent sans 
qu’on sache ce qu’ils écrivent. Perdus à eux-mêmes, ils dessinent plutôt une 
musicalité de formes—glossographie et calligraphie. [...] Cette défection de la 
‘symbolique’ (ou cohésion) corporelle généralise à chaque individu la nostalgie 
qui ne concernait que l’androgyne primitif dans Le Banquet de Platon : ‘Nous 
étions d’une seule pièce.’ [...] Chez Bosch, cette moitié marchant déjà ‘à cloche-
pied’ se décompose à son tour, une fois brisée la ‘symbolique’ qui permettait au 
christianisme médiéval d’en tenir ensemble et d’en coudre les parties. Elle révèle 
ses contradictions internes, à l’image du ‘Çiva’ formé de deux humains dos à dos, 
sans autre communication qu’un tronc de fleur et une tête de hulotte. Sans doute, 
la danse de la défection (orgiastique? eschatologique?) a pour contrepartie son 
parallèle dans le tableau, les amoureux dans la bulle. Mais ce rêve irisé est lui 
aussi coupé, inapprochable derrière son verre, délusion d’un espoir ravissant. En 
tout cas, cette union onirique réitère par ses courbes parfaites ce qui ‘répond’ à la 
réalité peinte par le tableau, faite de pics, de becs, de flèches et de pointes aiguës : 
une poétique anale et buccale, une merveilleuse animalité de culs et de bouches, 
une floraison goulue d’amours.49 
 
The monstrous bodies in Bosch’s painting reflect a world unglued from the certainties, 
religious and otherwise, of the Middle Ages. It also reflects the consequence of man 
 
49 Michel de Certeau, La Fable Mystique: XVIe-XVIIe Siècle. Paris: Gallimard, 1982), 97-
98. 
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feeling cut off from God, or at least God as he knew it in a previous era. 
Quaresmeprenant could very well be one of Bosch’s figures. When the reader tries to 
visualize the monster as Rabelais describes him, she can only come to, at best, a 
morcellated, tortured, non-sensical image such as Bosch depicted visually. What does the 
calligraphy of Quaresmeprenant’s impossible body say? Does it, like Bosch’s figures as 
analyzed by Certeau, reflect a world in disarray, unmoored from religious and 
epistemological certainties?  
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Coda 
 
The first chapter treated the object that best epitomizes the intersection of 
cartography, anatomy, religion, and politics: the cordiform, or heart-shaped, map of the 
world. Ortelius uses the shape of his map, which recalls contemporary depictions of 
lungs, to imply a defense of the heretical cartographer and anatomist, Michel Servet. In 
Chapter Two, the concept of the division between humans and non-humans in Jean de 
Léry’s Histoire de voyage faict en terre de Bresil (also published in 1578) cannot be 
separated from the author’s experiences in the French Wars of Religion. In Chapter 
Three, we saw how Guillaume du Bartas’s 1578 La Sepmaine, a retelling of the Biblical 
creation story, expressed the author’s Calvinist faith through metaphors of bodily 
functions. The fourth chapter treated one of the most celebrated bodily voyages in 
European literature: Alcofrybas’s voyage into the giant Pantagruel’s mouth in Chapter 32 
of the Pantagruel (1532). Chapter Five continued the discussion of Rabelais, moving on 
to his most blatantly cartographic work, the Quart Livre (1552). The descriptions of the 
monster Quaresmeprenant blend cartography and anatomy, as well as religious 
commentary, in a way that is much more pronounced than in the Pantagruel.  
All of the authors studied here, while not necessarily Huguenot or Calvinist, were 
all of a Reformist bent. In the case of Guillaume du Bartas and Jean de Léry, their 
Calvinism is clear. Abraham Ortelius maintained an outward orthodoxy, but research has 
linked him to the heretical Family of Love and unorthodoxy. The case of Rabelais is 
trickier; he wrote after Martin Luther’s 95 Theses, but before the French Wars of 
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Religion, when lines in the sand between Catholic and Protestant were clear. The next 
step in the research will be to see if the relationship between cartography and the body is 
expressed in the same manner in texts by Huguenot or Reformist authors as it is in works 
by authors of a decidedly Catholic or Counter-Reformation bent, such as André Thevet. 
Did Catholic authors approach the relationship between topography and cosmography in 
the same manner that their Reformist or Protestant counterparts did? Can we fully 
support the hypothesis that Catholics leaned toward cosmography and Protestants leaned 
toward topography, and extrapolate this observation onto a larger sample? 
How does the religious bent of the texts studied here tie into the theoretical 
relationship between part and whole? A comfort with the fragment—saying the fragment 
is sufficient, letting it replace the whole—suggests an embrace of competing epistemic 
regimes. The literary prime example of topography is Montaigne’s “Des Cannibales,” in 
which he writes:  
“Cet homme que j’avoy, estoit homme simple et grossier, qui est une condition 
propre à rendre veritable tesmoignage . . . [. . .] Ou il faut un homme tres-fidelle, 
ou si simple qu’il n’ait pas dequoy bastir et donner de la vray-semblance, à des 
inventions fauces ; et qui n’ait rien espousé. Le mien estoit tel; et, outre cela, il 
m’a faict voir à diverses fois plusieurs mattelots et marchans, qu’il avoit cogneuz 
en ce voyage. Ainsi je me contente de cette information, sans m’enquerir de ce 
que les cosmographes en disent. Il nous faudroit des topographes qui nous fissent 
narration particuliere des endroits où ils ont esté.1  
 
By upholding the “homme simple et grossier,” a poor, uneducated farmer, Montaigne 
implicitly aligns himself with the epistemology of a marginalized person. Jonathan 
Sawday associated the process of fragmenting with power: the anatomist wields power 
over the body he dissects. If the one who fragments holds power, the one who is 
 
1 Montaigne, Les Essais, I.31.205. 
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fragmented is disempowered, marginalized. In Sawday’s “culture of dissection,” the 
fragmented body is a woman. In the texts studied here, the authors identify the world—
their world—as a part. They are the fragmented ones. Perhaps not coincidentally, they 
were all Protestant or Reformist, as far as we know. There is a theoretical affinity here 
with the concept of “queerness”; perhaps that could form the basis of future research.  
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Appendix   
 
From François Rabelais, Pantagruel. In Œuvres Complètes, edited by Mireille Huchon 
(Paris: Gallimard, 1994). 
  
Mais o dieux et deesses, que veiz je là ? Juppiter me confonde de sa fouldre 
trisulque si j’en mens. Je y cheminoys comme l’on faict en Sophie à 
Constantinoble, et y veiz de grands rochiers, comme les mons des Dannoys, je 
croy que c’estoient ses dentz, et de grands prez, de grandes forestz, de fortes et 
grosses villes, non moins grandes que Lyon ou Poictiers.1 
Le premier que y trouvay, ce fut un bon homme qui plantoit des choulx. 
Dont tout esbahy luy demanday. « Mon ami, que fais tu icy ? 
— Je plante (dist il) des choulx. 
— Et à quoy ny comment ? dis je. 
— Ha ! Monsieur (dist il), chascun ne peut avoir les couillons aussi pesant 
q’un mortier, et ne pouvons estre tous riches. Je gaigne ainsi ma vie : et les porte 
vendre au marché en la cité qui est icy derriere. 
— Jesus2 (dis je) il y a icy un nouveau monde. 
— Certes (dist il) il n’est mie nouveau : mais l’on dist bien que hors d’icy 
y a une terre neufve où ilz ont et Soleil et Lune : et tout plein de belles besoignes : 
mais cestuy cy est plus ancien. 
— Voire mais (dis je) mon amy, comment a nom ceste ville où tu portes 
vendre tes choulx ? 
— Elle a (dist il) nom Aspharage, et sont Christians, gens de bien, et vous 
feront grande chere. » Bref je deliberay d’y aller. 
Or en mon chemin je trouvay un compaignon : qui tendoit aux pigeons. 
Auquel je demanday.  
— Mon amy dont vous viennent ces pigeons icy ? 
— Cyre (dist il) ilz viennent de l’autre monde. » 
Lors je pensay que, quand Pantagruel basloit, les pigeons à pleines volées 
entroyent dedans sa gorge, pensans que feust un colombier. 
 
1 This episode parodies Galen’s De Usu Partium, in which he compares “la bouche à une 
cavité percée de routes, l’œsophage à un isthme, l’estomac à un grenier, le corps tout 
entier à une ville marchande où chacun s’affaire à sa tâche, où règne un ordre divin, 
invisible et infaillible, immuable et spontané” (Roland Antonioli, Rabelais et la médicine 
[Geneva: Droz, 1976], 155). 
2 Tom Conley notes in À fleur de page that the use of parentheses makes the citation of 
“Jesus” ambiguous (72). Is Alcofrybas addressing Jesus directly, alerting him to this new 
world about which not even the Son of God knew?  
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Puis entray en la ville, laquelle je trouvay belle, bien forte, et en bel air, 
mais à l’entrée les portiers me demanderent mon bulletin, de quoy je fuz fort 
esbahy, et leur demanday. « Messieurs, y a il ici dangier de peste ? 
— O seigneur (dirent ilz) l’on se meurt icy auprés tant que le charriot 
court par les rues. 
— Vray Dieu (dis je) et où ? » À quoy me dirent, que c’estoit en 
Laryngues et Pharingues,3 qui sont deux grosse villes telles comme Rouen et 
Nantes riches et bien marchandes. Et la cause de la peste a esté pour une puante et 
infecte exhalation qui est sortie des abysmes despuis n’a gueres, dont ilz sont 
mors plus de vingt et deux cens soixante mille et seize personnes, despuis huict 
jours.  
Lors je pense et calcule, et trouve que c’estoit une puante haleine qui estoit 
venue de l’estomach de Pantagruel alors qu’il mangea tant d’aillade, comme nous 
avons dict dessus. 
De là partant passay entre les rochiers qui estoient ses dentz, et feis tant 
que je montay sus une, et là trouvay les plus beaulx lieux du monde, beaulx 
grands jeux de paulme, belles galleries, belles praries, force vignes et une infinité 
de cassines à la mode Italicque par les champs pleins de delices : et là demouray 
bien quatre moys et ne feis oncques telle chere que pour lors. 
Puis descendis par les dentz du derriere pour venir aux baulievres, mais en 
passant je fuz destroussé des brigans par une grande forest qui est vers la partie 
des aureilles, puis trouvay une petite bourgade à la devallée, j’ay oublié son nom, 
où je feiz encores meilleure chere que jamais, et gaignay quelque peu d’argent 
pour vivre.  
Sçavez vous comment ? à dormir, car l’on loue les gens à journée pour 
dormir, et gaignent cinq et six solz par jour ; mais ceulx qui ronflent bien fort 
gaignent bien sept solx et demy.  
Et contois aux senateurs comment on m’avoit destroussé par la valée : 
lesquels me dirent que pour tout vray les gens de delà estoient mal vivans et 
brigans de nature.  
A quoy je congneu que ainsi comme nous avons les contrées de deçà et de 
delà les montz, aussi ont ilz deçà et delà les dentz. Mais il fait beaucoup meilleur 
deçà et y a meilleur air.  
Là commencay penser qu’il est bien vrai ce que l’on dit, que la moytié du 
monde ne scait comment l’autre vit. Veu que nul avoit encores escrit de ce pais là 
auquel sont plus de .xxv. royaulmes habitez, sans les desers, et un gros bras de 
mer: mais j’en ay composé un grand livre, intitulé l’Histoire des Gorgias : car 
ainsi les ay je nommez par ce qu’ils demourent en la gorge de mon maistre 
Pantagruel. (330-334)  
 
 
3 Galen, unlike Aristotle, distinguished between the larynx and the pharynx. See 
Antonioli, Rabelais et la médicine, 155. 
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